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ABSTRACT

Author: Gold, Zachary, S. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: December 2017
Title: Engineering Play: Exploring Associations with Executive Function, Mathematical Ability,
and Spatial Ability in Preschool
Major Professor: James Elicker
Engineering play is a new perspective on preschool education that views constructive
play as an engineering design process that parallels the way engineers think and work when they
develop engineered solutions to human problems (Bairaktarova, Evangelou, Bagiati, & Brophy,
2011). Early research from this perspective supports its use in framing play as a key learning
context. However, no research to date has examined associations between engineering play and
other factors linked with early school success, such as executive function, mathematical ability,
and spatial ability. Additionally, more research is needed to further validate a new engineering
play observational measure. This study had two main goals: (1) to gather early validity data on
the engineering play measure as a potentially useful instrument for documenting the occurrence
of children’s engineering play behaviors in educational contexts, such as block play. This was
done by testing the factor structure of the engineering play behaviors in this sample and their
association with preschoolers’ planning, a key aspect of the engineering design process; (2) to
explore associations between preschoolers’ engineering play and executive function,
mathematical ability, and spatial ability. Participants included 110 preschoolers (62 girls; 48
boys; M = 58.47 months) from 10 classrooms in the Midwest United States coded for their
frequency of engagement in each of the nine engineering play behaviors. A confirmatory factor
analysis resulted in one engineering play factor including six of the engineering play behaviors.

xii
A series of marginal regression models revealed that the engineering play factor was
significantly and positively associated with the spatial horizontal rotation transformation.
However, engineering play was not significantly related to planning ability, executive function,
informal mathematical abilities, or other spatial transformation skills. Follow-up analyses
revealed significant positive associations between engineering play and planning, executive
function, and geometry for only a subgroup of children (n = 27) who had individualized
education program (IEP) status. This was the first of a series of studies planned to evaluate the
potential of the engineering play perspective as a tool for understanding young children’s
development and learning across multiple developmental domains. Although most hypotheses
regarding engineering play and cognitive skills were not supported, the study provided partial
evidence for the reliability and validity of the engineering play observation measure. Future
research should include larger sample sizes with more statistical power, continued refinement of
the engineering play observation measure, examination of potential associations with specific
early learning domains, including spatial ability and language, and more comparisons of
engineering play between typically developing children and children with disabilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to further develop a new educational perspective called,
“engineering play” as a framework for observing preschoolers’ play as an engineering design
process, paralleling the way engineers think and work when they design, structure, and develop
solutions to human problems (Bairaktarova et al., 2011). Early research viewing young
children’s free play as engineering suggests that children spontaneously engage in a variety of
engineering-related behaviors and language, such as planning, goal-oriented communication, use
of mathematical and technical terminology, problem-solving, solution-testing, evaluation, and
design (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2015; Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Bagiati, Yoon, Evangelou, &
Ngambeki, 2010; Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Evangelou, DobbsOates, Bagiati, Liang, & Choi, 2010; Gold, Elicker, Choi, Anderson, & Brophy, 2015).
This early research has indicated that the engineering play perspective may be useful in
understanding young children’s learning and development across multiple developmental
domains (Gold et al., 2015). Some play contexts may motivate young children to interact,
experiment, and actively practice engineering skills in ways that foster STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics) learning and/or encourage use of previously
developed STEM skills (Brophy & Evangelou, 2007). Framing and focusing on children’s
engineering-like behavior during play could be efficacious in encouraging children’s early
interest in STEM and motivation to engage in STEM learning (Gold et al., 2015) outside of
traditional early STEM instructional contexts (Horn, Crouser, & Bers, 2012). Furthermore, it is
possible that the engineering play perspective could be useful in developing a holistic curriculum
framework that would benefit multiple developmental domains and learning outcomes (Bagiati
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& Evangelou, 2016; Gold et al., 2015). However, no studies to date have examined associations
between engineering play behaviors and domains known to be important for young children's
early learning and school readiness.
This was the first in a series of studies designed to explore implications of the
engineering play perspective for early education by examining associations between engineering
play and known predictors of school readiness and early academic success. Testing these
associations was a first step before further examining directionality and casual connections
between engineering play and school readiness domains in subsequent research. The first
objective was to evaluate the validity of the engineering play observational measure for
documenting the occurrence of children’s engineering behaviors in educational play contexts,
such as block play. This was done by exploring the factor structure of the engineering play
behavior categories and testing associations between engineering play behaviors and children’s
planning, which is theoretically a key component of the engineering design process
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011). The second objective was to determine if aspects of children’s
constructive play with blocks, when described using the engineering play category framework,
are associated with children’s executive functioning, mathematical ability, and spatial ability, all
factors strongly linked with school readiness and early school learning (McClelland et al., 2014;
Purpura & Lonigan, 2013; Uttal et al., 2013). This project furthered our conceptualization and
understanding of engineering play behaviors in the preschool classroom and their association
with important predictors of early school performance. This project also informed future research
on the engineering play perspective’s relevance in the early childhood education field, including
issues of measurement, directionality, and potential causal relations between engineering play
and other early learning domains.

3
Early Education and Play
Since the 1980s, opportunities for unstructured and semi-structured play in schools in the
United States have steadily been reduced in favor of increased efforts to meet state standards
focused on discrete academic skills, and this trend toward less time for play has recently
extended downward into the pre-kindergarten years (Miller & Almon, 2009). Some scholars
assert there is a need to revisit the potential associations between play-based education in early
childhood classrooms and aspects of children’s learning and development (Nicolopoulou, 2010;
Sutton, 2011). Previous research supports that many aspects of development and learning can be
understood by documenting children’s self-organized thoughts and actions during unstructured
and semi-structured play (e.g., Howe, Rinalidi, & Jennings, 2002; Lobo & Galloway, 2008;
Stauffacher & DeHart, 2005). Specifically, children’s active manipulation of objects during play
has been associated with other important behaviors across an array of early childhood domains,
such as positive socio-emotional behaviors, physical activity, creativity and imagination, and
cognition (Bagiati et al., 2016; Gold, et al., 2015; Howe et al., 2002; Stauffacher & DeHart,
2005). Scholars have suggested that because play provides young children with opportunities for
enthusiastic engagement and challenges across multiple domains (Brophy & Evangelou, 2007;
Sutton, 2011), it is pertinent to develop early childhood educational perspectives that identify
learning processes occurring during play (Gold et al., 2015), especially play in STEM contexts
(Horn et al., 2012). Direct observation of children’s play using these perspectives will allow
researchers and educators to further understand the behavioral processes that can influence
young children’s social development and school readiness skills (Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Gold
et al., 2015).

4
Engineering Play Perspective
Observing children’s play behaviors from an engineering design perspective could be
useful in understanding learning processes and development across a number of domains of
learning, including creativity, self-regulation, mathematical ability, and problem-solving
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011). Research on engineering play as a framework for development is
limited. Lippard, Lamm, and Riley (2017) identified and reviewed only 27 studies related to
engineering thinking in preschool. The majority of these studies either measured a construct
theoretically related to engineering, without direct measurement of engineering (e.g.,
associations of spatial ability and mathematics with block building; Verdine, Golinkoff et al.,
2014; Wolfgang, Stannard, & Jones, 2001) or involved engineering thinking in less-traditional
play contexts such as robotics, most often including children older than preschoolers (e.g., Bers,
2007). Until more direct data are collected on engineering-related thinking and play during
preschool, particularly on engineering measurement in young children, scholars are using related
play contexts and theory as proxies for understanding early engineering skills (Lippard et al.,
2017).
Consistent with this strategy, this project used preschoolers’ constructive play with
traditional classroom unit blocks as a facilitative context for engineering play. Object
manipulation is an important component of learning, beginning in infancy when babies explore
tactile properties of objects in their environment (Frost, 1992). By the time children reach 3- to6 years-old, development of object play is rapid and variable, including more structured
materials such as blocks and puzzles (e.g., Wolfgang & Phelps, 1983), instructional materials
such as stacking toys, and constructional materials such as paint, clay, and tools, used for
building and creating products (Yawkey & Lopez-Toro, 1985). This work is rooted in Piaget’s
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constructivist perspective that children construct knowledge about their environment and
understand relations among objects in their environment through active exploration and
manipulation of objects and features of objects (Piaget, 1964). This sort of constructive play with
blocks during preschool has been linked with performance in mathematics skills, spatial skills,
cognition, and reading (e.g., Wolfgang et al., 2001, Verdine, Golinkoff et al., 2014; Hanline,
Milton, & Phelps, 2010), skills theorized and researched as potentially associated with
preschool-aged engineering (Lippard et al., 2017). Limited research on engineering play during
young children’s engagement with various constructive objects (e.g., snap circuits, water tables,
sandboxes, large foam blocks, and classroom unit blocks) has found that various elements of the
engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014), including observable engineering play
behaviors occur during engagement with these kinds of manipulatives and block materials
(Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Bairaktaorva et al., 2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Gold et al.,
2015). However, because research has not yet established which specific play contexts may be
operationalized as optimal “engineering play contexts,” it is necessary to use existing literature to
theorize an ideal constructive play context that closely parallels children’s engagement in
engineering play through a design process. Therefore, this study treated preschoolers’
engagement in constructive block-building as a potentially rich context for engineering play,
using established literature and theory to discuss potential connections between learning and
development during block-building and engineering play.
Bairaktarova and colleagues began the process of identifying engineering play as an
important component of early learning. A seminal study observed preschool children’s
spontaneously occurring classroom play while engaged in open and semi-structured contexts
such as sandboxes, water tables, puzzles, and snap-circuits. These observations were used to
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develop an emergent observational instrument, identifying and categorizing nine types of
preschoolers’ engineering play behaviors. In preparing for the current study, the nine behaviors
were further refined in order to provide clear operational definitions and representative examples
of each behavior for use in observational coding (Table 1). The principal investigator, his
mentor, and one research assistant watched dyadic block play films over one-half of an academic
semester and discussed occurrences of each engineering play behavior using the previous coding
scheme and any changes that were needed. Specific attention was paid to behaviors occurring as
either verbalizations, actions, or both. Additionally, although the behaviors can co-occur, the
coding scheme was refined so that is was possible for each one of the nine behaviors to occur
while the other eight did not occur.
Bairaktarova et al. (2011) suggest that these behaviors are part of an engineering design
process, where young children identify problems or goals during their play and engage in
intentional sequences of behaviors to solve problems or modify their goals. Early research in this
emerging field has supported that young children’s play behaviors, viewed in the conceptual
frame of these nine identified engineering behaviors, parallel the engineering design process in
several play contexts and that constructive play with blocks may be a particularly rich context for
observing engineering play behaviors and examining their association with other early
developmental domains (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Evangelou et
al., 2010; Gold et al., 2015).
Young children's motivation and interest in the engineering design process during a
constructive context was first identified when Brophy and Evangelou (2007) observed preschool
children’s semi-structured free play during construction with blocks in Head Start classrooms.
Using observational notes and video-recordings, the authors documented how children’s
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Table 1. Engineering Play Behaviors (Gold, Elicker, Bairaktarova, & Evangelou, 2017)
Categories

Description

Communicates Goals
(Verbal)

Expressing a desired result or end to achieve a purpose.
(e.g., child says, “I’m going to build a car!)

Construction
(Action)

Any collecting or building action.
- Collecting blocks from box or floor.
- Placing one or more blocks in a way that appears organized or
for a purpose.

Problem Solving
(Verbal)

Any verbal expression where a child identifies a problem and/or suggests a
solution.
- Identify a solution to make something work better.
- Expressing what needs to be changed.
(e.g., “It keeps falling down. I need another block to help it stay.”)

Creative/Innovative Action
(Action)

Any action where a child tries a new/different approach or idea that has not
been previously used.
- Uncommon approach involving shapes or function.
- Using a ‘U’ shape block upside-down as a
rainbow/tunnel/gate/door.

Solution Testing/Evaluating Design
(Action or Verbal)

Any action or verbal expression where a child tests/evaluates whether a
structure functions as needed.
(e.g., rolling a ball to check whether it actually rolls in the construct.)
Providing a verbal procedural explanation.
- WHY something needs to be a certain way.
- HOW to make something.
(e.g., “To make a door, you need a way to push it open. Let’s make this the
button you push.”)

Explaining How Something is Built or
Works
(Verbal)

Following Patterns or Prototypes
(Verbal or Action)

Logical or Mathematical Words
(Verbal)
Technical Vocabulary
(Verbal)

Children use words or actions to express their representation/idea of how to
assemble a structure in a particular way (pattern); verbalizing a design schema
or “blue print” and/or creating a structure/model that resembles the schema
(prototype).
- Patterns in spatial orientation that represent a child’s
prototype.
- Patterns in children’s behavior that leave general patterns in
their prototype.
- Verbalizations of a schema or basic idea of the prototype
they want to build.
- Children build or replicate a physical model of their idea with
or without verbalizing it.
Child uses math concepts during explanation while building his/her structure.
When building, child verbalizes a logical thought process.
(e.g., estimation, counting numbers, shapes, & sizes, if/then statements.)
Child uses words that are specialized to label or describe parts, functions,
mechanisms, physics of something, equipment, construction method.
(e.g., “gear”, “balance”, “stability.”)

behaviors and language use during play revealed their thinking about the engineering process.
Many of the children spontaneously engaged in block-building, with little or no adult guidance,
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but sought teacher feedback about how and what they were building (Brophy & Evangelou,
2007). For example, children asked, “What do you think of this?” and “Isn’t my design pretty?”
They also asked about the quality or accuracy of new additions to their built structures (Brophy
& Evangelou, 2007). In addition to documenting children’s interest and engagement in design
processes, they also observed specific instances of complex structural engineering of children’s
own design, such as a block tower that required complicated counterbalancing and matching of
block forms on different parts of the structure. When asked about his approach to this building,
one child responded that he wanted to “make something interesting.” Given these findings,
Brophy and Evangelou (2007) concluded that preschool children cared as much about the
engineering design process during block-building, and the steps needed to reach their intended
goal, as they did about the goal or product itself. Preschoolers were actively motivated and
engaged in block-building, and focused not only on what structures they were building, but how
they were building the structures, despite lacking substantial awareness or understanding of
components of the design process.
In addition to young children's interest and motivation to engage in design processes,
there is also evidence that engagement in the design process is facilitated more during
opportunities to actively manipulate objects than during more passive contexts such as drawing
or conversation. In another study, researchers randomly assigned preschool children from six
classrooms into three conditions, where children were asked to create or discuss the same 13
human-made artifacts or objects by (1) sketching the artifacts on paper, (2) talking about the
artifacts in a storybook, or (3) discussing the actual tangible artifacts while holding and playing
with them (Evangelou et al., 2010). Evangelou et al. (2010) found that children’s direct physical
explorations with the tangible artifacts led to significantly more discussion and questions about
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their use and function than either of the other research conditions. The authors concluded that
hands-on opportunities with objects were more likely to stimulate children’s engineering
thinking and behaviors about design, function, and intentionality because active manipulation of
the objects facilitated children’s interest and engagement in the engineering process more than
the study conditions comprising more passive representations of those objects (Evangelou et al.,
2010).
More specifically, researchers have found that blocks are a useful kind of manipulative
for encouraging the engineering design process, and as such, many of the aspects of engineering
are observed when young children engage in the engineering play behaviors with blocks
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011). Children’s play with classroom unit blocks and LEGOs has been
associated with articulated goal-oriented design, problem-solving, and innovative thinking,
including generation of design ideas, repetition of patterns, and testing ideas (Bagiati &
Evangelou, 2016). Bagiati and Evangelou (2016) coded video-recordings of children’s free play
with blocks and LEGOs and observed preschoolers verbally identifying construction problems,
construction goals, and how to address these goals through their design and implementation
strategies. Children also tested their solutions to problems (e.g., seeing if a structure fell during
addition or removal of blocks), expressed interest in collaboration to problem-solve, and
successfully integrated knowledge about human-made structures in order to replicate or create
block prototypes. Moreover, research also suggests that the engineering design process can occur
during play with other block-like materials (Gold et al., 2015).
Engineering play behaviors have also been observed during preschoolers' unstructured
play with large foam blocks, indicating that the engineering design process is possible during
several kinds of constructive activities (Gold et al., 2015), and thus, the engineering play
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perspective could be valuable in educational contexts beyond traditionally understood “blockplay.” Researchers observed 3- to- 5 year-olds’ unstructured play with large foam blocks using
the nine engineering play behaviors (Bairaktarova et al., 2011) as an observational instrument for
the first time and documented the occurrence of each of the engineering behaviors (Gold et al.,
2015). Results indicated significantly higher rates of engineering play behaviors in the large
foam block setting compared to the traditional dramatic play area and the outdoor playground.
Specifically, higher rates of communicating goals, construction, explanations of how things are
built or work, problem solving, and solution testing and evaluating design were found in the
large foam block setting, suggesting that less-structured play activities with construction-oriented
materials could be valuable in encouraging children’s interest and engagement in engineering
play if framed appropriately in educational contexts (Gold et al., 2015).
These early studies suggest that several unstructured and semi-structured contexts
involving object manipulation, such as block play, provide a rich environment for children’s
engineering design and behaviors indicative of a design process. Specifically, these studies
provide early support for Bairaktarova and colleagues’ (2011) assertion that children
spontaneously engage in various cycles or iterations of the engineering design process, especially
apparent in construction play contexts, where they engage in behaviors that recognize a problem
or goal, plan or design how to reach that goal, and evaluate their decisions in order to modify
design or more successfully reach a desired solution. Further, these studies have provided
evidence that several kinds of block play contexts are effective in facilitating children’s
engagement with the engineering design process, and thus, block-building is an ideal context by
which to observe and encourage children’s engineering play (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2015;
Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Bagiati, et al., 2010; Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Brophy &
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Evangelou, 2007; Evangelou et al., 2010; Gold et al., 2015). However, the ability to encourage
and stimulate young children’s interest and engagement in the engineering design process during
specific play contexts may be particularly valuable if engagement in engineering play is
beneficial for children’s early development.
The specific educational value of the engineering play perspective is its potential
associations with multiple domains important for children’s development and learning. If these
associations are found, understanding and supporting children’s engineering play as a key
context could have implications for early development. Similarly, understanding how early
domains are associated with engineering play could provide useful information for supporting
children’s early engineering. This suggests the engineering play perspective may be a useful
framework for understanding play as a supportive context for developmental domains, especially
given that engineering play has been observed and documented in several constructive play
contexts (e.g., unit blocks, LEGOs, large foam blocks; Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016). However, no
research to date has examined associations of engineering play with children’s early learning and
academic success. If significant associations exist between preschoolers’ engineering play and
early learning domains, future research exploring causal relations between engineering play and
learning could be valuable. If promoting early learning domains impacts children’s engineering,
or vice versa, then the engineering play perspective has significant value as a cross-domain early
education framework.
This dissertation research was the first in a series of studies to explore the usefulness of
the engineering play perspective in relation to important early learning domains. The first step in
testing the educational implications of engineering play was to examine its potential associations
with three important early learning domains that have been identified as indicators of school
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readiness and early school success: executive functioning, mathematical ability, and spatial
ability (McClelland et al., 2014; Purpura & Lonigan, 2013; Uttal et al., 2013). This exploratory
study examined these associations to identify potential translational benefits of engineering play
and these early learning skills. In order to understand potential connections with executive
function, early mathematics skills, and spatial ability, a critical review of the literature on the
development of these domains is needed to understand how they may be related to engineering
play.
Development of Executive Function
Definition of Executive Function. Executive function (EF) broadly refers to the
psychological processes involved in the conscious control of thought and action (Zelazo &
Müller, 2002). Generally, EF focuses on cognitive processes underlying goal-directed behavior
(Wiebe, Morton, Buss, & Spencer, 2014). However, there has been considerable discussion
about EF theoretical conceptual frameworks, especially concerning the operationalizing and
measurement of EF global ability versus specific key components of EF (Best & Miller, 2010,
Wiebe et al., 2014; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Different, and often context-dependent, conceptual
approaches have been used to describe EF. For example, one approach views EF as a higher
order cognitive ability used to organize strategic responses to stimuli (Baddeley, 1996; Denckla
& Reiss, 1997; Zelazo & Müller, 2002; Zelazo, Müller, Frye, & Marcovitch, 2003). Other
research has used factor analysis to understand EF structural components and inform methods of
EF measurement (Hughes, 1998; Miyake et al., 2000). Researchers have typically come to view
EF as comprised of three main structural components: (1) Working Memory, children’s ability to
maintain and manipulate information over short periods, independent of help from their
environment (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; Garon, Bryson, & Smith, 2008;
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Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). (2) Inhibitory Control, children’s ability to
inhibit a natural response and/or produce an alternative response (Best & Miller, 2010; Blair,
2003; Garon et al., 2008). (3) Cognitive Flexibility, children’s ability to shift between mental
states, sets of rules, or tasks (Best & Miller, 2010; Miyake et al., 2000; Rothbart & Posner,
2005). Although the literature supports measurement of these three components as a
unidimensional construct during the preschool years (Willoughby, Blair, Wirth, & Greenberg,
2010), more recent work has produced alternative factor structures suggesting
multidimensionality by 49 months (Lerner & Lonigan, 2014; Lonigan, Lerner, Goodrich,
Farrington, & Allan, 2016).
Dimensionality of Executive Function. A body of research suggests that during the
preschool years, EF structural components are not wholly distinct, and children integrate more
than one EF ability into many behavioral responses (Blair, 2003; Müller, Baker, & Yeung, 2012;
Sokol, Müller, Carpendale, Young, & Iarocci, 2010). Most literature has shown that the
behavioral components of EF in children 5 years-old and under are not as distinct as EF
components of older children, and that EF in preschool is better understood as a unidimensional
construct where behaviors often include elements of working memory, inhibitory control, and
cognitive flexibility (Willoughby et al., 2010). Measurement techniques with preschool-aged
children have demonstrated how EF components must often be integrated during a conscious
response to a single stimulus. For instance, the Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders Task (McClelland &
Cameron, 2012) requires children to start and stop a natural response, and utilize their working
memory and cognitive flexibility in order to control motor activity. As children play an opposites
game of touching their head vs. toes, or knees vs. shoulders, tapping into each of these
components is necessary in order to remember and perform paired behavior rules, incorporate
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new behavior rules, and switch attention back to previous behavior rules as the task increases in
complexity (McClelland & Cameron, 2012). However, there is some evidence that working
memory and inhibitory control can be measured independently in children between 49 and 60
months, including Spanish-speaking children (Lerner & Lonigan, 2014, Lonigan et al., 2016).
Nevertheless, treatment of EF during the preschool years as a unidimensional construct is
necessary in the current dissertation (especially during measurement with children from
disadvantaged backgrounds) because EF skills appear to emerge according to a developmental
trajectory where distinct components of EF are less differentiated in younger children compared
to older children and adults. Although, factor analyses have indicated increasingly more EF
factors as children age (Best & Miller, 2010; Hughes, Ensor, Wilson, & Graham, 2010; Lerner &
Lonigan, 2014; Lonigan et al., 2016; Miyake et al., 2000; Wiebe et al., 2011), most evidence
supports a unidimensional approach during preschool.
Recent research in developmental neuropsychology suggests the emergence of EF ability
according to a developmental trajectory that parallels functional brain development, and as such,
specific EF components differentiate among most children only after significant neurological
maturation at about ages 5 or 6 (Garon et al., 2008; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Research supports
the emergence of specific EF abilities at particular ages during the preschool years as related to
gradual prefrontal cortical development (Hongwasnishkul, Happaney, Lee, & Zelazo, 2005) and
observations of age-related performance on various EF measurements (Carlson, 2005).
While infants’ executive functions are limited by constraints on short term memory and
inhibitory control, and inabilities to shift attention and recognize that specific behavioral patterns
are context dependent (Diamond, 1991; Hauser, 1999; Zelazo et al., 2003), between ages 2 and
6, neurological growth in children signals the development of many of the necessary skills for
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higher-order thinking and decision-making (Chugani & Phelps, 1986; Diamond & GoldmanRakic, 1989). Children ages 2- to- 6 years also demonstrate a capacity for working memory,
problem-solving, inhibitory control, task-shifting, and evaluation (Garon et al., 2008; Wiebe et
al., 2014; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Research on working memory indicates a gradual increase in
capacity from ages 4- to- 14, after which capacity plateaus, where differences can be observed
between 3, 4, and 5 year-old children (Luciana, Conklin, Hooper, & Yarger, 2005). Gathercole et
al. (2004) found that 6 year-old children had sufficiently developed working memories in order
navigate difficult tasks that required integration of several EF components.
Young children’s representational/cognitive flexibility and ability to inhibit natural
responses generally follow a gradual trajectory from older infancy into preschool. Some 3 yearolds have shown the cognitive flexibility necessary to navigate three dimensional rooms to find
hidden objects, while 2.5 year-olds and some 3 year-olds perseverated (i.e., repeated an action or
thought in the absence of the appropriate stimuli; DeLoache, 1987; Sharon & DeLoache, 2003).
Research has also shown a gradual increase in cognitive flexibility from ages 3- to- 5 in a wide
variety of measurement contexts (Frye Zelazo, Brooks, & Samuels, 1996; Wellman, Cross, &
Watson, 2001). Younger children have difficulty switching attention between conflicting
representations of a single context (Zelazo et al., 2003), while 3- and- 4 year olds can often shift
between two sets of rules (Hughes, 1998). A significant spike in cognitive flexibility emerges
around age 5, when children can navigate increasingly more difficult sets of rules. For example,
on a task requiring children to respond correctly about the presence of lines and shapes on a
computer screen while rules changed to the opposite of what was previously correct, 5 year-olds
were the youngest children consistently able to complete the highest level of complexity of rule
changing in the task (Luciana & Nelson, 1998). Inhibitory control follows a similar, but less
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clear, developmental trajectory. In Luria’s hand game (Hughes, 1998), 4 year-olds performed
better than 3 year-olds when asked to make a fist when shown a finger and vice versa. However,
in the Day/Night task requiring children to say “day” when shown night and vice versa, children
ages 3- and- 4 both found inhibitory control difficult (Carlson, 2005). Versions of the
Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS), a complex inhibitory control and cognitive flexibility
task also showed considerable improvements between ages 3 and 4 (Carlson, 2005; Zelazo et al.,
2003). On a more complex DCCS task requiring integration of several rules, about half of 5- and
6- year-olds perseverated (Carlson, 2005).
As evidenced by observed trajectories of development in each of the three main
components of EF, understanding when specific EF components differentiate by age is not
wholly clear during the preschool years (Carlson, 2005; Zelazo et al., 2003). Although increases
in performance on each of the EF components in various EF tasks can be seen across preschool,
it is clear that measurement of working memory, inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility are
not distinct during preschool, and many of young children’s EF-related behaviors require
integration of more than one of these components (Best & Miller, 2010; Carlson, 2005; Zelazo et
al., 2003). This overall trend is illustrated well by Miyake and colleagues’ (Miyake & Friedman,
2012; Miyake et al., 2000) unity/diversity framework, which holds that preschoolers’ EF should
be viewed as both unified and distinct, because preschool EF components show both unity (they
are correlated and may require utilizing the same cognitive processes) and diversity (they can
still be separated quantitatively and descriptively). As such, theoretical perspectives and
measurement of preschoolers’ EF should consider young children’s global abilities comprised of
one or more of the three components, but also consider variation in overall EF ability across the
preschool years.
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Theoretical research on EF skills during preschool suggests that navigation of complex
rule systems and subsequent engagement in a problem-solving process require children to
integrate EF components using behaviors that parallel steps in the engineering design process
(Frye, Zelazo, & Burack, 1998; Zelazo & Frye, 1998; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Engaging in
engineering play behaviors during constructive play (e.g., problem-solving, solutiontesting/evaluating design, and following patterns and prototypes) may require children to reflect
on functions, mechanisms, and processes which also require using working memory, inhibitory
control, and cognitive flexibility. As such, it is possible that while children engage in engineering
play behaviors they integrate EF-related behaviors in ways that may be important in early
development and learning.
Executive Function in Relation to Engineering Play
Cognitive Complexity of Control (CCC) theory (Frye et al., 1998; Zelazo & Frye, 1998;
Zelazo et al., 2003) is an approach to understanding EF in relation to function. Drawn from
Halford, Wilson, and Phillips’ (1998), relational complexity framework on age-related changes
in young children’s ability to understand complex relations among objects, CCC theory
emphasizes children’s age-related changes in EF; specifically, “changes in the maximum
complexity of the rules that children can use when solving problems” (Zelazo et al., 2003, p. 8).
The theory holds that as children develop, their ability to reflect on representational rules
becomes more sophisticated. Children use silent or self-directed speech to connect various
conditions to consequences, using “if-then” statements. Over time, children are able to compare
and relate increasingly more complex rule systems such that if one condition occurs, they engage
in a particular behavior, but can also recognize additional conditions embedded within larger
conditions that call for even more specific behavioral responses (Zelazo et al., 2003). Thus, this
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system functions as a hierarchical structure for understanding and contrasting relations among
rules by which children use their working memory, inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility in
their decision-making and planning about various behavioral responses to specific conditions.
The Problem-Solving Framework outlined by Zelazo and Müller (2002), further
developed CCC theory into a focused understanding of the hierarchical structure of young
children’s decision-making and planning. This framework provides strong theoretical support
that preschoolers’ observed engineering behaviors share similar components with children’s
behaviors during EF processes. Luria (1973) attempted to characterize a system for
understanding EF based on function rather than mechanisms or processes. This perspective
places emphasis on functions, “behavioral constructs defined in terms of their outcome – what
they accomplish,” (Zelazo & Müller, 2002, p. 577). Zelazo, Carter, Reznick, and Frye (1997),
developed this idea into a framework focused on EF behaviors as a hierarchical structure of subfunctions organized around a main function or goal (see Figure 1). This framework categorizes
EF into four functionally distinct phases of problem-solving organized around a common
problem or goal to be solved: Problem Representation, Planning, Execution, and Evaluation. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the engineering design process as described by the Purdue University
department of Engineering Education (2015), outlines a similar sequence of six steps: Define,
Learn, Plan, Try, Test, and Decide. The Problem-Solving Framework and the engineering
design process appear to include a conceptually parallel sequence of phases (see Figure 2).
The first phase in the Problem-Solving Framework is Problem Representation, one’s
ability to represent a problem from multiple points-of-view by describing the problem, often
requiring adaptation to outside perspectives in order to represent the problem (Zelazo & Müller,
2002). This is similar to the first two phases in the engineering design process, beginning with
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Defining or identifying a problem to be solved and Learning from others through communication
and teamwork about the problem or how to plan a solution. Both frameworks focus on the
recognition or identification of a problem and how children understand and learn to solve the
problem through their interactions with each other and objects in the environment. During
engineering play while block-building this includes communicating about and deciding what
structure to build. The second phase in the Problem-Solving Framework is Planning, describing
or understanding one’s plans without executing them (Zelazo & Müller, 2002). This phase
parallels the Plan phase of the engineering design process, where children decide how to build
the structure and identify the structural design components. The third phase in the ProblemSolving Framework is Execution, putting the understood plan into action (Zelazo & Müller,
2002). Similarly, the designed plan is Tried and Tested in the engineering design process,
executing the engineered structure according to children’s identified plan. The final phase in the
Problem-Solving Framework is Evaluation, a correction function used for error detection (Zelazo
& Müller, 2002). The engineering design process concludes with Deciding, where children
evaluate their engineering solution and make decisions about adaptations to the plan and design
of their structure. During engineering play while block-building, children may rebuild parts of
their structure if they decide that specific components are inaccurate or that other components are
missing or needlessly added.
The Problem-Solving Framework incorporates EF behaviors into a step-by-step
sequence of functions designed to identify a problem, understand the problem and make a plan to
solve it, execute the plan, and evaluate its effectiveness in order to adjust for error. This
functional sequence requires the successful implementation of each of the three main EF
components in various behaviors through each step (Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Children must
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remember and represent a problem using several rules, perspectives, or guidelines (working
memory, cognitive flexibility), decide how to act according to the appropriate perspectives
(inhibitory control), execute behaviors according to one or more perspectives (cognitive
flexibility), and evaluate the accuracy of those behaviors in relation to their plan (working
memory, cognitive flexibility). Although preschoolers can engage in each of the engineering play
behaviors during many of the phases in the engineering design process, one possible ordering of
these behaviors is presented below, showing how the observed/measured engineering play
behaviors may align with phases in both the Problem-Solving Framework and the engineering
design process (see Figure 3).
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PictureSTEM, Moore & Tank (2014) behaviors Bairaktarova et al. (2011)

Although the engineering design process has been used effectively to describe
preschoolers’ play (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Gold et al., 2015),
it is still an exploratory perspective needing further development. However, early research
suggests that when considering the nine engineering play behaviors broadly, children appear to
engage in the kinds of goal-orientation, planning, evaluation, and intentional behaviors indicative
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of EF components when they play with construction materials (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016;
Brophy & Evangelou, 2007). This kind of functional design process (Zelazo & Müller, 2002)
requires working memory, cognitive flexibility, and inhibitory control throughout the phases of
engineering design when viewing EF as an integrated construct in preschool. Children must
remember their intentions, shift their attention from one component of building to another, or to
communication with another child about design (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016). Children must
persevere through building challenges such as tall structures that need stabilizing or balancing,
even after several attempts to build these structures resulted in collapse (Bagiati & Evangelou,
2016). Inhibition skills are required to prevent quitting and to continue to correct for errors until
structures are completed as intended. In conclusion, the kinds of engineering play behaviors
observed during preschoolers’ constructive play appear to parallel behaviors in corresponding
phases of the Problem-Solving Framework of EF. Thus, it is probable that when children engage
in engineering play with blocks, they must also use EF skills, supporting the hypothesis that EF
skills may be needed in order to engage in behaviors that parallel engineering during constructive
play.
Development of Mathematical Ability
Learning Trajectories. Early mathematical development is typically understood in terms
of “learning trajectories,” the psychological developmental progressions of learning as children
construct mathematical knowledge across various levels of increasing complexity and
sophistication (Baroody, Reid, & Purpura, 2013; Clements, 2007a; Clements & Sarama, 2004;
Simon, 1995). Clements and Sarama (2004) conceptualized mathematical learning trajectories as
descriptions of children’s learning and thinking in specific mathematical domains, and how sets
of instructional tasks might be used to support children’s achievement of goals in those domains
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by supporting the mental processes that move children through a developmental progression of
levels of thinking. For example, Clements and Sarama (2007a), as part of the Building Blocks
curriculum, describe a trajectory for learning shape composition in geometry during an
instructional task involving small shapes and puzzle pieces. During Level 1 (pre-composer),
children manipulate shapes individually, but are unable combine shapes to compose a larger
shape. Later, during Level 4 (shape composer), children are able to intentionally combine shapes
to make new shapes, using their knowledge of shapes, sides, and angles, representative of a
higher level of thinking. Trajectories during these kinds of classroom activities are designed to
increase in difficulty to gradually promote more advanced mathematical thinking. Scholars have
used these mathematical learning trajectories to understand and describe what kinds of
mathematical skills children should be able to perform at various age ranges and how to support
children’s mathematical learning using specific age ranges as benchmarks for typical
development of mathematical ability (Clements & Sarama, 2014).
Informal and Formal Mathematics. Young children’s understanding of mathematics
using the learning trajectories approach has been described in terms of their transition from
informal to formal mathematical knowledge (Baroody, Gannon, Berent, & Ginsburg, 1984;
Purpura, Baroody, & Lonigan, 2013; Purpura & Lonigan, 2013). Informal mathematical
knowledge includes mathematical skills children learn before or outside of formal schooling by
constructing early mathematical concepts through informal interactions with objects or their
environment (Baroody et al., 1984). These informal skills are comprised of children’s
mathematical ability in six overarching domains that do not necessarily require specific
instruction: numeracy (quantity; counting), arithmetic operations by comparison/relation (e.g.,
making basic relational judgments about more or less of a particular quantity by adding or
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removing objects), measurement (length; size), geometry (shape recognition; shape composition;
shape comparison; identification of shape sides), understanding sequences, procedures, patterns,
and ordering, and spatial concepts (Greene, Ginsburg, & Balfanz, 2004; Weiland et al., 2012).
Formal mathematical knowledge includes skills and concepts learned upon school entrance, such
as using and writing Arabic numerals, operational signs (e.g., equals sign), and writing
algorithms (e.g., subtracting multiple digits and renaming digits; Ginsburg, 1977). Research
suggests that children’s informal mathematical knowledge during preschool predicts
mathematical achievement in the formal mathematical skills upon school entry (Aunola,
Leskinen, Lerkkanenm, & Nurmi, 2004; Aunio & Niemivirta, 2010; Stock, Desoete, & Royers,
2007; VandDerHeyden, Broussard, & Cooley, 2006). Studies also show that preschool is an
important period for development during which appropriate educational support can help
children develop a wide array of informal mathematical knowledge (Arnold, Fisher, Doctoroff,
& Dobbs, 2002; Clements & Sarama, 2007a; Lai, Baroody, & Johnson, 2008). Therefore, it is
critical for educators to support the development of preschoolers’ informal mathematical
knowledge in order to improve mathematical achievement as children transition to formal
schooling.
Informal Mathematics in Preschool. Understanding preschoolers’ development of
informal mathematical ability using learning trajectories is rooted in constructivist theory that
children attain concepts and skills in mathematics by performing mental constructions, or mental
actions-on-objects, in order to frame their thinking about mathematics (Clements & Sarama,
2004; Ginsburg, Klein, & Starkey, 1998). Early informal mathematical ability conceptualizes the
six informal mathematical domains (e.g., numeracy, arithmetic operations, measurement,
geometry, patterns/ordering, and spatial skills) as distinct skills that “build on one another to
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form the foundation of more advanced skills,” (Purpura & Napoli, 2015, p. 198; Aunola et al.,
2004; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008; Purpura et al., 2013). As young children
interact with their environment, informal mathematical skills continue to develop through mental
construction as they manipulate objects, both mentally and externally, in order to apply their
level of mathematical thinking on the properties of those objects (Baroody et al., 1984; Clements
& Battista, 2000; Ginsberg, 1975).
Research suggests that during the preschool period, numeracy and geometry are best
understood as distinct factors (Wolfe, Clements, & Sarama, 2011). Therefore, early informal
mathematical knowledge is often discussed in terms of two groups of informal skills, comprised
of the six informal mathematical skills described by Baroody et al., (1984): (1) Numeracy,
relations, and operations (including arithmetic relations/comparisons and operations) and (2)
Measurement, geometry, and spatial ability (including patterns, sequencing, and ordering
observed throughout). Spatial ability is often understood as a separate cognitive construct despite
the necessity of using spatial reasoning skills in geometric tasks (Levine, Huttenlocher, Taylor,
& Langrock, 1999; Uttal et al., 2013). However, it is also acknowledged that many of the
mathematical domains overlap, especially during the preschool years when informal
mathematical ability is best understood as an integrative process (Purpura & Lonigan, 2013).
Although more research is needed to understand the development and relations of more
geometric concepts, patterns, and problem-solving, there is a body of research on informal
mathematics concerning the development of numeracy, relations, and arithmetic operations
(Ginsburg et al., 1998; Baroody, 2004).
Numeracy, Relations, and Operations. Numeracy is typically understood in terms of
children’s skills in counting and number relations, which play a significant role in development
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of later formal mathematical abilities (Jordan, Kaplan, Ramineni, & Locuniak, 2009). In order to
attain a number sense, young children must be able to integrate counting abilities with the ability
to discriminate among quantities (Gersten, Jordan, & Flojo, 2005). There is high variability in
ages at which children can complete certain number tasks (Clements & Sarama, 2007a; National
Research Council Committee on Early Childhood Mathematics, 2009), associated with
differences in young children’s opportunities to learn and practice these skills. Development of
early numerical skills is best understood using four aspects of numbers that children use to
construct early number knowledge: (1) Cardinality, children’s understanding that the “number”
of items in a set represents that amount of items. The process of identifying the number of items
in the set is called, subitizing. (2) The number word list, children’s understanding of lists of
numbers in a particular order. (3) One-to-one correspondences, children’s ability to match their
counting of a number with some equivalent representation of their counting, such as pointing,
moving, or touching as they count. (4) Written number symbols, learning and writing numbers
(NRC, 2009). Research shows that children as young as 2 years-old can name some numbers and
begin to develop the ability to understand one-to-one correspondence (Mix, 2009; Clements &
Sarama, 2009). By age 4, or prekindergarten, children should be able to extend cardinal counting
and subitizing to larger sets of numbers (e.g., conceptualize numbers in groups of 5; relate
numbers to fingers on their hands), count from 1 to 39 with fewer errors and patterning mistakes,
correspond up to 15 items in a row with some representation of those items, and read the
numerals 1 to 10 with the ability to write some numerals (NRC, 2009).
Development of relational and operational skills can best be understood as a system
children use to perform operations and form representations of the relations among quantities,
such as comparing, combining, and separating (NRC, 2009). This includes a relational concept
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of numbers such as “more than, less than, and equal to,” as well as understanding groups of items
as “more than, less than, or equal to,” (Clements & Sarama, 2007a). Operational concepts are
also included in this domain, such as adding and subtracting during experiences with objects in
the environment. By age 4, children should be able to use relational and operational abilities to
solve word problems, subitizing and cardinal counting with quantities up to 8, model their own
actions mentally and with their hands and objects as they use relational and operational skills,
perform addition and subtraction using all combinations of numbers from 1 to 5, and use “more
than” and “less than” to understand relations of objects totaling 5 or fewer (NRC, 2009). There is
also a body of research concerning children’s abilities to use relational and operational skills as a
solution method when they must mathematize experiences in the real world (Baroody, 2004;
Baroody, Lai, & Mix, 2006; Clements & Sarama, 2007a). This research suggests that children up
to around age 6 use direct modeling (i.e., carrying out relational or operational actions using
objects or fingers) to solve problems described either verbally or with objects. In addition to the
literature describing numeracy, relational, and operational informal abilities, studies also show
that preschoolers should be able to perform specific geometry and measurement skills.
Geometry and Measurement. Young children’s early understanding of shape can also
be understood through a learning trajectories approach as children move through increasingly
complex levels of thinking as they learn geometric properties (Clements & Battista, 1992).
Research shows that children have an innate ability to identify and match shapes, but during the
earliest levels of cognition and geometric learning they cannot reliably discern differences
between circles, squares, triangles, and other kinds of shapes (Anderson, 2000). As children
progress, their schemes for shapes and patterns in geometry become more complex as they form
schemes for shape categories. However, those schemes are often not based on the properties of
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those shapes, but instead on objects which appear similar to those shapes, such as a window
looking like a square (Clements, Battista, & Sarama, 2001). Around ages 2 and 3, children can
describe and understand some properties of geometric shapes, such as the number of sides, and
should be able to recognize circles and squares, and then triangles and rectangles, using the
properties of those shapes. Beginning around age 4, children can analyze parts and pieces of
shapes, especially at the two-dimensional (2-D) level (NRC, 2009). In this stage, children can
understand that certain shapes have certain characteristics and that those characteristics (e.g.,
number of sides) define those particular shapes. As children reach age 5, and become
increasingly able to understand shape properties, they can perceive associations between shape
parts, learn to understand parts-and-wholes, shape composition, shape orientation, and more
complex shape properties, such as angles and superimposition (NRC, 2009).
Geometric measurement is a domain that connects geometry and number (NRC, 2009).
As children learn numerical skills, they can eventually apply those skills to objects and shapes to
recognize differences or similarities in size, length, and more complicated units of measurement,
such as volume and area (Boulton-Lewis, Wilss, & Mutch, 1996; Seo & Ginsburg, 2004). Length
measurement, children’s understanding of the distance between two end-points, is one of the first
measurement skills to develop. However, children younger than kindergarten often have trouble
integrating perceptual cues well enough to measure space reliably. Most preschool aged children
can compare the linear length of two objects with a third object by laying them out next to one
another, and add two lengths to create the length a third longer object (e.g., parts-and-wholes)
(NRC, 2009). However, preschool aged children use basic 2-D properties, such as shape sides
and linear length measurement, to understand and compare sizes and lengths of shapes and have
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trouble understanding concepts of measurement or space in 3-D (Miller, 1984; Silverman, York,
& Zuidema, 1984; Yuzawa, Bart, & Yuzawa, 2000).
Preschoolers’ informal mathematical abilities in the various domains are often integrated
and overlap as children construct early mathematical knowledge through interactions with
objects in their environment (Clements & Battista, 2000; Clements & Sarama, 2004). As such,
one way in which preschoolers’ mathematical learning has been studied is during constructive
play with objects like blocks, because the characteristics of blocks offer opportunities to quantify
many of the properties associated with early informal mathematical domains (Ramani, Zippert,
Schweitzer, & Pan, 2014; Wellhousen & Kieff, 2001; Williams & Kamii, 1986; Wolfgang,
Stannard, & Jones, 2003).
Informal Mathematics in Relation to Engineering Play
One possible way to understand relations between informal mathematical concepts and
engineering play may be during constructive play with blocks. Although no research to date has
explored associations between engineering play and mathematics learning, research suggests that
teaching of mathematics to young children works best when it is focused on children’s past
experiences and interests and when mathematics is interwoven into activities that are engaging
for young children (Clements & Sarama, 2007a). Constructive play with blocks is one kind of
engaging activity during which children might use informal mathematical skills. Block-building
consists of both number and geometry domains, including counting, composing and
decomposing shapes, ordering and relations, repeating patterns and sequences, and organizing
information (Ramani et al., 2014; Wolfgang et al., 2001). Similarly, children’s observed
engineering play behaviors and interest in engineering processes in constructive contexts
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Gold et al., 2015) suggest that block-
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building is an engaging context during which children may use or construct early STEM
knowledge. In this way, constructive play may be an important context for developing and using
both informal mathematics and engineering behaviors.
Although research on mathematics and block play has not specifically linked informal
mathematics skills employed during block play with learning outcomes, evidence supports block
play, and cognitive components of block-building behaviors, as a context related to early math
achievement (Wellhousen & Kieff, 2001; Williams & Kamii, 1986). Block play has been shown
to be associated with children’s problem-solving, logical thinking, and physical and logical
mathematical knowledge, as well as mathematical skills such as sorting, counting, shape
identification, and understanding parts-and-wholes (Wellhousen & Kieff, 2001; Williams &
Kamii, 1986). Block play has also been shown to support children’s representational ability and
their understanding of objects as symbols (Stroud, 1995). It has also been theorized that stacking
and placing blocks helps develop abilities in measurement, symmetry, and parts-and-wholes
(Kamii, Miyakawa, & Kato, 2004). Moreover, research has shown that preschoolers’
constructive abilities with blocks predict later mathematical achievement. Wolfgang et al.
(2003), showed that 3- and 4 year-old children’s levels of adaptation and integration of concepts
during constructive play with LEGOs were significantly and positively predictive of
standardized mathematical tests during middle-school. Preschoolers’ constructive play was also
significantly predictive of performance on standardized mathematical tests in high-school
(Wolfgang et al., 2001).
In another study, during a longitudinal multi-week assessment of preschoolers’
constructive play, teachers showed children block shapes, discussed their geometric properties,
showed children pictures of constructions, and then asked children to build whatever they chose
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using blocks in a large open space. An observational measure of the representational complexity
of block-building was used (e.g., Level 1, non-construction use, such as using blocks for noisemaking, movement, or social interaction; Level 2, creation of structures that are linear,
bidimensional, or tridimensional; Level 3, using blocks as symbols, such as labeling their
function or discussing what parts of the structure blocks represent; Hanline et al., 2010).
Although results showed no predictive association between children’s level of representation and
mathematical abilities, it was found that children who used higher levels of representation during
their construction performed better on reading in elementary school (Hanline et al., 2010) a key
predictor of numeracy development (Purpura, Hume, Sims, & Lonigan, 2011).
Finally, Ramani, Zippert, Schweitzer, and Pan (2014) observed 4- to- 5 year-olds using
blocks to build houses during a teacher-guided play activity. Using observational analyses of
children’s language and building behavior, results showed that children’s coordinated behaviors
during block-building (i.e., behaviors where children needed to move block pieces together, such
as handing blocks over) mediated their language about space and the complexity of structures
they built. The authors concluded that joint block play provides a context for children to practice
and develop early math skills, as well as some of the other foundational skills necessary for early
learning, such as language.
Although, no work has demonstrated relations between preschoolers’ math-related
behaviors as they occur during block-building and their mathematical knowledge, results of these
studies show that block play during preschool is a useful context for supporting preschoolers’
further development of mathematical skills. However, despite lacking observational evidence if
mathematical behaviors during block play relate to mathematical achievement, there is some
theoretical support for block-building as a context for knowledge construction (Piaget, 1964).
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Describing engineering play and informal mathematics during block-building from the
constructivist perspective is one way to understand how they may be related (Piaget, 1964).
The constructivist perspective suggests that knowledge development is based on active
exploration and is cumulative. Children use physical actions to manipulate objects during the
preschool years, and the mental representations of these actions provide the structural
foundations for more advanced thinking as new knowledge is gained during subsequent
interactions with objects in the environment (Piaget, 1964). Developmental trajectories of early
informal mathematical knowledge are rooted in similar constructivist hypotheses; that children
form their early understanding and development of mathematical concepts through experiences
with objects (Clements & Sarama, 2004; Ginsburg et al., 1998). In this sense, the engineering
play perspective may be particularly useful in understanding and observing how children
construct mathematical knowledge during unstructured or semi-structured block-building.
Similarly, it may be equally important to understand how children learn early engineering skills
during play using existing mathematical knowledge.
Despite no current directional evidence, in this sense it seems possible that preschoolers
construct knowledge about mathematics and/or early engineering through engagement in blockbuilding behaviors that include components of both informal mathematical ability and
engineering play: Numeracy, children may count the number of blocks needed to design and
build their planned structure (e.g., by communicating goals, construction, evaluating design);
Arithmetic operations/comparisons/relations, children may evaluate their structure and decide
that a castle is supposed to have four walls, and their structure only has three walls, so they add
one wall (e.g., by problem-solving, solution-testing/evaluation design, following patterns or
prototypes); Measurement, children may communicate and notice their castle is not tall enough
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and compare block-lengths to find longer blocks in order to build a taller structure (e.g., by
communicating goals, problem-solving, explaining how things are built or work) ; Geometry,
children may notice that their castle tower has a flat roof, but castle towers are supposed to have
triangular roofs with three sides (e.g., by following patterns or prototypes, solutiontesting/evaluating design, problem-solving); Understanding sequences, procedures, and
ordering, children may understand that the first part of a castle is the walls, then the door, then a
large room, and then stairs (e.g., by logical words, explaining how things are built or work,
problem-solving). Furthermore, children in each of these instances may use mathematical words
or technical vocabulary during decision-making, communicating ideas, and problem-solving to
reach solutions.
Although constructive play as an engineering design process is still an exploratory
conceptual approach, when considering the nine proposed engineering play behaviors broadly,
children appear to engage in many of the components of early mathematical ability. While
children decide what to build, plan their structure, build it, and evaluate it, they may count, add,
or subtract, explore shapes, sizes, part-and-wholes, and recognize or produce patterns, sequences,
or orders of blocks. This kind of functional design process could provide children with
opportunities to mathematize their play in order to solve problems (Baroody, 2004; Baroody et
al., 2006; Clements & Sarama, 2007a). However, associations have not yet been established
between specific math-related play behaviors and math ability. This limitation similarly applies
to the current dissertation because this study did not directly measure math-related play.
Nevertheless, it appears probable that mathematical skills are employed to engineer constructions
in play and that informal mathematical knowledge is associated with preschoolers’ engineering
play during block-building.
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Development of Spatial Ability
Definition and Theories of Spatial Ability. Spatial ability is a broad construct
comprised of associated cognitive skills including the ability to mentally manipulate information
about objects and space in the environment (Uttal et al., 2013; Verdine, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek,
& Newcombe, 2016). Although there is a substantial research literature on the importance of
spatial ability for school readiness and factors associated with school readiness (Ramani et al.,
2014; Verdine, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, & Newcombe, 2014; Verdine et al., 2014; Verdine,
Irwin, Golinkoff, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2014; Verdine et al., 2016), as well as early STEM education
(Miller & Halpern, 2013) and general intelligence, (Hegarty & Waller, 2005), research about
effective methods for teaching spatial skills in the classroom is limited (Bauer & Zelazo, 2013;
Clements & Sarama, 2011; Verdine et al., 2016). Although teachers often include geometry,
shapes, and some space-related tasks during instruction, scholars have recently increased efforts
to encourage teachers to include instruction on specific spatial skills in educational settings
(Bruce & Hawes, 2014; Moss, Hawes, Naqvi, & Caswell, 2015). Nonetheless, there is an
ongoing intellectual discussion about the operationalizing of spatial ability and related skills
(Newcombe & Shipley, 2015). One perspective for understanding the development of early
spatial ability is called, Adaptive Combination Theory. This theory holds that spatial memory and
judgments made about space are based on environmental cues about geometric properties and
features of objects that are combined and interpreted according to their perceived importance in
order to make spatial sense of those objects (Cheng, Huttenlocher, & Newcombe, 2013;
Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2006). Children of varying ages often understand and weigh those
environmental cues differently, and thus older children are better able to combine those cues into
a more integrative understanding of space. In this way the development of spatial ability can be
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understood on a learning trajectory just as mathematics and executive function develop on
trajectories.
Most recently, a meta-analysis by Uttal et al. (2013) theorized about the structure of
spatial skills using various frameworks on neuroscience, language, and cognition (Chatterjee,
2008; Palmer, 1978; Talmy, 2000). The authors explored the factor structure of spatial ability
using a variety of empirical research and determined that spatial ability is best understood as
comprised of two dimensions, intrinsic vs. extrinsic information and static vs. dynamic tasks.
Intrinsic information is comprised of the various properties and parts of an object and the ability
to understand how those properties and parts come together to describe the features of that object
(Uttal et al., 2013). For example, Verdine et al. (2016) describe the human body as comprised of
limbs that are structured with specific respect to one another in a particular arrangement in space,
and each of those limbs has various spatial properties and parts which constitute its function and
ability to move in space. Extrinsic information is comprised of the spatial relations between
different objects (Uttal et al., 2013). For example, Verdine et al. (2016) describe understanding
the location of George Washington on Mt. Rushmore compared to the other three presidents.
Static and dynamic tasks describe the spatial ability to discern differences in objects (or parts of
objects) that remain in space or change, move, or have parts that change or move (Uttal et al.,
2013). Research shows that the ability to interpret objects that are static compared to objects that
change requires different spatial abilities processed in different parts of the brain (Kozhevnikov,
Kosslyn, & Shepard, 2005). Together, these two domains constitute our most recent
understanding of broad human spatial ability (Uttal et al., 2013).
Spatial Ability in Preschool. Young children are born with innate cognitive systems for
understanding the position and movement of objects in space, including themselves and other
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objects in the environment (Gelman & Williams, 1997). Although children are born with limited
ability to move and understand space around them (Newcombe, Uttal, & Sauter, 2013), by 2
years-old children have begun to build mental representations to remember the location of
multiple landmarks, using distance as a cue to determine location (NRC, 2009). Children’s
understanding of space during the preschool years has been measured using various spatialrelated activities including with puzzles (Levine, Ratliff, Huttenlocher, & Cannon, 2012) and
blocks (Casey et al., 2008). Four and 5 year-old preschoolers follow a developmental trajectory
for spatial ability by which they gradually develop better representational skills in order to make
sense of themselves and external objects in space. For example, 4 year-olds have been shown to
use direction and distance to make judgments about their location, including an ability to point
from Point A to Point B, even though they never walked from Point A to Point B (Uttal &
Wellman, 1989). Preschoolers also begin to understand language well enough to use words, such
as “up,” “down,” “in,” “on,” above,” “below, and “under,” making references to vertical and
horizontal directionality (Bowerman, 1996), as well as, “beside,” “between,” “left,” “right,” “in
front of” and “behind,” to reference proximity (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1986). Children ages 4- and6 have demonstrated spatial abilities to direct adult listeners to the location of hidden objects in a
room, using themselves and the adults as frames of reference, and other landmarks in the room as
frames of reference by age 6 (Craton, Elicker, Plumert & Pick, 1990). In addition to concepts of
proximity, directionality, and location, preschoolers 3.5- to- 5 years-old have demonstrated the
ability to understand spatial relationships while building models with toys (Blaut & Stea, 1974).
There is also a developmental trajectory by which young children understand 2-D vs. 3-D
objects using spatial visualization skills. Understanding 3-D relationships requires children to
combine their knowledge of 2-D geometry with their ability to reference and manipulate
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knowledge of spatial language, proximity, directionality, and location in space (NRC, 2009).
These abilities are often referred to as transformations, which can occur on both 2-D and 3-D
levels (Levine et al., 1999). Four year-olds have demonstrated abilities to use geometric
transformations to understand superimposition and matching the edges of shapes (Beilin, 1984;
Beilin, Klein, & Whitehurst, 1982). Preschool-aged children should be able to integrate their
knowledge of geometry and spatial cues to understand basic 3-D concepts (NRC, 2009).
However, given the wide disparity in math- and geometry-related learning opportunities for
preschool-aged children (Clements and Sarama, 2007a), measurement of preschoolers’ spatial
abilities is considered more valid using 2-D measurement tools (Levine et al., 1999). Across
preschool, the NRC recommends that about 85% of instruction on spatial skills be at the 2-D
level. Employing this measurement strategy for preschool-aged children’s spatial ability on the
2-D level, Levine et al. (1999) demonstrated an effective method for assessment of
transformation skills. Showing children pictures of halved 2-D shapes, varying in complexity of
type of shape, horizontal and vertical location, and degree of shape rotation, authors asked
children to select one of four pictures correctly depicting the two shape-halves combined into
one shape. This method requires children to employ their basic geometric abilities and mental
representation skills to perform spatial transformations, integrating concepts of location,
movement, proximity, and mental rotation (see Measures section below).
Spatial Ability, Blocks, and Engineering Play
There is limited, but strong empirical evidence that block play and other types of
constructive play are especially important for the development of young children’s spatial
ability. Although no research has established relations between spatial skills and engineering
play, research has shown that block play and related contexts promote preschoolers’ spatial skills
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and that spatial skills are positively associated with school readiness factors such as reading,
mathematical thinking, and components of language ability (Caldera et al., 1999; Casey et al.,
2008; Ramani et al., 2014; Verdine et al., 2014; Verdine et al., 2014). Particularly important,
these studies demonstrate the ability of a block context to measure preschool children’s early
spatial ability, as well as the context’s relation to other important pre-academic factors included
in the current study. In addition, research on spatial skills in block play contexts, or measurement
of spatial skills using blocks, describes various block tasks and child behaviors that appear to
feature elements of engineering play (e.g., Casey et al., 2008).
For example, research has shown that a semi-structured block play intervention improved
preschoolers’ spatial skills (Casey et al., 2008). In a quasi-experimental study children were told
a story about characters that needed a castle to be built with specific components. Intervention
tasks included building a 3-D structure with width, height, and depth features, building tall
arches to construct a bridge, combining parts of structures to make another structure including
specific components, and using informal mathematical skills such as measurement and
estimation to include these various components in block-building. Although unintended in this
study, these intervention tasks included various elements of the engineering design process and
engineering play behaviors, such construction, problem-solving, solution-testing/evaluating
design, and logical or mathematical words. The intervention also included using pictures of
structures as visual references for block-building (Casey et al., 2008), much like children
following a pattern or prototype during engineering play (Bairaktarova et al., 2011). Results
showed that preschoolers’ spatial ability, demonstrated by replicating spatial patterns seen in 2-D
pictures using blocks, improved compared to children who simply engaged in free play with
blocks. This suggests that semi-structured block play is a context that could benefit preschoolers’
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spatial skills and related skills. It is also possible that providing a basic prompt for children to
begin play, and then allowing children to explore that prompt more freely during their blockbuilding, provides a context for more complex structural engineering where children must
discuss how to create the castle according to the goal of the prompt and components required.
This may in turn encourage greater levels of spatial thinking as children must communicate their
goals and discuss options for building the spatial features of the structure as intended.
Two complementary studies by Verdine, Golinkoff et al. (2014) and Verdine, Irwin et al.
(2014) measured spatial ability by requiring children to make inferences about space using
constructed models of larger LEGO-like blocks. Children were given LEGO-constructions of 2to- 4 blocks, ranging in complexity, and asked to make inferences about the constructions
compared to a pre-made model. In one study, Verdine, Golinkoff et al. (2014) showed that 3
year-olds’ spatial performance positively predicted their performance on an assessment of early
mathematical ability. In the other study, Verdine, Irwin et al., (2014) showed that 3 year-olds’
spatial performance and a test of EF predicted 70% of the variance in math performance, with
spatial performance uniquely accounting for 27% of math performance. This demonstrated that
preschoolers’ spatial ability in a block-building context is associated with both mathematics and
EF skills. These studies also required children to engage in at least some of the engineering
behaviors during measurement of their spatial ability (e.g., design and construction, problemsolving, evaluating design, and following patterns and prototypes). This suggests a potential
connection between engineering play with blocks and children’s spatial skills, math ability, and
EF.
Finally, as previously discussed, Ramani et al. (2014), observed 4- and- 5 year-old
children engaged in semi-structured dyadic play with large cardboard blocks. Researchers asked
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children to play together to build a house with various features, including four walls, two rooms,
and a way to get inside the house. Children communicated and completed the goal with minimal
experimenter support, after which children were asked to describe the features of the house.
Results indicated that children’s spatial talk was associated with the features of the house and
that building behaviors such as placing blocks horizontally or vertically, creating bridges/planks
and block matching, were positively associated with the complexity of built structures.
Additionally, children’s behaviors that were considered coordinated (e.g., behaviors that required
children to cooperate, such as handing over a block) mediated the relation between spatial talk
and the complexity of built structures. In other words, spatial talk led to coordination with others
while playing, which led to the completion of more complex structures. Many of the observed
behaviors in this block-building study are either engineering behaviors or behaviors children do
when they engineer. For example, behaviors observed in this study include instances of design
and construction, goal-orientation, planning, and problem-solving. These engineering behaviors
were associated with children’s spatial language, and children’s teamwork and cooperation to
complete their building goals mediated the relation between this language and the complexity of
the structure. This supports the notion that engagement in engineering play during block-building
may be associated with spatial ability.
This body of literature demonstrates that block-building is an important context in which
preschool children can develop early spatial ability (Casey et al., 2008; Ramani et al., 2014;
Verdine, Golinkoff et al., 2014; Verdine, Irwin, et al., 2014). The engineering design process
requires children to engage in the kinds of behaviors observed and measured in these studies,
including intentional goal-oriented design and construction of block structures and the planning
of spatial components of these structures. These behaviors were associated with children’s
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spatial ability and related learning skills in each of the aforementioned studies. This indicates the
probable association of the engineering design process with preschoolers’ spatial ability, as
evidenced by the occurrence of engineering-related behaviors during block-building and these
behaviors’ associations with children’s spatial skills.
Engineering Play as a Context for Development
A limited body of research suggests that engineering play may be an important
perspective through which to understand preschoolers’ development and engagement in early
STEM-learning and other early learning domains (Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Bagiati &
Evangelou, 2016; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007; Bagiati et al., 2010; Gold et al., 2015). This
research indicates that engaging in various engineering play behaviors that reflect the basic
engineering design process may encourage children’s interest and motivation to engage in
STEM-learning. Research also indicates that engineering play could be associated with other
important domains strongly linked with early learning. Engagement in the engineering design
process during block-building appears to require children’s employment of EF (Zelazo & Müller,
2002; Zelazo et al., 2003), informal mathematical ability (Wolfgang et al., 2001), and spatial
ability (Ramani et al., 2014; Verdine et al., 2014). Although future research must consider issues
of directionality between engineering play and these important school readiness skills, the
current literature supports the potential usefulness of engineering design as a developmental
framework for viewing young children’s constructive play and its association with early learning
in domains known to be important for children’s academic success.
Equally important, during the preschool years relations have been established among the
three learning domains included in this dissertation project. Early informal numeracy skills have
been shown to mediate the association between EF skills and mathematical achievement (Fuhs,
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Hornburg, & McNeil, 2016). Working memory and inhibitory control have been shown to
predict emergent mathematical skills during preschool (Espy et al., 2004). Preschoolers’ EF
functioning on both global and domain-specific assessments predicts early mathematical
achievement (Clark, Pritchard, & Woodward, 2010). Preschoolers’ performance on the global EF
assessment, HTKS, has been shown to predict mathematical skills, as well as other important
domains not included in this project, including vocabulary and literacy (McClelland et al., 2007).
EF in preschool has even been shown to predict mathematical achievement longitudinally at age
7 (Bull, Andrews Espy, & Wiebe, 2008). Additionally, young children’s spatial processing
during infancy predicts both spatial and mathematical performance at age 4 (Lauer & Lourenco,
2016). Finally, research on 3 year-olds’ spatial ability measured in a block play context showed
that EF and spatial skills predicted math performance (Verdine, Irwin et al., 2014). This literature
suggests that EF skills, informal mathematical ability, and spatial ability are highly interrelated
and strongly predictive of school success. As such, if engineering play is shown to be associated
with any or all of these three skill domains, future research examining directionality and
causality between engineering play and these domains would be both warranted and potentially
useful for preschool and primary education.
Finally, the preschool years are a sensitive period for development during which various
transitions occur, including increased autonomy in relation to parents, early child care and
schooling, and increasing demands for goal-oriented cognitive work (Knudsen, 2004; Weikart,
1998). In their review of children’s self-regulation (i.e., an EF-related construct including
children’s ability to regulate their emotion and behaviors) and its link with school readiness,
Blair & Raver (2015) highlighted the importance of EF in early development, specifically
discussing how the psychological and biological development of EF helps set a foundation for
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knowledge, including in mathematics (Clark et al., 2010; Nieder, 2005; Rosenberg-Lee, Barth, &
Menon, 2011) and as a general measure of academic ability (McClelland et al., 2007). The
emergence of EF co-occurs with changes in cognition, pre-academic skills (e.g., mathematics),
and new social demands. The preschool years may be a sensitive period where early experiences
can impact EF development, especially because childhood experiences are key contributors to
self-regulatory ability (Blair & Raver, 2012a; Blair & Raver, 2012b). Children living in
disadvantaged social contexts have been theorized to be particularly susceptible to adverse
circumstances, such as poverty, affecting their ability to regulate emotions and adapt to stressors,
two important constructs related to EF (Blair & Raver, 2012a; Blair & Raver, 2012b). Therefore,
there is the potential that children’s early educational experiences could buffer some of these
adverse effects, especially if this education is focused on supporting children’s EF and related
cognitive and learning domains (e.g., mathematics and spatial ability).
Conclusions
Given findings about the developmental sensitivity of the preschool period (Blair &
Raver, 2015), especially as a time during which facilitation of EF, mathematics, (Clark et al.,
2010; Nieder, 2005; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011) and general academic ability (McClelland et al.,
2007) is important, it is evident that research on early developmental perspectives with potential
to influence these outcomes should continue to be prioritized. Limited research on the
engineering play perspective has indicated that it could be an important new lens for observing,
understanding, and conceptually framing children’s early learning and development, especially
in contexts where children are using construction materials in goal-directed or imaginative play
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016, Gold et al., 2015). However, virtually
nothing is known about associations between engineering play in early childhood and known
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predictors of early learning and school readiness. This dissertation project was the first in a series
of empirical studies to examine engineering play as it relates to these important early learning
processes. Results of this study informed future work exploring directionality of associations and
causality between engineering play and the other examined domains, and continued efforts to
validate and establish reliability of early engineering measurement.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Engineering Play Measurement. The first research question in this study concerns the
measurement of engineering play, its factor structure, and early support for validity: Is there
strong model fit for a one-factor engineering play variable? Is preschoolers’ engineering play
related to a valid and reliable measure of planning (see Measures below), a key component of the
engineering design process?


Hypothesis 1.1: There will be strong model fit for a one-factor engineering play
variable. However, certain engineering play behaviors may need to be omitted from
inclusion in order to attain good model fit. Given that no previous studies have
examined the factor structure of engineering play, the results of a confirmatory factor
analysis will dictate the structure of the single “engineering play” factor with best
model fit. However, it is hypothesized that rarely occurring engineering play
behaviors and behaviors without adequate variability will not significantly load onto
this factor. For example, in one previous study (Gold et al., 2015) children engaged in
technical vocabulary fewer than 2 times per hour.



Hypothesis 1.2: Preschoolers’ engineering play will be positively associated with
performance on the assessment of planning because it is likely that during
engagement in engineering play behaviors children must use skills measured by the
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planning assessment, including problem-solving, thinking ahead, and anticipating
outcomes in their block constructions (Planning skills may be necessary pre-existing
skills in order to engineer; planning skills may be learned or brought about through
engagement in engineering play).
Engineering and Executive Function. The second research question in this study
examines the association between preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play during semistructured block-building and their performance on the HTKS, a global measure of children’s
executive function ability. Will preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play be associated with
performance on the HTKS task?


Hypothesis 2: Preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play will be positively
associated with performance on the HTKS task because it is likely that during
engagement in engineering play behaviors children must use working memory,
inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility (EF skills may be necessary preexisting skills in order to engineer; EF skills may be learned or brought about
through engagement in engineering play).

Engineering and Informal Mathematical Ability. The third research question in this
study examines the association between preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play during
semi-structured block-building and their performance on the REMA-Short Form, a brief measure
of children’s early informal mathematical ability. Will preschoolers’ frequency of engineering
play be associated with overall performance on the REMA-Short Form? Will engineering play
be associated with any specific informal mathematical domains?


Hypothesis 3.1: Preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play will be positively
associated with overall performance on the REMA-Short Form because it is likely
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that during engagement in engineering play behaviors children must use informal
mathematical skills (Informal mathematical skills may be necessary pre-existing
skills in order to engineer; informal mathematical skills may be learned or brought
about through engagement in engineering play).


Hypothesis 3.2: Preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play will be positively
associated with performance on the specific components of the REMA-Short
Form, numeracy and geometry, because it is likely that during engagement in
engineering play children will also count blocks, make relational comparisons by
adding or removing blocks (numeracy), construct shapes, and make inferences
about measurement, patterns, procedure, order, and features of shapes (geometry).

Engineering and Spatial Ability. The fourth research question in this study examines
the association between preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play during semi-structured
block-building and their performance on the Spatial Skills Transformation Task, a measure of
children’s early spatial ability. Will preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play be associated
with overall performance on the Spatial Skills Transformation Task? Will engineering play be
associated with any specific spatial transformation components on the Spatial Skills
Transformation Task?


Hypothesis 4.1: Preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play will be positively
associated with overall performance on the Spatial Skills Transformation Task
because it is likely that during engagement in engineering play children will use
spatial transformation skills to understand and build spatial elements and features
of their block structures (Spatial skills may be necessary pre-existing skills in
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order to engineer; spatial skills may be learned or brought about through
engagement in engineering play).


Hypothesis 4.2: Preschoolers’ frequency of engineering play will be positively
associated with performance on each of the specific spatial transformation
components of the Spatial Skills Transformation Task, including horizontal
translation, diagonal translation, the translation including rotation and horizontal
translation, and the translation including rotation, horizontal translation, and
diagonal translation. It is likely that each of the transformation skills is used
during engineering play because during the engineering design process children
will need to mentally transform different kinds of spatial features of their block
structures as they build and modify design.
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METHOD

Participants
Participants were recruited from 10 preschool classrooms in five rural and suburban
counties in the Midwest United States. Two classrooms per county were recruited as part of a
complementary study involving an engineering play teacher training program with the 10
classroom teachers (teachers were not trained in engineering play facilitation until after data
were collected in the current dissertation). The 10 preschool classrooms included six Head Start
classrooms, two church-based nursery schools, one public school prekindergarten for children
with special needs, and one university laboratory preschool. Participants included 110 children
(62 male; 48 female) ranging from 49- to- 72 months-old (M = 58.47, SD = 4.46). The median
age was 58 months (4 years 10 months). One typically developing 72 month-old from a churchbased nursery school was the only child older than 67 months (5 years 7 months). Seventy
percent of children in the sample were 61 months (5 years 1 month) or younger. Data collection
was during the spring, meaning the majority of the sample included children in their final
preschool year, starting the school year at age 4 and turning age 5 during the school year. On
average, 11 children per classroom and 22 children per county were recruited. The sample was
77% Caucasian (n = 85), 7% African American (n = 8), 6% Latino (n = 6), 4% Asian or Pacific
Islander (n = 4), and 6% two or more races (n = 7). Twenty-five percent of children (n = 27; 14
from one special needs classroom) were identified by their teacher as having a diagnosed
disability. Disabilities included 20 children with speech or language delays, two children with
genetic disorders, one child with Attention Deficit and Hyper Activity Disorder (ADHD), one
child with a hearing and physical impairment, one child with autism-spectrum disorder, one child
with an emotional disorder, and one child identified as having a developmental delay. As seen
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below, analyses accounted and controlled for any disability-related differences in this sample in
both the confirmatory factor analysis and the marginal regression models (for specific details see
Results and Discussion). To ensure feasibility in this exploratory study, only English-speaking
children were recruited. Parents were given a written explanation of the study, a detailed consent
form, and a short parent survey collecting demographic information. Parent education levels
were: less than a high school diploma (8%; n = 9), high school diploma or GED equivalent
(34%; n = 37), some college, but no degree (25%; n = 27), Associate’s degree (8%; n = 9),
Bachelor’s degree (12%; n = 13), Master’s degree (6%; n = 7), and Doctorate degree (7%; n = 8).
Teachers in the study included one with some college, but no degree, one with an Associate’s
degree, eight with Bachelor’s degrees, and one with a Master’s degree (special needs classroom
teacher). In this study, age was treated as a continuous variable, parent education was an ordinal
scale treated as a continuous variable, and gender, IEP, and race (Caucasian and non-Caucasian;
85 of 110 children were Caucasian) were treated as dichotomous variables.
Data Collection Procedure
Data collection occurred between December, 2016 and March, 2017, totaling about 3.5
months. Undergraduate research assistants visited participating child care classrooms to videorecord participant children engaging in block play and conduct child assessments. Video
recordings were used to code for children’s engineering play. In addition, individual one-on-one
child assessments measured children’s executive functioning, informal mathematical ability,
spatial ability, and planning.
Video-Recording Procedure
In order to evaluate the frequency of engineering play in a block play context, children
were video-recorded in dyads engaging in play with standard unit blocks. Since each child’s
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behaviors in these recordings were coded for engineering play, piloting was done in order to
develop a uniform semi-structured method to prompt children’s play. This method attempted to
focus children on playing together, talking with each other, staying on task, and to elicit each
child’s natural engineering play frequency. This piloting also yielded determinations on gender
composition of play dyads, whether recordings should include friend pairs or random pairs, the
block-type children used during the recording session, and arrangement of the observation room
and camera positioning. Piloting was completed over the course of one academic semester. The
principal investigator’s independent observations during children’s free play with blocks were
used to make these determinations.
First, it was determined that traditional hardwood unit blocks were best to use during the
video-recorded play session due to the variety of shapes and sizes, the ability to build unique and
complicated structures, and children’s reported enjoyment with these blocks. Second, it was
determined that dyads should be filmed instead of individual children because the engineering
design process is team-based and children’s engineering behaviors were more observable during
conversations. Third, it was determined that, whenever possible, dyads should include same-sex
children because during piloting additional time was needed for some mixed-sex dyads to
acclimate to shared play (i.e., some girls were more assertive during same-sex play than they
were during mixed-sex play). Fourth, it was determined that children would most often be
randomly assigned to dyads within gender due to feasibility and potential child absences during
the school day. Finally, play sessions included two small (2 inch) figurines from “Bob the
Builder,” to focus children’s block-building plans and encourage shy children to begin play.
“Bob the Builder” figurines included Bob, Wendy, Grandpa, and Pumpkin Head. During
piloting, some conflict occurred between children because children preferred not to play with
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opposite-sex figurines. Therefore, girls’ dyads included Wendy and Pumpkin Head and boys’
dyads included Bob and Grandpa to reduce conflict. Although the figurines were intended as
subjects for which children would design their block structures, children often did not use these
figurines during block play, instead discussing the figurines during building (e.g., “Bob wants us
to build a tower, not a slide”) or only using the figurines to pretend play with them after
completion of their block structures.
Occasionally, classrooms did not include equal numbers of boys and girls, or had
frequent child absences. In order to code each of the 110 children’s engineering play 59 child
dyads were filmed, including 8 dyads with one child who had already been filmed in another
dyad, and 7 mixed-sex dyads. Determinations about which opposite-sex children and which
already-filmed children to include in these dyads were made by the principal investigator. Most
determinations were made randomly based on which children were in attendance on filming
days. However, when circumstances allowed, determinations were made based on knowledge of
individual children during the one-on-one child assessments. In these cases, attempts were made
to include a child more likely to communicate and engage with the other child in the dyad in
order to elicit more conversation which could increase codeability of the play sessions.
Engineering play of children included in two dyads was coded only in the children’s first block
play session because in all instances the first play session was closer in date to children’s child
assessments. Additionally, children in the first session were not already exposed to the specific
play conditions and play prompt. However, all children in the study had previous play experience
with unit blocks in their classrooms, potentially reducing the impact of children included in two
play sessions on their partners’ play (see Limitations for further discussion of this issue).
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To limit the influence of outside distractions, the camera and tripod were placed in the
open doorway of the child care center’s observation room (recruitment was limited to child care
facilities with access to separate research rooms or research spaces) with the researcher
observing from a chair next to the tripod. This allowed researchers to adhere to school safety
protocols and teachers to see the children, camera, and researcher, while children’s distractions
from outside were blocked by the chair and tripod. All items from the observation room were
removed when possible, allowing children more space to play. In some research spaces tables,
chairs, and other facility-related items remained in the room, but were kept out of reach from
children and did not encroach upon children’s necessary play space. Blocks were placed in the
back corner of the room, displaying children’s play from a side-angle and limiting instances
where children’s faces were blocked in cases where lip-reading was required during coding. A
directional microphone captured children’s low-volume speech.
After room set-up, a standard protocol was used to prompt children’s play. Unless
children were playing in ways that were inappropriate (e.g., throwing blocks, engaging in unsafe
physical contact, or being excessively loud in a public space) research assistants did not
intervene during play sessions to avoid influencing children’s natural engagement in engineering
play. When needed, intervention included comments such as, “Do you remember the rules of
building?,” “We are playing safely we each other,” and “Remember to keep our voices lower
while others are working too.” Although children were prompted to play together, some play
sessions evolved into parallel play. Intervention was not deemed necessary in these instances
because most children were still building structures side-by-side and talking about what they
were building. In this study, this was considered those children’s natural engagement in
engineering play. The following protocol prompted children’s play:
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“Hello, __ (Child Name) __ and __ (Child Name) __, nice to meet you! Today we are
going to play with blocks! Before we start, I want to tell you the rules. You can build anything
you want, you can build it together, and you can talk as much as you want. But, please do your
best to hold onto the blocks, try to keep them from falling, and play safely with each other. Do
you understand these rules? OK great! I want you to meet Bob the Builder and his building
partner Grandpa! (For girls, Wendy and Pumpkin Head). Bob and Grandpa would like you to
build something for them, but they need you to make a plan with them first! Tell me about what
you are going to build. That sounds great! Let’s see you build it with Bob and Grandpa now. (If
children are hesitant to make a plan, suggest a few options [e.g., castle, house, rocket ship,
factory, race track, robot, etc.] for building and have them choose and agree to build an option
together).”
Engineering Play Measure and Coding Procedure
Each child’s engineering play was coded in his/her video-recording using the ninecategory system developed by Bairaktarova et al. (2011) and refined in the current dissertation
study (see Table 1). This measure was recently developed, and no other measure of engineering
play has been used observationally. Although Bairaktarova et al. (2011) developed this emergent
coding scheme, and Gold et al. (2015) further refined and used this measure observationally, no
reliability and validity data were available. Therefore, a first step in this project was to evaluate
validity and reliability of the current, revised engineering play measure.
This measure documents engineering play behaviors as they occur during a child’s play.
A child is observed in continuous 20-second intervals. The video coder pauses the film to mark
the presence or absence of each of the nine play behaviors during each interval. The coder may
watch each coding interval as many times as necessary to determine the presence or absence of
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each behavior. One or more engineering play behaviors may occur during each interval, and it is
possible for one child action or verbalization to include aspects of one or more engineering play
behaviors. After a target number of intervals is observed, the frequency of each child’s behaviors
is calculated relative to time. For this study, it was determined that a target time of 15-minutes
(45 intervals) per play session was ideal for observing children’s engineering in accordance with
their attention to the task and codeability of the recording. During pilot testing, children were
observed during unstructured play with unit blocks in the classroom block play area. This length
of time was selected because after 15 minutes, children had often completed building a block
structure and either grew tired of block play or moved on to a different free choice activity in
another classroom play area.
Interrater Reliability
To code children’s video-recorded block play for engineering play, interrater reliability
was established between three research assistants and the principal investigator, using the
principal investigator as the gold standard for reliability. The gold standard was determined using
a series of procedures employed during refinement of the engineering play coding scheme and
training and reliability achievement of the three video coders. During one academic semester, the
principal investigator and Coder 1 (coded 50% of participant children) met weekly with a senior
research faculty to watch and code practice films of preschoolers’ dyadic block play with unit
blocks. Together, these three discussed, evaluated, and refined each of the nine engineering play
behaviors as conceptualized by Gold et al. (2015). Each behavior category definition was
critiqued and modified in order to achieve three goals: (1) to critically analyze whether Gold et
al. (2015) most accurately conceptualized the presence or absence of each behavior based on
previous research on engineering play (e.g., Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016; Bairaktarova et al.,
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2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007); (2) to provide coders with clear behavior definitions,
including representative examples of each possible way a behavior may occur or not occur (e.g.,
verbal, action, or either), including observed behavior examples coded in the practice films; (3)
to ensure that although engineering play behaviors are not mutually exclusively coded, it is
possible to code each of the nine behaviors without occurrence of the other eight behaviors (i.e.,
to reduce the probability that multiple engineering play behaviors measured only one construct).
The three researchers then used the refined measure to code additional minutes of practice film
together in order to support each refinement of each behavior or make additional modifications
as needed. After the final coding scheme was established, the principal investigator was deemed
the gold standard for reliability based on level of research experience with engineering play and
time spent refining, evaluating, and working with this project’s conceptualization of the
engineering play coding scheme.
The principal investigator then trained two graduate research assistants and one advanced
undergraduate research assistant (e.g., continued training with Coder 1) to code for the presence
or absence of each of the nine engineering play behaviors according to the refined observation
instrument. Reliability achievement took approximately 1.5 months per coder. Coders began by
watching and coding practice films with the principal investigator of the same block play context
as included in the dissertation. Then, the principal investigator coded additional practice films
independently, while the video coders met together to code the same films and compared their
code to the principal investigator’s code. Next, each video coder coded films independently and
compared codes with each other and then with the principal investigator’s code. During each
training phase coders met with the principal investigator and each other to discuss discrepancies
in coding as often as needed before either proceeding with another coding round in the same
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training phase or deciding to try coding in the next phase. Any discrepancies in coding were first
discussed among the three coders. If agreements could not be reached based on watching the
behavior examples in question and reviewing the behavior definitions, the principal investigator
was consulted. If the principal investigator needed additional guidance, the senior research
faculty was then consulted until coding discrepancies were resolved. Cohen’s K coefficients
were frequently calculated during training to indicate each coder’s present agreement with the
gold standard and guide corrections of disagreements at each training phase. After the coders felt
ready to achieve reliability, and Cohen’s K from practice films confirmed readiness, the
reliability test was given to each coder independently. The standard for achieving reliability was
a Cohen’s K of at least .70 with an overall goal to achieve .80. Although .80 was the goal,
specific research caveats with the engineering play observation instrument made attaining .80
more difficult than with most other measures. Specifically, the Cohen’s K coefficient adjusts raw
percentage agreement based on the rate of agreement by chance. The Cohen’s K test lowers raw
percentage agreement in consideration of the number of agreements versus disagreements
between two coders on each individual code. Agreements versus disagreements are displayed in
a four-quadrant matrix, with top-left (0/0) representing agreement by both coders that a behavior
did not occur, bottom-right (1/1) representing agreement that a behavior did occur, top-right
(1/0) representing disagreement where Coder 1 marked the presence of a behavior while Coder 2
marked its absence, and bottom-left (0/1) representing disagreement where Coder 2 marked the
presence of a behavior while Coder 1 marked its absence (see Figure 4).
In many coding schemes, behaviors are either mutually exclusive (i.e., something is
either a cat or a dog, but not both) or each has some significant chance of being marked present
during each observation interval. Therefore, it is common that a highly reliable Cohen’s K shows
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a matrix where the 0/0 and 1/1 agreement quadrants are high relative to the 0/1 and 1/0
disagreement quadrants, as well as fairly equally high compared to the disagreement quadrants
(see Figure 5). The caveat with the engineering play observation instrument is that in any one
interval it is more likely that most behaviors will be absent than present. The result is a matrix
where agreements are heavily based in the 0/0 quadrant (see Figure 6). Due to this imbalance in
the agreement quadrants, achieving a high Cohen’s K is more challenging using the engineering
play observation instrument because each agreement quadrant must be noticeably higher in
quantity than either of the disagreement quadrants. For instance, each hypothetical example in
Figures 5, 6, and 7, includes 405 possible instances in which a coder could have coded for the
presence or absence of an engineering play behavior (45 intervals; 9 behaviors per interval; 15
minutes of coding). In Figure 5 (representing a coding scheme where behaviors are mutually
exclusive and/or fairly equally likely to occur), both agreement quadrants are low but equal (30
and 30). The Figure 5 coders had a raw percentage agreement of 85% and a Cohen’s K of .70. In
Figure 6 (representing a high Cohen’s K engineering play matrix), there were 351 instances
where coders agreed a behavior was absent, 40 instances where coders agreed a behavior was
present, and only 14 of 405 total instances where coders disagreed about the presence or absence
of an engineering behavior. The Figure 6 coders had a raw percentage agreement of 97% and a
Cohen’s K of .83. In Figure 7 (representing a problematic Cohen’s K engineering play matrix),
there were 305 instances where coders agreed a behavior was absent, 40 instances where coders
agreed a behavior was present and the same 60 disagreements as seen in Figure 5. The Figure 7
coders had the same raw percentage agreement of 85% as the coders from the well-balanced
matrix in Figure 5. However, the imbalanced engineering play matrix had a Cohen’s K of .48. As
evidenced by this example, the imbalance in agreement quadrants in a typical engineering play
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matrix makes it extremely challenging to achieve a Cohen’s K of .80 despite very high natural
percentage agreement. Specifically, the high Cohen’s K engineering play matrix had 97% raw
agreement and a Cohen’s K of .83 (lowered 14 percentage points). The well-balanced quadrant
matrix was similarly lowered by 15 percentage points from 85% raw agreement to a Cohen’s K
of .70. However, the problematic engineering play example had the same 85% raw agreement as
the well-balanced quadrant matrix, but because agreements were so heavily based in the 0/0
quadrant, there were only 10 fewer disagreements in each disagreement quadrant than in the 1/1
agreement quadrant. This lowered the 85% raw agreement by 37 percentage points to .48, 22
percentage points fewer than the well-balanced matrix that still attained a .70 Cohen’s K. In other
words, achieving a .80 Cohen’s K using the engineering play observation instrument requires
close to perfect natural agreement (high-90%). For this reason, a .70 standard was used for this
dissertation. Nevertheless, due to high training quality and coding administration, interrater
reliability was most often above .80.
To establish interrater reliability, each video coder independently coded the same 20
minutes of previously un-coded practice films. Since each play session in this dissertation was
approximately 15 minutes, the goal was to achieve reliability with a similar number of coding
minutes while also coding equal numbers of boys and girls. Therefore, these 20 minutes were
divided into four 5-minute segments, two with boys and two with girls. The principal
investigator independently coded the same 20 minutes of film. Cohen’s K was calculated at the
individual behavior-level (i.e., agreement versus disagreement on each of the 540 possible
behavior occurrences), between each coder and the principal investigator’s gold standard code.
Each coder successfully achieved a Cohen’s K of at least .70 with the principal investigator’s
code and was given approval to begin coding dissertation films (see Table 2). Due to variable
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time commitments of the research assistants, each coder coded a different number of children in
the sample. Coder 1 coded 59 children (50% of sample), Coder 2 coded 39 children (33% of
sample), and Coder 3 coded 20 children (17% of sample). Although the sample included 110
children, 118 child-codes were documented in case engineering play rates were needed for future
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analyses from the second play session of children who were included in more than one film.
Additionally, no coder coded both children from the same play dyad to limit potential coder bias
based on familiarity with the other child in the dyad. Reliability maintenance and overall coding
reliability in the dissertation films was calculated in two ways. First, the principal investigator
double-coded the first 5 minutes of the four children at the mid-point of each video coder’s
caseload (e.g., children 25, 26, 27, and 28 of Coder 1’s 59-child caseload). This was done as a
mid-point reliability check for each coder with the same 20-minute standard of 5 minutes per
child used to establish reliability. Second, the principal investigator double-coded the complete
play sessions of 33% of all children (39 of 118 child-codes). In addition to double-coding 33% of
overall children, the principal investigator divided the 39 child-codes among each coder so that
33% of each coder’s caseload was double-coded (Coder 1 = 20 of 59; Coder 2 = 13 of 39; Coder
3 = 6 of 20). Double-coded children were dispersed throughout the timeline of each coder’s
caseload to capture reliability throughout the entire coding period. As seen in Table 2, each of
the three coders maintained reliability with the principal investigator at the mid-point, each with
a Cohen’s K above .80. Additionally, each coder achieved a Cohen’s K above .80 with the
principal investigator on their 33% of double-coded child-codes. Across the 39 double-coded
children, over 575 minutes and 15,500 possible behavior occurrences were double-coded.
Cohen’s K for all 39 films combined was .86 with a 96% raw behavior agreement (see Table 2
for all interrater reliability figures). Coding all 118 child-codes took approximately 3.5 months,
making reliability achievement and film coding a 5-month procedure.
Child Assessment Measures
Four additional measurements were collected on each child individually. Assessments
measured children’s executing functioning, informal mathematical ability, spatial ability, and
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Table 2. Interrater reliability across 5-month training and coding period
Coder 1
Coder 2
Coder 3
Total

N

Begin Cohen’s K

Middle Cohen’s K

Cohen’s K (33% of N)

59
39
20
118

0.80 (93%)
0.72 (89%)
0.70 (89%)
0.74 (91%)

0.88 (97%)
0.85 (96%)
0.83 (96%)
0.86 (96%)

0.84 (96%) (N = 20)
0.88 (97%) (N = 13)
0.85 (96%) (N = 6)
0.86 (96%) (N = 39)

Length (Min.)

Raw Behavior Agreement

Raw Percentage

Cohen’s K

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

15:20
16:00
15:00
15:00
15:00
14:20
11:40
15:00
15:20
15:20
15:00
10:00
15:00
13:00
15:00
15:00
15:20
15:20
16:00
15:20
293:00

405/414
396/432
394/405
382/405
394/405
368/387
297/315
390/405
402/414
393/414
386/405
259/270
398/405
337/351
394/405
376/405
402/414
406/414
410/432
400/414
7,589/7,911

98%
92%
97%
94%
97%
95%
94%
96%
97%
95%
95%
96%
98%
96%
97%
93%
97%
98%
95%
97%
96%

0.88
0.74
0.89
0.82
0.90
0.83
0.80
0.79
0.84
0.80
0.82
0.87
0.91
0.87
0.88
0.81
0.88
0.91
0.79
0.78
0.84

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

15:00
15:20
15:40
15:40
15:20
15:20
15:00
13:00
15:20
15:00
15:20
15:40
12:20
194:00

398/405
404/414
415/423
418/423
405/414
399/414
389/405
330/351
385/414
399/405
409/414
415/423
320/333
5,086/5,238

98%
98%
98%
99%
98%
96%
96%
94%
93%
99%
99%
98%
96%
97%

0.86
0.87
0.92
0.95
0.91
0.86
0.89
0.79
0.80
0.86
0.95
0.93
0.81
0.88

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

15:00
14:20
15:00
13:40
15:00
15:20

390/405
364/387
379/405
357/369
391/405
411/414

96%
94%
94%
97%
97%
99%

0.86
0.82
0.78
0.89
0.83
0.96

88:20

2,292/2,385

96%

0.85

575:20

14,967/15,534

96%

0.86

Film
Coder 1

Coder 2

Coder 3

Total
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planning. One additional numeracy measure was added to the assessment battery that was not
included in the current dissertation. These assessments were completed one-on-one with each
child in their child care facility in a quiet location in or outside of the classroom by a student
research assistant. Eight student research assistants were trained for one academic semester to
administer the assessments. At the end of the semester, each research assistant was tested-out by
the principal investigator to demonstrate accurate administration of each assessment before
collecting data. To maintain developmentally appropriate practice, researchers paid close
attention to children’s attention levels, fatigue effect, and their teachers’ guidelines about
removing children from classroom instruction for study participation. Even during short periods
of assessment, if research assistants noticed fatigued or unengaged children, they were returned
to the classroom either upon completion of the current assessment or, if allowed by measurement
guidelines, during the middle of an assessment which was then completed on another visit. In
most instances, children were not filmed on the same day as child assessments. Children were
assessed or filmed on as many as six separate visits in order to complete data collection. Total
individual child assessment times ranged from 39- to- 80 minutes (M = 55). Block play
recordings, including prompt time, ranged from 14- to- 21 minutes (M = 18). The principal
investigator was present during the vast majority of classroom visits, either collecting data,
filming block play sessions with research assistants, or monitoring research assistants’ test
administration.
Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders (HTKS). This measure of behavioral self-regulation
includes elements of executive functioning within a brief game designed for 4- to- 8 year-old
children (McClelland & Cameron, 2012; McClelland, et al., 2014). Children interact with a
researcher to complete three sections with four possible paired rules for behavior: (1) “touch
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your head,” (2) “touch your toes,” (3) “touch your shoulders,” and (4) “touch your knees. After
responding to each rule literally, children are then asked to play an opposites-game, where they
touch their toes when instructed to touch their head and touch their head when instructed to touch
their toes. The same opposites-game is played with touching their shoulders and touching their
knees. If children correctly touch the opposite body part for a target number of prompts in these
opposites-games, then they move on to an additional set of paired rules that are changed so that
head is paired with knees and shoulders are paired with toes. This measure assesses the three
executive function skills: (1) working memory as rules and commands are processed, (2)
inhibitory control as children inhibit their natural inclination touch a body part as asked, and (3)
cognitive flexibility and working memory as children must remember multiple rules and
integrate them successfully (Cameron Ponitz, McClelland, Matthews, & Morrison, 2009;
McClelland & Cameron, 2012; Wanless, McClelland, Tominey, & Acock, 2011b). This measure
is a global assessment of children’s executive functioning, appropriate for use in this study
because the components of executive functioning are not yet distinct in preschool children’s
behaviors. It is possible that one observed behavior could call upon one or more of these
executive function components (see Dimensionality section above).
Construct validity and predictive validity of the HTKS task have been established
(McClelland et al., 2014). Preschoolers’ HTKS scores were significantly correlated with three
measures, each closely related to one component of executive function: The Dimensional
Change Card Sort (DCCS), a primary measure of cognitive flexibility was correlated (β = 0.36, p
< .001; Zelazo, 2006). The Auditory Working Memory test from the Woodcock-Johnson III
Tests of Cognitive Abilities, a primary measure of working memory, was correlated (β = 0.19, p
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< .01; Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001b). The Day-Night Stroop task, a primary measure
of inhibitory control was correlated (β = 0.14, p < .05; Berwid et al., 2005).
Scoring for this measure consists of marking “0,” “1,” or “2” for each of 30 possible
child-prompts. A score of “0” indicates the child touched a body part other than the opposite of
what was prompted (i.e., the opposite of “touch your head” was “touch your toes” and the child
touched a body part other than toes). A score of “1” indicates the child self-corrected (i.e., the
child was moving in the direction of touching an incorrect body part, but then caught the
movement and touched the correct body part). A score of “2” indicates the child touched the
correct body part without self-correction. The test is divided into three sections of 10 prompts
(head-toes, knee-shoulders, and head-knees/shoulders-toes). If the child scores fewer than 4
points on the first section, the task is ended. If the child scores 4 or more on the first section, the
researcher proceeds to the second section. If the child scores fewer than 4 points on the second
section, the task is ended. If the child scores 4 or more points on the second section, the
researcher proceeds to the third section. Scores on each of the 30 possible prompts are then
summed to produce a raw score of 0-60.
Research-Based Early Maths Assessment-Short Form (REMA-Short Form). The
REMA-Short Form is a 20-item brief assessment of preschool and kindergarten mathematical
knowledge, suitable for children ages 4- to- 6 (Weiland et al., 2012). The REMA-Short Form
was designed only for prekindergarten and kindergarten children and assesses the same
mathematical learning trajectories of children’s numeracy and geometry skills as the full REMA:
A researcher administers this measure one-on-one with the child. A series of questions is asked
to which the child answers either verbally or using small objects, such as straws that the
researcher provides to compose shapes. Items assess number recognition and subitizing, number
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composition, number comparison and sequencing, verbal counting and object counting, numeral
identification, arithmetic, shape identification, and shape composition. In total, 13 items assess
numeracy and 7 items assess geometry. Possible scores on the numeracy and geometry items are
0-15 each, totaling 0-30 for the complete REMA-short form. The measure has been validated for
both prekindergarten and kindergarten children using two samples. The first sample included
1,002 prekindergarten children and 928 kindergarteners. The second sample included 1,305
preschool children from urban school districts. Content validity and discriminant validity were
established, as was concurrent validity with the full REMA with correlations of .71 at the start of
preschool and .74 at the end of preschool. Concurrent validity was also established with the
Woodcock-Johnson III Applied Problems with a correlation of .74.
Spatial Skills and Transformation Task. This measure of spatial ability was developed
for children ages 4 -to- 7 (Levine et al., 1999). Levine and colleagues (1999) originally
developed this measure to test sex differences in early spatial ability. Additionally, the measure
demonstrated usefulness in testing differences in children’s spatial ability between several age
ranges within 4- to- 7 years (For this study: 4 years to 4 years 5 months, 4 years 6 months to 4
years 11 months, 5 years to 5 years 5 months, and 5 years 5 months to 5 years 11 months). The
goal of the measure is to test preschool-aged children’s ability to complete several kinds of
mental transformations, including mental rotation. There are 32 problems in this task. Each
problem consists of a stimulus card and a choice array card. On the stimulus card are two halves
of a shape that, when combined, create one of four shapes shown on the choice array card. One
shape on the choice array card correctly combines the shapes on the stimulus card, while the
other three shapes are foils. The stimulus card is placed above the choice array card in front of
the child. Children are then asked to indicate which shape on the choice array card correctly
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combines the shapes on the stimulus card. The 32 problems were created to test specific spatial
skills. Four types of problems are included that vary in positioning of the two shape-halves on
the stimulus card: (1) Horizontal translation, where the shape is halved, and halves are simply
pulled apart across the horizontal axis, but not rotated. (2) Diagonal translation, where the shape
is halved, and halves are moved apart on the vertical axis, but not rotated. (3) A translation where
the shape is halved and pulled apart horizontally, where each halve is rotated 60○, one clockwise
and one counterclockwise. (4) A translation where the shape is halved and pulled apart
horizontally, where the halves are then moved apart on the vertical axis and rotated 60○, one
clockwise and one counterclockwise. The order of the cards is counterbalanced to include 8
types of each translation and examples of each translation with left and right halves on the
stimulus card moved higher or lower on the vertical axis and rotated 60○ clockwise or
counterclockwise. Translation types are also counterbalanced on the foil choices on the choice
array cards. All shapes are 2-D, as researchers wanted to avoid testing mental rotation in depth
which may be difficult for preschoolers (Linn & Petersen, 1985). Thus, this measure allows
researchers to test children’s skills in several types of shape translation and rotation. Children’s
performance by age range can also be viewed relative to expected performance as indicated in
the source article.
Validity was established between this measure and the Mazes (concurrent) and
Vocabulary (criterion) subtests from the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligencerevised (Levine et al., 1999; WPPSI-R; Wechsler, 1989). The Maze subtest allowed researchers
to relate the Spatial Transformation Task to a valid measure of spatial ability. The Vocabulary
subtest allowed researchers to relate the Spatial Transformation Task to a valid measure of
intellectual ability. Spatial transformation was positively related to Vocabulary, r(1, 271) = .25, p
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< .001. Spatial transformation was also positively related to Mazes, r(1, 271) = .30, p < .001.
Mazes and Vocabulary were positively associated as well, r(1, 271) = .21, p < .001. Analyses
also revealed a main effect for age, with older children typically performing better on this task
than younger children, suggesting this measure is useful in demonstrating differences between
children using 6-month age ranges from ages 4- to- 7. Additionally, this measure demonstrated
strong validity (concurrent; criterion) with an observational measure of children’s puzzle play, a
measure encompassing components of spatial ability, including transformation and rotation.
Children who played with puzzles had higher spatial scores than children who did not play with
puzzles F(1, 46) = 6.24, p < .05, d = .89 (Levine et al., 2012). This study also demonstrated intermethod reliability, because in this study the Spatial Transformation Task was correlated with an
observational instrument encompassing spatial components.
This measure is scored from 0-32, with “0” indicating a child pointed to the incorrect
shape on the choice array card and “1” indicating the child pointed to the correct shape on the
choice array. Since each of the 4 types of translations and rotations is measured by 8 items, raw
sub-scores of 0-8 are also calculated to examine differences in spatial ability according to
difficulty or complexity of the rotation-type.
Planning. This measure of planning is a subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of
Cognitive Abilities (WJ III COG), which includes 31 tests designed to assess cognitive abilities,
including during the preschool age (Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001a). The median
reliability coefficient (r11) and standard error of measurement for the planning subtest are 0.74
and 7.72, respectively. Reliability was calculated using Rasch analysis procedures. Although
validity of the planning subtest was an ongoing process (it has since been removed from WJ IV
COG), this test was shown to be significantly correlated with Meichenbaum’s (1977) assessment
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of private speech. Test score intercorrelations have also been found between the planning
assessment and other WJ III sub-tests (e.g., Verbal Comprehension = .42; Visual-Auditory
Learning = .33; Spatial Relations = .31; Concept Formation = .26; Analysis Synthesis = .26). The
planning assessment is a subtest of WJ III COG that taps into children’s visual-spatial thinking,
fluid reasoning, spatial scanning, and general sequential reasoning. Specifically, the test
measures mental control processes necessary to determine, select, and apply solutions to
problems by thinking ahead. Together these components comprise children’s “means-end”
analytical abilities, often conceptualized as planning skills. More broadly, the planning
assessment measures the ability of spatial scanning (e.g., speed in visually surveying a complex
spatial field) and general sequential reasoning. This test requires the use of a subject response
booklet, including children’s abilities to trace patterns on paper.
Children are given tracing patterns each represented on paper by a continuous dotted line.
The dotted line is comprised of line segments, each worth a specific number of maximum points
for that pattern. Total points for each pattern range from 2- to- 30 and are comprised of the points
assigned to a pattern’s individual line segments. The test objective is to completely trace over the
dotted line of each tracing pattern without making errors that can contribute to an unfinished
pattern. The possible tracing errors that can contribute to lower scores are: (1) lifting the pencil
from the paper to continue tracing on a different part of the pattern, (2) re-tracing over a line that
has already been traced, and (3) leaving parts of the pattern untraced. Children begin each of the
tracing patterns by selecting a point on the dotted line on which to begin tracing. Each pattern
can only be completed if the child selects a correct starting point on the dotted line and if the
child correctly selects a tracing path that allows the complete pattern to be traced. If the child
does not select the correct place to begin tracing, or if the child follows an incorrect tracing path,
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it is not possible to completely trace a pattern without re-tracing a traced line or without lifting
the pencil and placing it on a different part of the pattern. Children must choose their starting
point carefully and remember the tracing rules in order to complete each pattern without making
errors.
Patterns are presented in sets of 6, 5, 5, and 5, totaling 21 traceable patterns, each set
increasing in pattern complexity, tracing difficulty, and possible deducted points from Set 1 to
Set 4. Sets of patterns are presented to the child on one sheet of paper per set. Before beginning
tracing Set 1, children are given two practice items. On Practice Item A, the researcher
demonstrates the three possible kinds of tracing errors that can deduct points from children’s
planning scores. On Practice Items B, children practice tracing, with the researcher intervening a
maximum of one time per practice item to correct rule breaks. Children are then asked to
complete each pattern on the paper for Set 1 in any order they desire while adhering to the
tracing rules (if children advance to additional tracing sets, they continue to complete each
pattern in a set in any order desired). Research assistants may intervene on each pattern only to
remind children to keep their pencil on the paper. If children begin to re-trace an already-traced
line segment, or if children place their pencil in a different location in order to continue tracing,
research assistants instruct children to stop tracing and begin tracing the next pattern in the set.
Points are then deducted from the maximum score for each pattern by subtracting the scores of
each line segment in the pattern which children have either left untraced, re-traced, or were only
able to trace by lifting their pencil and moving it to that line segment. Once children begin a set
of patterns, they are instructed to complete each pattern in the set. However, each set of patterns
allows a maximum number of lost points before the test is discontinued and children do not
proceed with the next set of patterns (Set 1 = at least 5 of 16 possible errors; Set 2 = at least 8 of
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28 possible errors; Set 3 = at least 14 of 57 possible errors; if children reach Set 4, there are 99
possible errors in the set). In total, there are 200 possible errors in Sets 1-4. Raw scores are
determined by counting the total number of errors and inserting the errors into the WJ III COG
software program, producing a score for each child representing the child’s performance
equivalent to his/her expected performance by age.
However, for this current project, representing children’s age-equivalent scores was less
meaningful and useful than treating children’s raw scores as a continuous variable because the
sample was largely at-risk, low family-SES, and included some children with disabilities. For
this reason, an alternative scoring approach was used. Each child’s number of errors made per
pattern was subtracted from the total number of possible errors per pattern, producing a score
representing the child’s total number of achieved points per pattern. The number of achieved
points for each of the 21 patterns was summed to produce a score of 0-200, with higher scores
representing better planning skills.
Additionally, during piloting and training for this assessment with preschool-aged
children, it was determined that the language used in the WJ III COG administration instructions
was too difficult and unclear for preschoolers to understand in order to sufficiently complete the
assessment tasks. This is especially critical, given that the task has been validated for preschool
use. Much of the language was outdated and unsuitable for effectively presenting children with
the rules and boundaries for pattern tracing, especially given the amount of information children
must consider in order to correctly trace the patterns. For this reason, language in the Planning
assessment was modified for age-appropriate administration while adhering to the same WJ III
COG administration instruction steps.
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Internal Consistency
Chronbach’s alpha is a measure of internal consistency calculated as a function of the
number of items in a measure and the average inter-correlation among the items (Nunnally,
1978). Thus, measures with few items often have lower alphas. Chronbach’s alpha computations
of the study data showed that some measures demonstrated a .70 level of internal consistency,
while others did not (Nunnally, 1978). The six items included in the engineering play factor had
an alpha of .642. This is short of the .70 level, but close, and future development of this
observation measure will include efforts to improve internal consistency. This level of internal
consistency was deemed sufficient for this exploratory study. Chronbach’s alpha for each child
measure and sub-score, calculated with this study’s data were as follows: Planning (α = .941);
HTKS (α = .966); REMA Total (α = .719); REMA Numeracy (α = .711); REMA Geometry (α =
.431); Spatial Total (α = .701); Spatial Horizontal (α = .397); Spatial Diagonal (α = .460); Spatial
Horizontal Rotation (α = .360); Spatial Diagonal Rotation (α = .318). Planning, HTKS, REMA
Total, REMA Numeracy, and Spatial Total all met the .70 cut-off or higher. However, REMA
Geometry and each of the Spatial sub-scores did not demonstrate typically accepted levels of
internal consistency. Validation research on the REMA-Short Form supports dividing the
numeracy and geometry items into separate sections with the items in order of least to most
difficult (Weiland et al., 2012) Reliability and validity of the REMA-Short Form was based on
strong associations with the REMA-Long Form (r = .74), including a procedure demonstrating
reliability of each of the test items across study participants (.76). Therefore, in this study’s data
adequate internal consistency among the numeracy items but not the geometry items could be
study-specific because the items were deemed reliable in the validation research (Weiland et al.,
2012). It is possible that, as required by official test administration procedures, completing the
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geometry items after the numeracy items resulted in fatigue effect. Additionally, research using
the Spatial Skills and Transformation Task (Levine et al., 1999) has described findings based on
the Spatial Total, with little exploration of the individual transformation abilities, often creating
composite scores of non-rotation vs. rotation (Gunderson, Ramirez, Beilock, & Levine, 2012).
Further, reliability of the individual transformations has been determined based on correlations
between the non-rotation and rotation transformations (r = .61, p < .001) and demonstrating no
significant mean differences in performance on each of the four transformation sub-scores
(Levine et al., 1999; Gunderson et al., 2012). In this study’s data, the correlation between the
non-rotation and rotation transformations was similar (r = .50, p < .001). There were also no
significant mean differences between each of the four transformation sub-scores. Results for the
REMA Geometry and each of the spatial transformation abilities should be interpreted in light of
these findings.
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ANALYTIC APPROACH

Missing Data
Overall, there were very little missing data in this sample. None of the 110 children was
missing any individual child assessment, with 440 assessments given. None of the 110 children
was missing a dyadic block play film. In rare cases, children were missing items on individual
child assessments, due to non-responses during test administration. Although research assistants
attempted to build a positive rapport with children, sometimes children did not respond when
asked assessment questions. Non-responses were marked when research assistants determined
those non-responses did not necessarily indicate children did not know assessment answers. In
total, 18 (16 %) children were missing at least one item on an assessment. Across the four
assessments (total 103 items), the range of missing items was 0-13. Five children were missing 1
item, four children were missing 2 items, four children were missing 3 items, and one child each
was missing 4 items, 6 items, 10 items, 11 items, and 13 items. Given the low frequency of
missing data, missing item scores on individual assessments were imputed by calculating the
mean of the completed items on that assessment and inserting that mean into each of the missing
item scores on the same assessment. Across the 110 children in the sample, 69 total missing
items (.06 %) were imputed out of 11,330 items. Raw scores for each child assessment were
converted to Z-scores (M = 0; SD = 1), standardizing the scoring scales and allowing comparison
of effect sizes in the marginal regression models.
Analytic Steps
After imputing missing data, analyses in this dissertation examined the factor structure of
children’s engineering play behaviors using a confirmatory factor analysis (Hoyle, 2000). The
CFA was used to evaluate the structure of the engineering play behaviors using the statistical
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software program, STATA (StataCorp, 2015). Due to limited research on engineering play and
the need to reduce the number of variables in the analyses, the CFA was used to intentionally
evaluate the fit of a one-factor engineering play model. Testing a one-factor solution with a
single combined engineering play variable simplified analyses and preserved statistical power.
Because coding times in block play sessions varied in duration, with a range of 10:00 minutes to
16:40 minutes (M = 14:53), each child’s raw frequency of each engineering behavior was
converted to rate per 15:00 minutes before performing the CFA. The resulting engineering play
factor was then used to test associations between children’s engineering play, planning,
executive function, informal mathematical ability, and spatial ability using a series of steps,
correcting for nesting at the classroom level in marginal regression models (Hubbard et al., 2010;
Moen, Frianco-Kugler, Luikart, & O’Malley, 2016).
There was not enough power in this sample to use the resulting engineering play latent
variable in structural equation models. For this reason, an alternative approach was taken to
examine associations between the child assessment measures and an engineering play variable
that accurately represented the factor produced by the CFA. Factor scores from the “engineering
play” confirmatory factor were calculated for each of the 110 children using STATA syntax
(StataCorp, 2015). These factor scores were then converted to Z-scores (M = 0; SD = 1) to
generate a standardized “engineering play” variable used with the child assessment Z-scores in
the marginal regression models for easy comparison of effect sizes.
Descriptive statistics were then examined for each the nine engineering play behaviors
and the child assessments scores and sub-scores to inform the findings of the confirmatory factor
and check if the child assessment scores were within acceptable ranges of skewness and kurtosis.
Internal consistencies of the engineering play factor and each the child assessment scores and
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sub-scores were also calculated to examine item reliability. As a secondary analysis, a bivariate
correlation matrix examined associations between each of the nine engineering play behaviors to
inform the derived engineering play confirmatory factor (see Appendix).
Associations between the CFA-produced engineering play standardized factor scores and
child assessment measures were tested in a series of four steps (SAS® 9.4, 2014). These steps
served two main purposes: (1) to interpret associations incrementally, including nesting
correction and additional control variables in each step. The engineering play framework is new
in the early childhood field, and little is known about which demographic variables are
significantly associated with engineering play. For this reason, statistical comparisons of
marginal regression models including only demographic control variables that were significantly
associated with engineering play versus all control variables collected were valuable; and (2) to
account for inclusion of children with disabilities in this sample, documented by Individualized
Education Plans (IEPs). The sample included 24% children with IEPs. In most cases,
demographic variables may be included as controls to account for spurious results. However, it
was important to test if IEP status significantly moderated associations between engineering play
and each of the child assessments because children with IEPs may be a qualitatively different
sub-group from children without IEPs. This could affect the strength of associations.
In Step 1, bivariate correlations were examined between engineering play, the five
demographic control variables (e.g., age, gender, race, parent education, and child IEP), and
child assessment measures, without nesting correction. Then, unconditional intraclass
correlations were calculated to determine the level at which to correct for nesting in the marginal
regression models in Steps 2 - 4. In Step 2, marginal models, correcting for nesting, regressed
engineering play on each control variable individually to determine which demographic variables
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were statistically significantly associated with engineering play. In regression, control variable
associations are relevant only with respect to the dependent variable in the models (e.g.,
engineering play). Control variables significantly associated with engineering play were included
in Step 3. A different procedure was used to account for disability-related associations with
engineering play. Preliminary marginal models were performed, testing moderation effects of
IEP on the association of each child assessment measure with engineering play. In each model, if
the interaction term of IEP and the child assessment measure was significant, then the IEP
variable, and the interaction term of IEP with the child assessment, were included as additional
variables in Steps 3 and 4, and moderation effects were interpreted. If the interaction term was
not significant, then engineering play was regressed on the IEP variable, alone, using the same
procedure as the other control variables to determine inclusion of the main effect of IEP in Step
3. In Step 3, marginal regression models tested associations between engineering play and each
child assessment controlling only for demographic variables statistically significantly associated
with engineering play in Step 2. In Step 4, all demographic control variables were included in the
marginal models regardless of their levels of association with engineering play in Step 2. Models
in Steps 3 and 4 were then compared using Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) to demonstrate
which model better fit the data. AIC tests use the sample N, sum-of-squares, and the number of
independent variables in each model to produce probability estimates of fit for each model. The
model with the lower AIC fits the data better. F-incremental tests are often used to compare two
nested models as a follow-up to AIC tests. However, F-incremental tests are necessary only
when the model with more independent variables has a lower sum-of-squares (indicative of
better model fit). The F-test then accounts for the trade-off between complexity and fit, because
the model with more independent variables fits better, but is more complicated. With these data,
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because the Step 3 models had fewer control variables and lower sums-of-squares, they were
both simpler and fit better. Therefore, F-tests were not necessary as follow-ups.
Although significance levels between engineering play and the child assessment
measures in this study were interpreted at the .05-level, to ensure conservative statistical
modelling, control variables were included in Step 3 if p-values were marginally significant in
Step 2 (e.g., p < .10). For this reason, associations between engineering play and demographic
covariates were interpreted if they were marginally significant only in Steps 1 and 2 (e.g.,
bivariate correlations and the marginal models determining inclusion of control variables in Step
3). The same conservative standard was used to determine the level at which to correct for
nesting in the marginal models (e.g., unconditional intraclass correlations with p-values below
.10).
Marginal Regression Models
Steps 2 – 4 of the analytic procedure included a series of marginal regression models
performed to test associations between the CFA-produced composite engineering play measure
and each child assessment measure or sub-score while correcting for nesting at the highest level
(e.g., classroom; Hubbard et al., 2010; Moen et al., 2016). Marginal regression models are
functionally equivalent to mixed effect multilevel models for linear regression in that marginal
models allow scholars to correct for nesting at an indicated level. However, although
unconditional intraclass correlations (ICCs) may still be useful calculations of variance
accounted for in the dependent variable by nested-level effects, multilevel models (and
calculations of conditional ICCs) are not necessary in cases where scholars ask no research
questions about nested-level effects (Hubbard et al., 2010; Moen et al., 2016). Additionally,
marginal models may be more advantageous than multilevel models depending on the research
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questions and assumptions of a given study. First, unlike in multilevel models, coefficient
estimates in marginal models are produced by generalized estimating equations (GEE), which
describe mean changes in the dependent variable given changes in the independent variables,
while accounting for non-independence within the specified nested level. According to Hubbard
et al. (2010), “The GEE approach does not require distributional assumptions because estimation
of the marginal model depends only on correctly specifying the mean of the outcome given the
covariates, not on the entire joint distribution of observed data and random effects” (Hubbard et
al., 2010, p. 469). In other words, unlike maximum likelihood regression models and mixed
effects multilevel models, GEE models do not assume equal variances and equal covariances
within levels or between levels (i.e., within or between classrooms, dyads, or children). Instead,
marginal models use estimating equations that derive robust inference of coefficients and
standard errors without making assumptions about underlying sample distributions, including
independence between covariates. Additionally, marginal models do not require random effects
tests when research questions of a given study do not necessitate tests of random effects
(Hubbard et al., 2010)
In this regard, marginal models were appropriate for this study because: (1) research
questions concern only child-level effects, while necessarily accounting for nesting within
classrooms and dyads, and (2) independent variables in the models are highly correlated (e.g.,
child assessment measures and demographic covariates) and thus cannot be assumed
independent as required in maximum likelihood and mixed effects models. One limitation of
marginal models is that, theoretically, small numbers of clusters (e.g., classrooms) can bias
standard errors (Hubbard et al., 2010). However, mathematical simulations with small numbers
of clusters have shown that standard errors are not biased substantially (Hubbard et al., 2010).
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Overall, there are advantages and disadvantages of both multilevel models and marginal models.
Multilevel models account for clustering while also producing conditional ICCs, but they assume
independence of covariates and a correctly specified error distribution. However, marginal
models do not require independence among covariates, which is especially important given the
strong associations among the independent variables in this study.
Post-hoc Analyses
After completion of the four-step primary analytic procedure, secondary post-hoc
analyses were performed in order to understand patterns of results in the marginal regression
models, including main effects, null findings, and any significant IEP moderation effects.
Secondary analyses included: (1) One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA; Cohen, 1973), testing
if significant mean differences existed between children without IEPs and the IEP sub-groups in
their performance on each the child assessment measures and sub-scores (differences in the
frequency of engineering play between children with-and-without IEPs were determined in Step
2 of the marginal models). Bonferroni corrections were used to explore any significant group
mean differences in child assessment scores (Armstrong, 2014); (2) bivariate correlations of each
of the nine engineering play behaviors with each the child assessments and sub-scores. These
correlations were used to examine more closely which individual engineering play behaviors
may be driving significant associations (or non-associations) between the engineering play
confirmatory factor and the child measure scores. Correlations between each engineering play
behavior and the child measures were also explored separately for children without IEPs and the
sub-groups of IEP children to inform any IEP moderation effects. These correlations also
informed the current conceptualization of the engineering play construct and any revisions that
may be needed in future iterations of the engineering play observational measure.
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RESULTS

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Hypothesis 1.1)
First, each of the nine engineering play behaviors (rate per 15:00 minutes) was included
in the factor analysis to determine if model fit was possible without excluding any behaviors.
Three behaviors (construction, β = .020, p = .86; creative/innovative action, β = .156, p = .17;
solution-testing/evaluating design, β = .064, p = .58) did not significantly load and were
subsequently dropped from the factor. The remaining six behaviors (communicates goals,
problem solving, explaining how things are built or work, following patterns or prototypes,
logical or mathematical words, and technical vocabulary) significantly loaded onto one factor.
This one factor model had a non-significant likelihood ratio test of model vs. saturated Chi
Square, χ2 = 17.97, p = .04 (Bentler & Bonett, 1980). The root mean squared error of
approximation (RMSEA) was .095 (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawa, 1996). The comparative fit
index (CFI) was .893 (Bentler, 1990). The Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) was .822 (Bentler &
Bonett, 1980). Modification indices were then requested to improve model fit. Indices showed
that problem solving and explaining how things are built or work were highly correlated with a
standardized expected parameter change of .272, p = .04. To account for this, the error terms of
these two behaviors were allowed to correlate and the CFA was rerun, improving model fit (see
Table 3 for standardized factor loadings in the final model). The resulting one-factor model
demonstrated good model fit with a non-significant likelihood ratio test of model vs. saturated
Chi Square, χ2 = 13.10, p = .11 (Bentler & Bonett, 1980). The root mean squared error of
approximation (RMSEA) was .076, demonstrating adequate model fit based on the noncentrality parameter (MacCallum et al., 1996). The comparative fit index, based on degrees of
freedom in the null and proposed models was above the .90 standard for good model fit, CFI =
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.939 (Bentler, 1990). The Tucker-Lewis index is much like the CFI, but lowers the fit statistic
slightly to account for the number of parameters. This index was close to the .90 standard, TLI =
.886 (Bentler & Bonett, 1980).
Table 3. Engineering play confirmatory factor analysis results (N = 110)
Behavior
β
SE
z

p=

Confidence Interval

CG

.635

.09

7.04

.001

.458

.812

Constant

.873

.112

7.79

.001

.653

1.09

PS

.337

.11

3.04

.002

.120

.554

Constant

.667

.105

6.32

.001

.460

.873

EX

.544

.09

5.75

.001

.359

.730

Constant

.792

.109

7.24

.001

.577

1.01

PP

.293

.11

2.64

.008

.074

.511

Constant

1.20

.125

9.58

.001

.952

1.44

LM

.643

.09

7.22

.001

.468

.817

Constant

1.20

.125

9/60

.001

.956

1.45

TV

.507

.10

5.07

.001

.311

.703

Constant

.506

.101

5.00

.001

.307

.704

Cov (PS, EX)

.244

.103

2.38

.017

.043

.445

Note. CG = communicates goals; PS = problem solving; EX = explaining how things are built or work; PP = following
patterns or prototypes; LM = logical or mathematical words; TV = technical vocabulary. Likelihood ratio test of model
vs. saturated, χ2 = 13.10, p = .11; RMSEA = .076; CFI = .939; TLI = .886.

Descriptive Statistics
A careful examination of descriptive statistics increased understanding of the
engineering play factor and potential relations between engineering play and child assessment
variables. First, means, standard deviations, ranges, and internal consistencies were examined for
each engineering play behavior (before standardization and factor analysis) and each child
assessment and sub-score (see Table 4; for demographic descriptive data see Method). A
considerable majority of engineering play was done through engagement in construction, which
was not included in the composite engineering play variable (see Discussion for possible reasons
why construction, creative/innovative action, and solution testing/evaluating design did not
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for engineering play, rate per 15:00 minutes, and child
assessments (N = 110)
M

SD

Min.

Max.

4.37
37.44
0.86
0.28
1.71
2.00
2.92
5.41
0.75

5.03
7.86
1.29
0.57
3.86
2.54
2.45
4.52
1.49

0.00
9.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-

26.00
45.00
5.87
2.81
37.00
10.76
12.72
21.52
7.83

13.01
6.14
6.88
13.89
3.58
3.84
3.56
2.91
19.21
24.49

3.91
2.66
1.97
4.74
1.67
1.73
1.63
1.58
17.87
31.08

3.05
0.00
3.05
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00

-

23.25
15.00
11.15
28.00
7.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
56.00
165.00

Engineering play
Communicates goals
Construction
Problem solving
Creative/innovative actions
Solution testing/evaluating
Explaining how things are built
Following patterns or prototypes
Logical or mathematical words
Technical vocabulary

Child assessments
REMA Total
REMA Numeracy
REMA Geometry
Spatial Total
Spatial Horizontal
Spatial Diagonal
Spatial Horizontal Rotation
Spatial Diagonal Rotation
HTKS
Planning

Note. Engineering play behaviors are presented in rate per 15:00 minutes. Child assessment
scores are presented in raw scores with varying scales.

significantly load in the CFA). On average, construction constituted 67% of total engineering
play behaviors observed. Communicates goals (M = 4.37; 8%) and logical or mathematical
words (M = 5.41; 10%) together constituted 18% of total engineering play observed. The
remaining six engineering play behaviors occurred an average of fewer than three times per
15:00 minutes each, combined comprising 15% of all engineering play. The engineering play
behaviors retained in the composite variable occurred between 0.75 and 5.41 times per 15:00
minutes, with standard deviations ranging from 1.29 to 5.03 times per 15:00 minutes, so
variability existed for the behaviors. For example, technical vocabulary occurred only 0.75 times
per 15:00 minutes. However, the standard deviation was 1.49, indicating about 34% of children
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engaged in twice the mean amount of technical vocabulary. Most of the less frequently occurring
engineering behaviors showed similar mean-standard deviation comparisons as the technical
vocabulary example, including a wide range of frequencies compared to the mean (e.g., technical
vocabulary, M = 0.75; Range = 7.83). Nevertheless, variability was particularly low for
construction, with most children engaging in construction at high rates compared with other
engineering behaviors. The construction play behavior occurred in 83% of children’s observation
intervals. Although the clustered variance estimator used in the marginal models does not require
normality of the dependent variable (e.g., engineering play factor scores; Hubbard et al., 2010),
skewness and kurtosis statistics were requested as a precautionary check on the engineering play
factor comprised of the six engineering play behaviors. Skewness (.78) and kurtosis (-.06) of the
engineering play factor were both within the accepted range of +/- 2 (Gravetter & Wallnau,
2014).
Means were close to the midpoint of possible scores on each child assessment except
Planning. On average, children scored 19.21 (0-60) on the HTKS, 13.01 (0-30) on REMA Total,
6.14 (0-15) on REMA Numeracy, 6.88 (0-15) on REMA Geometry, 13.89 (0-32) on Spatial
Total, and between 2.91 and 3.84 (0-8) on each of the Spatial sub-scores. However, on average,
children scored 24.49 (0-200) on Planning. Variability was high for each of the child measures.
On each of the child assessment scores and sub-scores, children scored both in the high and low
ranges of possible scores. Although marginal regression models do not require normality of the
independent variables (e.g., child assessment measures; Hubbard et al., 2010), it is possible that
some outliers could have leverage on beta coefficient estimates. For this reason, skewness and
kurtosis statistics were also requested for each of the child assessment measures. Nine of the 10
scores and sub-scores were within the +/- 2 accepted range of skewness and kurtosis, ranging
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between .08 and .61, and -1.30 and .66, respectively (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014). Despite 24%
of children in the sample scoring 0 on the HTKS assessment, demonstrating an inability to
understand the opposites-rules in the assessment indicative of EF skills (e.g., “touch your head”
means “touch your toes”), the distribution of HTKS scores did not violate assumptions of
normality (skewness = .34; kurtosis = -1.30). However, children’s scores for Planning were both
positively skewed and peaked (skewness = 2.76; kurtosis = 7.79). Although 68% of children
scored between 2 and 56 on a scale of 0-200, a small number of children scored exceptionally
high on the Planning assessment. Despite 97 children scoring between 0 and 35, 13 children
scored between 61 and 165. For this reason, the 13 outlier scores were transformed to eliminate
skewness and kurtosis and maintain inclusion in analyses. Transformation was done by
winsorizing outliers set at a reasonable cut-off range for this sample (Lucas & Crosier, 1982;
Ratliff, 1993). Ratliff (1993) specifies that cut-off ranges are often sample-dependent and ranges
for standard deviations should be set at a reasonable mark for the specific sample before
analyzing data. In this study, none of the 97 non-outlier scores was above or below .75 standard
deviations. Therefore, the 13 outlier scores were transformed to .75 standard deviations above
the mean (this transformation produced the same null-findings in the marginal regression models
as the non-transformed data). Lucas and Crosier (1982) also specify that transforming outliers
often does not change significance levels. Removing outliers is sometimes a better test of outlier
leverage on beta estimates. Therefore, an alternative sensitivity check was also performed to
examine if parameter estimates changed in the marginal models testing associations between
Planning and engineering play. Models were tested including all 110 children after transforming
outliers and after removal of the 13 outliers (see results for Engineering Play and Planning,
below).
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Bivariate Correlations (Step 1)
Bivariate correlations were examined between the engineering play factor scores,
demographic covariates, and each of the child assessment measures and sub-scores without
nesting correction (see Table 5). As displayed, almost all child measure scores and sub-scores
were significantly and positively correlated with the other child measures and most sub-scores,
indicating higher performance on one child assessment was associated with higher performance
on others. The only non-significant bivariate correlation was the REMA Numeracy sub-score
with the Spatial Diagonal Rotation sub-score (r = .12, ns). Excluding correlations between total
scores and their component sub-scores, statistically significant correlations between all child
assessments and sub-scores ranged from .27 (Planning with Spatial Diagonal Rotation) to .56
(REMA Total with Spatial Total). Of the covariates, race was not significantly correlated with
any variable in the matrix, including other covariates, engineering play, and child measures (r =
.01-.15, ns). Gender was marginally and negatively correlated with engineering play, indicating
girls engaged in slightly fewer engineering play behaviors than boys (r = -.18, p = .061). As
expected, child age (in months) was significantly and positively associated with REMA Total (r
= .37, p < .001), REMA Numeracy (r = .42, p < .001), HTKS (EF) (r = .30, p = .002), Planning
(r = .22, p = .018), Spatial Total (r = .28, p = .003), Spatial Horizontal (r = .30, p = .001), and
Spatial Diagonal (r = .24, p = .012). Age was also marginally and positively associated with
engineering play, with older children engaging in more engineering play (r = .16, p = .088).
Children with diagnosed disabilities (indicated by Individualized Education Plan (IEP) status)
scored significantly lower on the REMA Total (r = -.26, p = .006), REMA Numeracy (r = -.20, p
= .033), REMA Geometry (r = -.25, p = .009), HTKS (r = -.29, p = .002), Planning (r = -.20, p =
.039) and Spatial Horizontal (r = -.21, p= .026). Children with IEPs engaged in marginally less
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engineering play than children without IEP status (r = -.17, p = .076). IEP was not significantly
associated with scores on the Spatial Total, Spatial Diagonal, Spatial Horizontal Rotation, and
Spatial Diagonal Rotation. Parent education level was significantly and positively associated
with every child assessment score, correlations ranging from .29 to .49. Although parent
education level was not significantly associated with any of the other demographic covariates, it
was significantly and positively associated with children’s engineering play (r = .19, p = .044).
Children’s engineering play was significantly correlated with three out of 10 of the child
measures and sub-scores. Engineering play was positively and significantly associated with
REMA Total (r = .22, p = .019), REMA Numeracy (r = .20, p = .034), and Spatial Horizontal
Rotation (r = .25, p = .009). However, engineering play was not significantly correlated with
Planning (before transformation of outliers) REMA Geometry, HTKS, Spatial Total, Spatial
Horizontal, Spatial Diagonal, or Spatial Diagonal Rotation scores. Although engineering play
was significantly correlated with three of the 10 child measure scores and sub-scores, the
positive bivariate associations do not include correction for nesting and covariates.
Nesting Correction at the Highest Level
In marginal models nesting corrections are requested at the highest nested level. In this
study nesting was corrected at the classroom level based on examination of unconditional ICCs
for engineering play, the child assessment measures, and the covariates at the classroom level
(see Table 6). As seen below, engineering play, REMA Geometry, Planning, race, and parent
education were the only variables with non-significant classroom-level ICCs using the
conservative p-value standard of .10 to determine the level of correction. Variance accounted for
by classroom is at least marginally significant for all 11 other variables included in the marginal
models. Although classroom effects only account for 6% of variance in engineering play, the

Table 5. Bivariate correlations of engineering play, covariates, and child assessment measures (N = 110)
Eng

Age

Gn

Race

IEP

Edu

Mth

Num

Geo

EF

Plan

Spat

Hor

Dia

HR

Eng
Age

.16 ~

Gn

- .18 ~

- .04

Race

- .07

- .15

.14

IEP

- .17 ~

- .07

.01

-

.11

Edu

.19 *

.02

.10

-

.01

-

.14

Mth

.22 *

.37 ***

-

.07

-

.01

-

.26 **

.47 ***

Num

.20 *

.42 ***

-

.14

-

.03

-

.20 *

.41 ***

.89 ***

Geo

.17 ~

.15

.05

.03

-

.25 **

.39 ***

.78 ***

.41 ***

EF

.17 ~

.30 **

.05

-

.13

-

.29 **

.38 ***

.54 ***

.47 ***

.44 ***

Plan

.13

.22 *

-

.07

-

.04

-

.20 *

.31 ***

.52 ***

.51 ***

.34 ***

.40 ***

Spat

.17 ~

.28 **

-

.13

.10

-

.11

.49 ***

.56 ***

.46 ***

.49 ***

.46 ***

.48 ***

Hor

.14

.30 **

-

.15

.02

-

.21 *

.34 ***

.50 ***

.43 ***

.41 ***

.36 ***

.45 ***

.75 ***

Dia

.11

.24 *

-

.13

.01

-

.11

.42 ***

.49 ***

.36 ***

.48 ***

.40 ***

.32 ***

.78 ***

.49 ***

HR

.25 **

.12

-

.01

.11

-

.05

.35 ***

.37 ***

.38 ***

.21 *

.36 ***

.34 ***

.69 ***

.33 ***

.41 ***

.15

-

.07

.14

.06

.29 **

.23 *

.12

.29 **

.19 *

.27 **

.64 ***

.33 ***

.30 **

DR

- .02

.24 *

Note. Eng = Engineering Play; Gn = Gender; IEP = Individualized Education Plan; Edu = Parent Education; Mth = REMA Total; Num = REMA Numeracy; Geo = REMA
Geometry; EF = HTKS (Executive Function); Plan = Planning; Spat = Spatial Total; Hor = Spatial Horizontal; Dia = Spatial Diagonal; HR = Spatial Horizontal Rotation;
DR = Spatial Diagonal Rotation.
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dependent variable in the marginal regression models, variance accounted for by classroom is as
high as 27% for the Spatial Total Score. For this reason, nesting was corrected at the classroom
level to account for classroom-level effects in the child assessment measures when they were
included in the marginal models as dependent variables in the Appendix (see Discussion and
Appendix).
Table 6. Unconditional intraclass correlations (N = 110)
Classroom ICC
Engineering Play

.06, p = .19

REMA Total

.18, p < .10 ~

REMA Numeracy

.14, p < .10 ~

REMA Geometry

.12, p = .11

HTKS

.22, p < .05 *

Planning

.11, p = .11

Spatial Total

.27, p < .05 *

Spatial Horizontal

.13, p < .10 ~

Spatial Diagonal

.17, p < .10 ~

Spatial Diagonal Rotation

.20, p < .10 ~

Spatial Horizontal Rotation

.06, p = .18

Age

.16, p < .10 ~

Gender

-.18, p < .10 ~

Race

-.07, p = .46

Parent Education

.11, p = .24

Child IEP

-.17, p < .10 ~

Correcting for nesting at the classroom level also corrects for nesting at all lower levels,
including dyads (Williams, 2000). Any nesting of dyads is reflected in the nesting within
classrooms. If two children in a dyad are more similar to each other than other children in their
classroom, this similarity is included when accounting for the similarly of all children in the
same classroom. Further, in multilevel models with more than two levels (e.g., classroom, dyad,
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children), nesting is mathematically corrected for in the same way as in marginal models, at the
highest level (Williams, 2000). The difference is that multilevel models explain how much total
variance is accounted for at each level of nesting and produce tests of random effects that are not
needed when research questions require only nesting corrections. Therefore, correcting at the
classroom-level in the marginal models performs the same mathematical correction as in
multilevel models and accounts for dyadic nesting by default.
Covariates (Step 2)
After correcting for nesting, age (b = .16, p = .068, SE = .08) and parent education (b =
.19, p = .013, SE = .06) were at least marginally significantly associated with engineering play.
Gender and race were not marginally significantly associated with engineering play and were
subsequently excluded in the Step 3 marginal models.
Marginal models testing moderation effects of IEP on the association between the child
assessment measures and engineering play were significant when the associated child measures
were REMA Geometry (b = .16, p = .043, SE = .14) and HTKS (b = .23, p= .012, SE = .15).
Therefore, the IEP/child assessment interaction term was included in the Step 3 and Step 4
marginal models only for these two child assessments. Moderation effects for these two
assessments were interpreted in Steps 3 and 4 using the following procedure: No IEP was coded
as 0, while IEP was coded as 1. If the interaction term was significant, the main effect of the
child assessment with engineering play was interpreted for non-IEP children. The variable was
then recoded with IEP as 0 and no IEP as 1. The main effect of the child assessment with
engineering play was then interpreted for the IEP children.
IEP did not moderate associations between engineering play and REMA Total, REMA
Numeracy, Planning, Spatial Total, Spatial Horizontal, Spatial Diagonal, Spatial Horizontal
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Rotation, and Spatial Diagonal Rotation (see Tables 7 – 17; see Planning sensitivity check in
Table 8). For these eight child assessments, when the IEP/child assessment interaction term was
not significant, engineering play was then regressed only on the child IEP variable to determine
if controlling for the main effect of IEP was necessary in the remaining marginal models using
the same procedure as the other four control variables. After correcting for nesting, child IEP
was significantly associated with engineering play (b = -.17, p = .034, SE = .16) and was
controlled for in the remaining marginal models with age and parent education. On average,
children with IEPs engaged in .17 standard deviations less engineering play than children
without IEPs.
Engineering Play and Planning (Steps 3 and 4; Hypothesis 1.2)
Although the distribution of Planning scores was both positively skewed and peaked, it
did not violate assumptions of the marginal regression model. However, the outliers could have
leverage on beta coefficient estimates. Thirteen outliers scored exceptionally high on the
Planning assessment (see Descriptive Statistics; only one outlier was a child with an IEP; e.g.,
speech delay). For this reason, these 13 outliers were transformed to maintain inclusion in the
sample. Of the 97 children without extreme scores, all fell within 0.75 standard deviations above
or below the mean. Therefore, the 13 outlier scores were transformed to 0.75 standard deviations
above the mean. After the transformation, all Planning scores were within the accepted +/-2
range for skewness (1.05) and kurtosis (-.28). In contrast to the bivariate correlation of
engineering play with Planning before transformation of outliers, after the transformation there
was a significant positive correlation (r = .22, p = .021). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting,
the WJ III COG sub-test of Planning ability was not significantly associated with engineering
play (b = .12, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent
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education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between Planning and engineering
play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model accounted for 9% of
the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including all
covariates, the WJ III sub-test of Planning ability was not significantly associated with
engineering play (b = .10, ns). This model accounted for 13% of the variance in engineering
play. The AIC test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables
was better (AIC = -252.23) and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was
better (AIC = -214.20; see Table 7 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference in
Planning scores based on IEP status, F(1, 108) = 6.06, p = .015. On average, children with IEPs
scored .24 standard deviations lower on the Planning assessment than children without IEPs.
Although there were no significant mean differences between IEP children with speech-language
diagnoses and non-speech-language IEPs, on average, children with speech-language IEPs
scored .26 standard deviations lower than children without IEPs and .06 standard deviations
lower than children with non-speech-language IEPs. Bivariate correlations between individual
engineering play behaviors and Planning revealed one significant correlation at the .01-level,
Planning with logical or mathematical words (r = .33). When correlations were examined
separately for children with-and-without IEPs, the same correlation was significant at the .01level for both groups (IEP; r = .51; No IEP; r = .27).
An alternative approach to truncating outliers and testing if the 13 outliers had leverage
on beta coefficient estimates is to perform a sensitivity check, reproducing Steps 1 – 4 after
removal of the 13 outliers who scored exceptionally high on the Planning assessment (see
Descriptive Statistics). The sensitivity check included 97 participants, 26 of whom were children
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with IEPs. Skewness (1.06) and kurtosis (-.47) were within the accepted +/-2 range for this subsample. In Step 1, the bivariate correlation between Planning ability and engineering play was
significant and positive (r = .26, p < .001). Children who scored higher on the Planning
assessment engaged in more engineering play. In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, IEP
significantly moderated the association between Planning ability and engineering play. The
association between Planning ability and engineering play was not significant for children
without IEPs (b = .11, ns). However, the association was significant for children with IEPs (b =
.49, p < .001, SE = .18). For children with IEPs, each standard deviation increase on the Planning
assessment was associated with a .49 standard deviation increase in engineering play. Based on
the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent education, IEP, and the
IEP/Planning interaction term. The model accounted for 14% of the variance in engineering play.
In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including all covariates, IEP significantly moderated
the association between Planning ability and engineering play. The association between Planning
ability and engineering play was not significant for children without IEPs (b = .10, ns). However,
the association was significant for children with IEPs (b = .47, p < .001, SE = .29). For children
with IEPs, each standard deviation increase on the Planning assessment was associated with a .47
standard deviation increase in engineering play. This model accounted for 18% of the variance in
engineering play. The AIC test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer
control variables was better (AIC = -224.03) and less than .01% chance the model including all
covariates was better (AIC = -189.26; see Table 8 for full results). This sensitivity check
indicated that outliers did have leverage on beta coefficients, and transformation of outlier scores
did not remove this leverage.
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After removal of outliers, the one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed no
significant mean difference in Planning scores based on IEP status. There was no significant
mean difference in Planning between IEP children with speech-language diagnoses and nonspeech-language IEPs. Bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and
Planning revealed one significant correlation at the .01-level, Planning with logical or
mathematical words (r = .33). When correlations were examined separately for children withand-without IEPs, the same correlation was significant at the .01-level, but only for the IEP
group (r = .59). There were no associations between any of the engineering play behaviors and
Planning for the non-IEP group.
Engineering Play and Executive Function (Steps 3 and 4; Hypothesis 2)
In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, IEP significantly moderated the association
between the HTKS measure of children’s global executive functioning and engineering play. The
association between HTKS and engineering play was not significant for children without IEPs (b
= -.08, ns). However, the association was significant for children with IEPs (b = .46, p= .016, SE
= .19). For children with IEPs, each standard deviation increase on the HTKS was associated
with a .46 standard deviation increase in engineering play. Based on the Step 2 models,
covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent education, IEP, and the IEP/HTKS interaction
term. The model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after
correcting for nesting and including all covariates, IEP significantly moderated the association
between HTKS and engineering play. The association between HTKS and engineering play was
not significant for children without IEPs (b = -.08, ns). However, the association was significant
for children with IEPs (b = .45, p = .016, SE = .17). For children with IEPs, each standard
deviation increase on the HTKS was associated with a .45 standard deviation increase in
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engineering play. This model accounted for 16% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC
test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better
(AIC = -221.36) and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC =
-187.84; see Table 9 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference in
HTKS scores based on IEP status, F(2, 107) = 4.98, p = .009. Mean group comparisons with
Bonferroni corrections showed that children with speech-language IEPs scored significantly
lower on the HTKS than children without IEPs, p = .012. On average, children with speechlanguage IEPs scored .71 standard deviations lower on the HTKS than children without IEPs.
However, there were no significant mean differences on the HTKS between children without
IEPs and children with non-speech-language IEPs. There were no significant mean differences
between children with speech-language IEPs and children with non-speech-language IEPs. There
were no significant bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and the
HTKS. However, when correlations were examined separately for children with-and-without
IEPs, there were two significant correlations at the .01-level for the IEP group (communicates
goals, r = .39; problem solving; r = .57). There were no significant correlations between HTKS
and any engineering play behavior for children without IEPs.
Engineering Play and Informal Mathematical Ability (Step 3 and 4; Hypothesis 3)
REMA Total (Hypothesis 3.1). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the REMA Total
measure of children’s informal mathematical ability was not significantly associated with
engineering play (b = .08, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were
age, parent education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between REMA Total and
engineering play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model accounted
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for 8% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including
all covariates, the REMA Total was not significantly associated with engineering play (b = .05,
ns). This model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC test indicated
greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better (AIC = -262.39)
and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC = -229.32; see
Table 10 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference
on REMA Total scores based on IEP status, F(2, 107) = 4.30, p = .016. Mean group comparisons
with Bonferroni corrections showed that children with speech-language IEPs scored significantly
lower on the REMA Total than children without IEPs, p = .015. On average, children with
speech-language IEPs scored .69 standard deviations lower on the REMA Total than children
without IEPs. However, there were no significant mean differences on the REMA Total between
children without IEPs and children with non-speech-language IEPs. There were no significant
mean differences between children with speech-language IEPs and children with non-speechlanguage IEPs. Bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and the
REMA Total revealed two significant correlations at the .05-level (explaining how things are
built or work, r = .22; logical or mathematical words, r = .27). When correlations were examined
separately for children with-and-without IEPs, there were no significant correlations between any
engineering play behavior and the REMA Total for the non-IEP group. However, there was one
significant correlation for the IEP group at the .01-level (logical or mathematical words, r = .43).
REMA Numeracy (Hypothesis 3.2). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the REMA
sub-score of children’s informal numeracy was not significantly associated with engineering play
(b = .06, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent
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education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between REMA Numeracy and
engineering play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model accounted
for 8% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including
all covariates, REMA Numeracy was not significantly associated with engineering play (b = .02,
ns). This model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC test indicated
greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better (AIC = -264.35)
and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC = -220.80; see
Table 11 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference
on the REMA Numeracy sub-score based on IEP status, F(2, 107) = 3.06, p = .050. Mean group
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections showed that children with speech-language IEPs scored
significantly lower on the REMA Numeracy than children without IEPs, p = .045. On average,
children with speech-language IEPs scored .61 standard deviations lower on the REMA
Numeracy than children without IEPs. However, there were no significant mean differences on
the REMA Numeracy between children without IEPs and children with non-speech-language
IEPs. There were no significant mean differences between children with speech-language IEPs
and children with non-speech-language IEPs. Bivariate correlations between individual
engineering play behaviors and the REMA Numeracy revealed two significant correlations at the
.01-level (solution testing/evaluating design, r = .25; logical or mathematical words, r = .27).
When correlations were examined separately for children with-and-without IEPs, there were no
significant associations between any engineering play behavior and the REMA Total for the nonIEP group. However, there were two significant associations for the IEP group at the .01-level
(solution testing/evaluating design, r = .49; logical or mathematical words, r = .41).
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REMA Geometry (Hypothesis 3.2). In Step 2, after correcting for nesting, IEP
significantly moderated the association between the REMA sub-score measure of children’s
informal geometry and engineering play. However, the interaction term was only marginally
significant in Steps 3 and 4. This association was interpreted given the moderate effect size. In
this specific model, it is possible marginal significance is important. Yet, this finding should be
interpreted with some preliminary skepticism. The association between REMA Geometry and
engineering play was not significant for children without IEPs (b = -.03, ns). However, the
association was significant for children with IEPs (b = .31, p = .002, SE = .08). For children with
IEPs, each standard deviation increase on the REMA Geometry was associated with a .31
standard deviation increase in engineering play. Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included
in Step 3 were age, parent education, IEP, and the IEP/Geometry interaction term. The model
accounted for 10% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and
including all covariates, IEP marginally significantly moderated the association between REMA
Geometry and engineering play. The association between REMA Geometry and engineering play
was not significant for children without IEPs (b = -.01, ns). However, the association was
significant for children with IEPs (b = .28, p = .002, SE = .06). For children with IEPs, each
standard deviation increase on the REMA Geometry was associated with a .28 standard deviation
increase in engineering play. This model accounted for 13% of the variance in engineering play.
The AIC test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was
better (AIC = -240.78) and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better
(AIC = -205.41; see Table 12 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference
on the REMA Geometry sub-score based on IEP status, F(1, 108) = 6.98, p = .009. On average,
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children with IEPs scored .51 standard deviations lower on the REMA Geometry than children
without IEPs. Although there were no significant mean differences between children with
speech-language diagnoses and non-speech-language IEPs, on average, children with speechlanguage IEPs scored .52 standard deviations lower than children without IEPs. Bivariate
correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and the REMA Geometry revealed
one significant correlation at the .05-level (explaining how things are built or work, r = .21).
When correlations were examined separately for children with-and-without IEPs, the same
correlation was significant at the .05-level, but only for the IEP group (r = .54). There were no
significant correlations between any engineering play behavior and REMA Geometry for
children without IEPs.
Engineering Play and Spatial Ability (Steps 3 and 4; Hypothesis 4)
Spatial Total (Hypothesis 4.1). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the Spatial Total
measure of children’s overall spatial ability was not significantly associated with engineering
play (b = .04, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent
education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between Spatial Total and engineering
play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model accounted for 8% of
the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including all
covariates, Spatial Total was not significantly associated with engineering play (b = .01, ns). This
model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC test indicated greater
than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better (AIC = -266.61) and less
than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC = -221.01; see Table 13 for
full results).
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The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed no significant mean difference
on the Spatial Total score between children with-and-without IEPs. Bivariate correlations
between individual engineering play behaviors and the Spatial Total score revealed one
significant correlation at the .01-level (explaining how things are built or work, r = .26). When
correlations were examined separately for children with-and-without IEPs, a different correlation
was significant at the .01-level, but only for the IEP group (following patterns and prototypes; r
= .45). There were no significant correlations between any engineering play behavior and the
Spatial Total for children without IEPs.
Spatial Horizontal (Hypothesis 4.2). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the Spatial
sub-score measuring the horizontal transformation was not significantly associated with
engineering play (b = .01, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were
age, parent education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between Spatial Horizontal
and engineering play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model
accounted for 8% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and
including all covariates, Spatial Horizontal was not significantly associated with engineering
play (b = - .04, ns). This model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC
test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better
(AIC = -267.95) and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC =
-220.17; see Table 14 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed a significant mean difference
on Spatial Horizontal sub-score based on IEP status, F(2, 107) = 5.17, p = .007. Mean group
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections showed that children with speech-language IEPs scored
significantly lower on the Spatial Horizontal than children without IEPs, p = .008. On average,
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children with speech-language IEPs scored .74 standard deviations lower on the Spatial
Horizontal than children without IEPs. However, there were no significant mean differences on
Spatial Horizontal between children without IEPs and children with non-speech-language IEPs.
There were no significant mean differences between children with speech-language IEPs and
children with non-speech-language IEPs. Bivariate correlations between individual engineering
play behaviors and Spatial Horizontal revealed one significant correlation at the .01-level
(explaining how things are built or work, r = .27). When correlations were examined separately
for children with-and-without IEPs, there was one significant association for the non-IEP group
at the .01-level (explaining how things are built or work, r = .28). There was one significant
association for the IEP group at the .01-level (following patterns and prototypes, r = .45).
Spatial Diagonal (Hypothesis 4.2). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the Spatial
sub-score measuring the diagonal transformation was not significantly associated with
engineering play (b = - .01, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were
age, parent education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between Spatial Diagonal
and engineering play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model
accounted for 8% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and
including all covariates, Spatial Diagonal was not significantly associated with engineering play
(b = - .05, ns). This model accounted for 12% of the variance in engineering play. The AIC test
indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer control variables was better (AIC = 267.84) and less than .01% chance the model including all covariates was better (AIC = -219.26;
see Table 15 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed no significant mean difference
on the Spatial Diagonal sub-score between children with-and-without IEPs. There were no
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significant bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and the Spatial
Diagonal sub-score.
Spatial Horizontal Rotation (Hypothesis 4.2). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the
Spatial sub-score measuring the horizontal rotation transformation was significantly associated
with engineering play (b = .19, p = .039, SE = .08). Each standard deviation increase in Spatial
Horizontal Rotation was associated with a .19 standard deviation increase in engineering play.
Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3 were age, parent education, and IEP.
IEP did not moderate the association between Spatial Horizontal Rotation and engineering play,
so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and 4. The model accounted for 11% of the
variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for nesting and including all covariates,
Spatial Horizontal Rotation was significantly associated with engineering play (b = .19, p = .027,
SE = .07). Each standard deviation increase in Spatial Horizontal Rotation was associated with a
.19 standard deviation increase in engineering play. This model accounted for 15% of the
variance in engineering play. The AIC test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with
fewer control variables was better (AIC = -232.48) and less than .01% chance the model
including all covariates was better (AIC = -196.03; see Table 16 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed no significant mean difference
on the Spatial Horizontal Rotation sub-score between children with-and-without IEPs. However,
there were two significant bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors
and the Spatial Horizontal Rotation sub-score at the .01-level (explaining how things are built or
work, r = .28; logical or mathematical words, r = .27).
Spatial Diagonal Rotation (Hypothesis 4.2). In Step 3, after correcting for nesting, the
Spatial sub-score measuring the diagonal rotation transformation was not significantly associated
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with engineering play (b = - .10, ns). Based on the Step 2 models, covariates included in Step 3
were age, parent education, and IEP. IEP did not moderate the association between Spatial
Diagonal Rotation and engineering play, so the interaction term was excluded from Steps 3 and
4. The model accounted for 9% of the variance in engineering play. In Step 4, after correcting for
nesting and including all covariates, Spatial Diagonal Rotation was not significantly associated
with engineering play (b = - .11, ns). This model accounted for 13% of the variance in
engineering play. The AIC test indicated greater than 99.99% chance the model with fewer
control variables was better (AIC = -257.47) and less than .01% chance the model including all
covariates was better (AIC = -211.49; see Table 17 for full results).
The one-way ANOVA in the secondary analysis revealed no significant mean difference
on the Spatial Diagonal Rotation sub-score between children with-and-without IEPs. There were
no significant bivariate correlations between individual engineering play behaviors and the
Spatial Diagonal Rotation sub-score.

Table 7. Association of Planning (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

Planning

.22 *

.16

.26

.07

.12

.30

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.11

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.09

-252.23 (99.99)

.10

.32

.13

-214.20 (.01)

.10

-

-

.11

.10

-

-

.14

.05

-

-

.17

.06

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .17

.31

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .05

.24

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.13

-

-

- .12 ~

.13

-

-

.12

.35

.07

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *Planning

-

-

.11 ~
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 8. Association of Planning (IV) with engineering play (DV) removing outliers (N = 97)
Step 1
r
Planning

..26 **

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

.17

.35

.10

-

-

R2

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.14

-224.03 (99.99)

-

-

.18

-189.26 (.01)

Planning (No IEP)

-

-

-

-

.11

.38

-

-

.10

.36

-

-

Planning (IEP)

-

-

-

-

.49 ***

.18

-

-

.47 ***

.29

-

-

Age

.17 ~

.17 ~

.10

.03

.11

.09

-

-

.08

.10

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 ~

.19 *

.06

.04

.17 *

.07

-

-

.18 ~

.10

-

-

Gender

-

.20 ~

- .20

.29

.04

-

-

-

-

- .14

.33

-

-

Race

-

.13

- .13

.22

.02

-

-

-

-

- .14

.17

-

-

IEP

-

.16

- .16 ~

.17

.03

-

.11

.23

-

-

- .09

.23

-

-

.25 *

.41

.10

-

.36 *

.42

-

-

- .36 *

.40

-

-

IEP *Planning

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 9. Association of HTKS (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

HTKS

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

.17 ~

.04

.09

.08

-

-

.08

.10

.46 *

.19

HTKS (No IEP)

-

-

-

-

HTKS (IEP)

-

-

-

-

-

R2
.12

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

-221.36 (99.99)

-

-

.16

-187.84 (.01)

- .08

.10

.45 *

.17

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.11

.10

-

-

.10

.10

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

.20 *

.08

-

-

.22 *

.10

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .18

.26

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .05

.25

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.04

.19

-

-

.04

.18

-

-

.23 *

.15

.08

.46 *

.20

-

-

- .45 *

.18

-

-

IEP *HTKS

-

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 10. Association of REMA Total (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

REMA Total

.22 *

.15 ~

.07

.07

.08

.09

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.12

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.08

-262.39 (99.99)

.05

.10

.12

-219.32 (.01)

.08

-

-

.12

.08

-

-

.13

.10

-

-

.17

.12

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .18

.28

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .04

.24

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.13

-

-

- .13 *

.13

-

-

.07

.10

.07

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *REMA

-

-

.12 ~
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 11. Association of REMA Numeracy (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1
r

Step 2
b

Step 3

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

REMA NUM

.20 *

.19 **

.05

.06

.06

.08

.08

-264.35 (99.99)

.02

.09

.12

-220.80 (.01)

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.12

.10

-

-

.13

.10

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

.15

.09

-

-

.18

.11

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .18

.28

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .04

.25

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.12

-

-

- .13 *

.11

-

-

- .03

.13

.06

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *NUM

-

-

.13 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 12. Association of REMA Geometry (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

REMA GEO

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

.17 ~

.06

.13

.06

-

-

.03

.15

.31 **

.08

GEO (No IEP)

-

-

-

-

GEO (IEP)

-

-

-

-

-

R2
.10

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

-240.78 (99.99)

-

-

.13

-205.41 (.01)

- .01

.14

.28 **

.06

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.11

.08

-

-

.11

.08

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

.17

.10

-

-

.19

.11

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .18

.26

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .03

.24

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.08

.13

-

-

.09

.13

-

-

.16 *

.14

.06

.29 ~

.20

-

-

- .24 ~

.15

-

-

IEP *GEO

-

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 13. Association of Spatial Total (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

Spatial Total

.17 ~

.12

.10

.05

.04

.12

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.14

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.08

-266.61 (99.99)

.01

.15

.12

-221.01 (.01)

.08

-

-

.13

.09

-

-

.15

.10

-

-

.20

.13

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .19

.30

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .04

.24

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.13

-

-

- .14 *

.12

-

-

.05

.17

.05

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *SPA

-

-

.13 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 14. Association of Spatial Horizontal (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R

.14

.08

.14

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

Spatial Horizontal

2

2

Step 4
b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .04

.13

.12

-220.17 (.01)

-

.15

.10

-

-

-

-

.20 ~

.10

-

-

b

SE

R

AIC (Fit %)

.04

.01

.12

.08

-267.95 (99.99)

.08

.03

.15

.09

-

.06

.04

.17 ~

.08

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .19

.29

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .04

.25

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.16

-

-

- .14 ~

.15

-

-

.04

.18

.04

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *Horiz

-

-

.13 ~
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 15. Association of Spatial Diagonal (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

.11

.06

.05

.04

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

Spatial Diagonal

Step 4

b

SE

R2

.01

.05

.08

-267.84 (99.99)

.03

.15 ~

.08

-

.06

.04

.18 *

.06

-

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .05

.07

.12

-219.26 (.01)

-

.15

.09

-

-

-

-

.21 *

.08

-

-

AIC (Fit %)

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .19

.27

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .04

.26

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.13

-

-

- .14 *

.13

-

-

.08

.09

.04

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *Diag

-

-

.13 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 16. Association of Spatial Horizontal Rotation (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1
r
Spatial Horiz. Rot.

Step 2
b

Step 3

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.19 *

.07

.15

-196.03 (.01)

.25 **

.23 **

.06

.09

.19 *

.08

.11

-232.48 (99.99)

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.13

.08

-

-

.11

.09

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

.11

.08

-

-

.12

.10

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .17

.26

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .07

.26

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.13

-

-

- .14 *

.12

-

-

.02

.19

.09

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *HR

-

-

.14 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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Table 17. Association of Spatial Diagonal Rotation (IV) with engineering play (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Spatial Diag. Rot.

-

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

.02

- .02

.13

.03

-

Step 4

b

SE

R2

.10

.08

.09

-257.47 (99.99)

AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .11

.11

.13

-211.49 (.01)

Age

.16 ~

.16 ~

.08

.03

.16 ~

.08

-

-

.16

.09

-

-

Parent Edu

.19 *

.19 *

.06

.04

.20 *

.08

-

-

.23 ~

.10

-

-

Gender

-

.18 ~

- .18

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

- .20

.28

-

-

Race

-

.07

- .07

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

- .02

.23

-

-

IEP

-

.17 ~

- .17 *

.16

.03

.11

-

-

- .12 *

.10

-

-

.02

.23

.03

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *DR

-

-

.12 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with engineering play regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal regression
model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .01 **

p < .05 *

p < .001 ***
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DISCUSSION

Study Contributions
This dissertation presents important contributions to research on children’s early STEM
understanding and learning. Specifically, evidence gathered supports the need for continued
research on engineering play to more precisely understand the structure of the engineering
construct in preschool and if early engineering is related to measures of children’s learning.
Although previous research organized the basic engineering play behaviors in an emergent
observational coding instrument and used the instrument to describe children’s play in several
play contexts (Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Gold et al., 2015), this project was the first to evaluate
the validity and reliability of scholars’ current conceptualization of the engineering play
construct as observed in a typical preschool play context. No previous study has examined
relations between preschool children’s engineering behaviors and any measure of children’s
development, including cognitive and learning measures known to predict school achievement
(e.g., executive functioning, Cameron & McClelland, 2011; mathematics, Wieland et al., 2012;
spatial ability, Levine et al., 1999).
Findings in this dissertation, while not providing definitive evidence for the validity of
the engineering play observation measure, were informative and support further refinement of
the measure. Despite low overall frequencies of the engineering play behaviors, six of the nine
engineering behaviors significantly loaded onto one confirmatory factor supported by goodness
of fit statistics. Some basic measures of reliability were achieved, including strong interrater
reliability among observational coders (Cohen’s K = .86). Additionally, the internal consistency
of the six engineering play behaviors in the confirmatory factor was just below the .70 standard
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for item reliability (α = .642; Nunnally, 1978). However, achievement of reliability and validity
also depends on replication of findings in future research.
Nevertheless, although significant and positive bivariate correlations were found between
engineering play and planning, REMA Total, REMA Numeracy, and the spatial horizontal
rotation sub-score, after inclusion of demographic covariates as control variables, engineering
play was only significantly associated with children’s ability to perform spatial horizontal
rotation transformations. Tests of interaction effects, intended to evaluate potential qualitative
differences in the associations between engineering play and performance on the child measures
in children with-and-without disabilities, showed that associations between engineering play and
planning ability (after removal of outliers), executive function, and geometry ability were
moderated by child IEP. There were significant positive associations between engineering play
and these measures, but only for children with identified disabilities. However, these moderation
effects should be interpreted with some caution, given limited statistical power, low internal
consistency of the REMA Geometry subscale items, and because the relatively small IEP
subgroup was largely comprised of children with speech or language delays. This may have
contributed to the significantly lower performance of children with IEPs on Planning, HTKS,
REMA Numeracy, REMA Geometry, and the Spatial Horizontal transformation, as well as IEP
children’s exhibiting of significantly less engineering play than children without IEPs.
Future research should consider first the possibility, that contrary to theoretical and
empirically-based predictions, preschoolers’ engineering play as currently conceptualized may
not be related to the early cognitive domains measured in this project, after nesting correction
and controlling for demographic factors. However, we also need to acknowledge key limitations
of the current study, including the small sample size, sample structure (e.g., a primarily low-SES
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sample including some children with speech-language delays and other diagnosed disabilities),
and several issues in measurement. In particular, engineering play may be more related to other
unmeasured developmental domains, such as speech or language ability, as evidenced by the IEP
moderation effects, showing stronger associations for children with speech delays. Most
importantly, development of a valid and reliable engineering play observation instrument is
essential before proceeding with research focused on directionality of associations or
examination of causality in relation to basic cognitive or language abilities. This involves using
findings in this study to either re-conceptualize the engineering play construct or probe the
current coding instrument for necessary modifications, including whether engineering play is
indeed a largely a verbal construct, or whether engineering actions (nonverbal) were not
accurately captured in the current coding instrument. A valid and reliable engineering play
measure, including a more comprehensive and precise operationalization of early engineering
play, might result in stronger associations between engineering play and measures of early
development and learning.
Patterns of results in this study, in both the confirmatory factor analysis and marginal
regression models, contribute to scholars’ baseline knowledge of how engineering is currently
understood and measured in young children. Despite a majority of non-significant findings in the
marginal regression models, important information was gleaned about key issues in measurement
that may guide refinement of the engineering play construct and a clearer understanding of its
potential value and use in early education contexts. Specifically, although significant
associations between engineering play and planning, REMA Total, REMA Numeracy, and the
spatial horizontal rotation were diminished upon inclusion of demographic control variables, this
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points to the powerful influence of family demographics on children’s early cognition and
academic performance and children’s engineering play.
In this study, these demographic variables (e.g., age, parent education, child IEP) were
strongly correlated with performance on the child assessments and to a lesser extent, with
engagement in engineering play. Although the marginal regression models do account for factors
that might affect both engineering play and assessed child skills, the main goal of the analyses
was to detect the variance in engineering play that is specifically attributable to the child skills,
after removing the influence of age, parent education level, and disability status (Hubbard et al.,
2010). This would be most important if the objective was to evaluate an intervention approach
improving child cognitive skills as a way to increase the frequency of engineering play.
However, in this study, intervention to increase engineering play was not the objective. Instead,
the goal of this exploratory study was to determine if there are associations between preacademic cognitive skills and engineering play, which could ultimately be found to be casual in
one direction, bidirectional, or caused by some additional factors.
Therefore, while it is valuable to note that after controlling for demographic factors,
associations between the child measures and engineering play are reduced, this does not
eliminate the finding that engineering play is correlated with particular cognitive skills. Because
demographic variables are associated with both engineering play and the child measures also
does not negate the possibility that intervention to increase either engineering play or the child
skills might result in an improvement in the other. That is why further investigation of the
relationships among demographics, engineering play, and early cognitive skills is indicated by
results of this project. Perhaps associations between engineering play and the child measures
may be better understood in mediational models, either including the child assessments as
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mediating factors between demographic variables and engineering play, or including engineering
play as a mediating factor between demographics and the child assessments, or by introducing
some other unexplored mediator of the child measures and engineering play. Such analytical
approaches might better explain the observed associations among variables, including
associations that are partially- or fully mediated.
Finally, it is worthwhile to examine the possibility that multiple factors might be
necessary to comprise a comprehensive description of engineering play behaviors. Although this
study intentionally derived a one-factor model, there was some evidence of a potential two-factor
model in the resulting confirmatory factor (e.g., strong associations between specific engineering
play behaviors indicative of a second derived factor). Data-driven and conceptual approaches to
multiple factor models should be considered.
Engineering Play Validity and Reliability Evaluation
Although Bairaktarova et al. (2011) first organized the engineering play observation
instrument and Gold et al. (2015) first observed children’s play using the instrument, this study
was the first to evaluate validity and reliability of the current conceptualization of the
engineering play construct with young children. Rigorous training and coding procedures
demonstrated high interrater reliability between three trained coders and the principal
investigator (Cohen’s K = .86). The engineering play confirmatory factor also demonstrated
satisfactory model fit (χ2 = 13.10, p = .11; RMSEA = .079; CFI = .939; TLI = .886), and
Chronbach’s alpha showed that internal consistency of the six engineering play behaviors
comprising the confirmatory factor was just below the .70 standard (α = .642, Nunnally, 1978).
However, because of the lack of confirmation of theory-based hypothesized associations with
children’s cognitive skills, this study did not ultimately contribute strong evidence for the
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construct validity of the engineering play construct. In particular, the results provided some
evidence against the validity of current conceptions of engineering play in preschool that
emphasize a planning process. There was no significant association in the marginal models
between engineering play and planning ability, a variable that, in theory, is a key component of
the engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014; although the bivariate correlation was
significant and positive; with transformation of outliers, r = .22, p = .021; with removal of
outliers, r = .26, p < .001). Follow up research should use these findings to critically reconceptualize and reorganize the current observational coding instrument and attempt to achieve
a more comprehensive description of engineering play processes and theoretically predicted
associations with other child abilities. This process should include re-evaluating the engineering
play behavior category definitions, possibly using a finer-grained or more event-focused coding
system in place of time sample intervals (see Future Directions), and replication of the factor
structure using larger samples, with different age groups, and in different constructive play
contexts.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results (Hypothesis 1.1). Results of the confirmatory
factor analysis indicated that six of the nine engineering play behaviors significantly loaded onto
a single engineering play factor, while three behaviors did not significantly load in the one-factor
model. Communicates goals, problem solving, explaining how things are built or work,
following patterns and prototypes, logical or mathematical words, and technical vocabulary
loaded onto one factor demonstrating satisfactory model fit using valid indicators (e.g., Chi
square test, RMSEA, CFI, TLI). Construction, creative/innovative action, and solution
testing/evaluating design did not significantly load on this factor. This factor structure is
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revealing given the qualities of included engineering play behaviors, and those not included,
considering the majority of null findings in the marginal regression models.
Importantly, the engineering play factor used in this study is comprised largely of
language-based engineering behaviors. Only one of the six included behaviors is not defined as a
verbal-only behavior. Following patterns and prototypes can occur as both a verbal
representation of a child’s schema for a pattern or prototype during block-building (e.g., labeling
a construction as a bridge or tunnel) or an action that physically represents a pattern or prototype
in the form of spatial patterns of a block structure or construction of a physical prototyped model
(e.g., a house with four walls, two floors, and a roof; see Table 1; Gold et al., 2017). The
categories of communicates goals, problem solving, explaining how things are built or work,
logical or mathematical words, and technical vocabulary can only be coded based on children’s
produced language.
This language-dependent factor structure can be understood in two ways: First, it is
possible that the engineering play construct in the preschool years is best understood as a
language-based construct. For example, Brophy and Evangelou (2007) found that during the
engineering design process children actively used language to reveal their thinking about
construction, including seeking teachers’ feedback about the quality and accuracy of built
structures. Evangelou et al. (2010) also found that when children were asked to talk about
tangible artifacts during object manipulation, this led to significantly more discussion about
objects and object function than contexts where children were asked to sketch pictures of the
objects or talk about them in a storybook. They concluded that opportunities to use language and
discuss tangible objects while also manipulating objects stimulated more engineering thinking
and design behavior.
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Additionally, the engineering design process includes communication and teamwork as
an integral process component that can occur during each of the engineering design stages as
children rework and create new iterations of their design ideas (see Figure 2; Moore & Tank,
2014). This engineering design language component was supported when Bagiati and Evangelou
(2016) found significant associations between children’s play with blocks and LEGOs and verbal
goal-orientation and generation of design ideas. These findings support the derived engineering
play construct as primarily language-based. Perhaps the engineering play construct is best
understood as a verbal construct or when language can meaningfully support children’s actions
as they describe and discuss their built structures.
Alternatively, it is possible that verbal engineering behaviors in the current engineering
play coding scheme are easier to observe and code than engineering play actions unsupported by
children’s use of contextual language. For example, engagement in problem solving as currently
defined requires coders to document children verbally assessing their built structures, including
suggesting modifications to improve their design. However, engagement in creative/innovative
action requires trained coders to determine whether children’s building actions within each
coding interval include an example of unusual creativity or atypical, outside-the-box design ideas
(see Table 1; Gold et al., 2017). In this sense, it is easier to observe a child problem solving when
the child says, “I think we should turn the castle gate upside-down” than to determine if a child
turning the gate upside-down is creative or innovative when no supporting language
accompanies the child’s actions (e.g., the least frequently occurring engineering behavior was
creative/innovative actions; M = 0.28). Potential under-coding of engineering actions should be
considered in future research, as it is possible the current conceptualization of engineering play
does not emphasize enough the criteria for the occurrence of non-verbal, action-based
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engineering. This includes the possibility that engineering action behaviors are better understood
and coded in terms of complexity or magnitude rather than frequency of occurrence. However,
excluding consideration of the construction play category (discussed further below), the
frequencies of both verbal and action-based engineering behaviors were fairly equally low. In
this regard, the exclusion of more action-based engineering behaviors from the confirmatory
factor may point to the need for more clearly defined coding criteria for engineering actions,
especially considering previous findings that children’s action-based engineering behaviors are
important. For example, in addition to engineering-related discussion, Brophy and Evangelou
(2007) also observed engagement in the engineering design process based on specific instances
of complex structural engineering actions, such as counterbalancing and matching of block
forms. Therefore, ensuring accurate codeability of engineering actions is needed in future
iterations of the engineering play measure.
However, this also does not preclude the possibility that some action-based engineering
behaviors in this study were adequately operationalized, but might be better understood as
separate, orthogonal engineering play constructs. Non-significant factor loadings for
construction, creative/innovative action, and solution testing/evaluating design do not necessarily
mean these behaviors are unimportant in obtaining a comprehensive description of engineering
play. Specifically, follow-up analyses revealed that solution testing/evaluating design was
significantly and positively correlated with REMA Numeracy scores at the .05-level (r = .25).
This association should be more closely examined in future analyses. Strong covariance of all
engineering play behaviors may not be essential, if individual uncorrelated engineering behaviors
are nonetheless important components of the design process. For instance, engagement in
solution testing/evaluating design may require not engaging in most other engineering behaviors.
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It is possible that when children evaluate and test the function and quality of their block
structure, either verbally or physically, they must pause, step back, and disengage from other
engineering behaviors during testing/evaluation procedures. This is supported by secondary
analyses finding that construction and solution testing/evaluating design were significantly and
negatively correlated at the .05-level (r = -.22; see Appendix). When children engaged in more
construction, they solution-tested and evaluated less. When children solution-tested and
evaluated more, they tended to disengage from construction. These play behaviors could be
important features of engineering design, unmeasured in this study because they were not
included in the engineering play factor. Likewise, the other action-based engineering behaviors
excluded from the confirmatory factor may also be important components of engineering design.
Equally important, the non-significant factor loading for construction should not be
interpreted as necessarily non-significant. The specific play context in which children were
observed in this study was by design a construction-only context. High frequency and low
variability in construction during this play context is expected. This is especially important
because the current conceptualization of construction behaviors in the engineering play
instrument does not differentiate types of construction or measure sophistication of construction.
Children need only to intentionally gather, place, or stack blocks in order to engage in currentlydefined construction (Gold et al., 2017). Therefore, exclusion of construction as a key
engineering behavior in the one-factor model may essentially be study-specific. Studies that
observe children’s engineering play across several contexts offering different levels of
constructive play opportunities (e.g., Gold et al., 2015) may find significant factor loadings for
construction behavior when factor analyses include cross-context data. Future studies should also
consider coding construction behavior in a more differentiated manner, for example based on
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levels of constructive complexity, increasing variability and the likelihood construction would
load in factor analyses. Similar coding strategies could also be used to re-conceptualize other
action-based engineering play behaviors in this project. For instance, as currently conceptualized,
following patterns and prototypes can occur either verbally or though patterned or prototyped
actions (see Table 1; Gold et al., 2017). However, coders were most likely to observe and code
verbal occurrences of patterns and prototypes. Although this behavior significantly loaded onto
the engineering play confirmatory factor, future conceptualizations of children’s patterning and
prototyping might consider levels of complexity in constructed patterns and prototypes,
including a focus on design features of block structures (e.g., Brophy & Evangelou, 2007) rather
than directly observed child language and/or building behaviors. Future research and analytical
approaches should consider examining and refining these action behaviors more closely, as well
as including engineering behaviors excluded from derived factors as separate variables that may
still be important components of the engineering design process.
In conclusion, although results of the confirmatory factor analysis partially support the
derived one-factor model as reliable based on satisfactory fit statistics, the inclusion of two-thirds
of observed engineering play behaviors, and reasonable internal consistency among the
behaviors, replication and possible modification of the factor structure is needed in future studies
to achieve reliability. Additionally, a majority of null associations in the marginal regression
models between the engineering play factor and the child assessment measures do not support
the current conceptualization of engineering play as a valid measure of children’s cognition and
learning. This includes null associations with planning in the marginal models, a construct that,
in theory, is an important component of the engineering design process. Lack of associations
between the engineering play factor and the child assessments, specifically after nesting
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correction and controlling for demographic variables, suggest one-or-more of several
possibilities: (1) that as previously suggested, the engineering play measure is not currently a
valid measure of the preschool engineering play construct; a valid engineering play construct
may be more strongly associated with planning, executive function, informal mathematics, and
spatial skills; (2) that contrary to hypothesized findings, the current engineering play instrument
is not related to early planning, EF, mathematics, or spatial skills after controlling for other more
highly associated demographics, or that it measures different early constructs such as language
ability; (3) that a mismatch exists in either theory or measured indicators between what
“engineering play” measures and what is measured by performance on each the child measures;
and (4) that engagement in engineering play and performance on the child assessments were in
some way influenced by children’s speech and/or language ability, including the ability to
verbally articulate language-based engineering behaviors and answers to assessment items, as
well as understand various rules that affected performance on most of the child assessment
measures. There is also some possibility that few significant findings in the marginal models,
including the main effect for the spatial horizontal rotation transformation, and incidentally,
significantly stronger associations between engineering play and some child measures for
children with disabilities, were chance findings due to Type-I error or unexplained characteristics
of data in this particular sample. However, significant bivariate correlations between engineering
play and planning, REMA Total, REMA Numeracy, and spatial horizontal rotation skills,
indicate that perhaps associations between engineering play and children’s performance in these
domains can be better understood using different analytical approaches, such as mediation
models, as well as the possibility of future conceptualization of two or more engineering play
factors, some of which could be more strongly associated with child ability measures than others.
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These interpretations will be discussed as they pertain to results of the analyses of engineering
play with children’s performance on each of the learning domains measured in this study.
Engineering and Planning (Hypothesis 1.2). Contrary to Hypothesis 1.2, there was no
significant association between engineering play and the WJ III COG test of planning ability
after correcting for nesting and inclusion of demographic variables as controls in the marginal
regression models. Although significant and positive bivariate correlations were found between
engineering play and planning ability (both after transformation of outliers, r = .22, p = .021; and
removal of outliers, r = .26, p < .001), after controlling for age, parent education, and child IEP
in the marginal regression models, engineering play was not significantly associated with
performance on the planning assessment. After also including race and gender as additional
control variables, the association remained non-significant. However, after removal of outliers,
the association of engineering play and planning was moderated by IEP, with a significant
positive association only for children with disabilities.
Unexpectedly, there was no significant main effect in the marginal regression models
between children’s engineering play and planning. This is surprising, based on existing literature
on engineering play and the theoretical inclusion of planning as a key component of the
engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014). Bairaktarova et al. (2011) found that
engineering play behaviors were part of an iterative process, where young children identify
problems and goals during play and engage in intentional sequences of behaviors to solve
problems and modify goals, much like the iterative stages of a planning sequence. Brophy and
Evangelou (2007) observed similar planning skills while children engineered, including
conversation about what children were building and how children were building. Moore and
Tank’s (2014) theoretical model of the engineering design process is largely comprised of
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iterative planning sequences, including a planning step. After children Define the engineering
problem and Learn about possible solutions, they Plan their solution-testing and then Try their
plan (Moore & Tank, 2014). Therefore, contrary to the early engineering theory and literature,
the null finding in this study does not support the construct validity of the current
conceptualization of the engineering play measure.
This finding may be understood with reference to the possibilities outlined above. First,
the absence of a significant relation between engineering play and planning in the marginal
models could result from non-validity of the current engineering play instrument. If engineering
play is currently operationalized and measured in a manner that is essentially not revealing
children’s planning that is actually occurring, then null associations may be expected. As
currently measured, each engineering play behavior is marked based on occurrence within
individual 20-second observation intervals. As Moore and Tank (2014) suggest, the engineering
design process occurs sequentially, but also includes iterations and cycling-back to modify goals
or plans and test those changes. One possibility is that the current coding instrument captures
individual occurrences of engineering behaviors without measuring more complex sequences of
planning behavior that evolve over the course of the block-building session. For example, during
construction of a castle, a child may communicate a goal in one interval to make a castle gate
(e.g., “Let’s build a gate). Over the next several intervals, the child is coded for construction play
while building the gate. Then, the child notices the gate is too small for a queen to enter and
problem solves using mathematical words and technical vocabulary (e.g., “This gate is too small.
We need a bigger opening”). Several more intervals are then coded for construction play and
solution testing as the child constructs a new gate and tries out the larger opening. At the end of
this process, the child has one code each for communicates goals, problem solving, logical or
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mathematical words, technical vocabulary, and solution testing/evaluating design, and several
codes for construction. However, these codes are interspersed and documented separately.
Taken altogether, however, this also appears to be an exemplar planning sequence, but the
engineering play measure as currently organized only captures snapshots of behaviors that
comprise elements of the planning sequence. Refinement of the engineering play coding scheme
should focus on children’s engineering processes as they transpire and occur across a play
session to more accurately capture potential planning sequences (see Future Directions).
Similarly, null findings could be influenced by measurement issues associated with the
planning ability assessment. There is limited validity data available for the WJ III COG planning
test (e.g., Meichenbaum’s assessment of private speech, 1977). Further, the planning test was
removed from the WJ IV COG, suggesting that either scholars were not actively using it or that it
may be a poor measure of planning, especially for preschool-aged children. Previous research
revealed a significant association with private speech (Meichenbaum, 1977), and moderate test
score intercorrelations with Verbal Comprehension, Visual-Auditory Learning, and Concept
Formation, which also suggests the planning assessment is in some way a measure of language
ability, supporting the need to modify a planning measure in this project to include more
developmentally appropriate language for preschool-aged children. Stronger associations in this
project between engineering play and planning for children with IEPs is evidence that the
planning sub-test may be language dependent (e.g., 20 of 27 children with IEPs had either speech
and/or language delays). Comprehension of difficult rule systems in the planning assessment
could have also contributed to the low mean planning score in the range of possible scores (M =
24.49; measurement range = 0-200). Although the planning assessment in this dissertation
demonstrated strong internal consistency (α = .941; reliability was assessed differently by the
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authors using the ratio of true score variance to observed score variance; see Measures section,
Woodcock et al., 2001a), this could indicate an overall high level of difficulty producing the
traced patterns, potentially driven by language-dependent rule systems as well as basic fine
motor skills required to trace paths on each of the patterns. The assessment may not be
developmentally appropriate for 4- and 5 year-olds.
Further, it is possible that the planning processes children employ during engineering
play are different than planning as measured in the WJ III COG. Moore and Tank’s (2014)
conceptualization of planning in the engineering design process includes components of failing
to reach solutions or achieve intended goals, modifying, testing, and trying again. However, the
WJ III COG planning sub-test only allows for non-adherence to rules in the practice items but
does not allow children to modify their thinking and re-try pattern tracing after breaking the rules
on testing items (e.g., choosing the right place to begin tracing; not lifting the pencil from the
paper; not double-tracing the same line segment; Woodcock et al., 2001a). If this rule system
was applied during engineering play with blocks, modification of structural components to
achieve goals or solve problems would be disallowed. Therefore, planning as measured by the
WJ III COG sub-test might operationalize and assess “planning ability” differently than planning
skills are used during engagement in engineering play behaviors in the design process.
Overall, several contributing factors could have influenced null associations between
engineering play and children’s performance on the planning assessment after nesting correction
and inclusion of demographic control variables. Potential issues in measurement validity exist
for both the engineering play and planning measures, including the possibility that engineering
play and the planning assessment both conceptualize and assess planning skills differently. Also
significant is the apparent heavy influence of children’s language skills on both engagement in
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language-based engineering play behaviors and performance on the planning assessment. This is
supported by both the IEP moderation effect, demonstrating significantly stronger associations
between engineering play and planning ability for children with IEPs, and the secondary finding
that IEP children’s logical or mathematical words were positively and significantly associated
with performance on the planning sub-test (r = .42). Although the overall null association in the
marginal models provides some evidence against construct validity of engineering play as
currently understood, significant bivariate correlations between engineering play and planning
when outliers were both transformed and removed, suggest that perhaps key demographic
variables, such as age, parent education, and IEP, strongly influence both planning ability and
play. The association between engineering play and planning may be better understood in
mediation models considering the direct and indirect influence of demographic factors on
engineering play, mediated by cognitive skills measured in this project. These issues in
measurement, operationalization, and analysis, should be considered during refinement of the
engineering play measure and examination of associations with other measures of children’s
development, such as language ability. Careful selection of a planning measure more closely
paralleling the way planning is understood in engineering design could also be beneficial.
Engineering and Executive Function, Mathematics, and Spatial Ability
Engineering and Spatial Ability (Hypothesis 4). There was a significant association
between engineering play and Spatial Horizontal Rotation ability after nesting correction and
controlling for demographic variables associated with engineering play. Contrary to Hypothesis
4, there were no significant associations between engineering play and Spatial Total, Spatial
Horizontal, Spatial Diagonal, or Spatial Diagonal Rotation after correcting for nesting and
inclusion of demographic variables as controls in the marginal regression models. There were
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also no significant bivariate correlations between engineering play and these overall and specific
spatial skills, nor were there moderation effects of IEP. However, there was a significant and
positive association between engineering play and children’s Spatial Horizontal Rotation skills.
This association was found at the .01-level in the bivariate correlation (r = .25) and remained
significant when all demographic control variables were included in the marginal regression
model (e.g., age, parent education level, child IEP, gender, race). For each standard deviation
increase in children’s performance in Spatial Horizontal Rotation, frequency of children’s
engineering play increased .19 standard deviations. Allowing for the possibility this was a
change result due to the number of models tested in the study (Type-I error), this result makes
theoretical sense and finds some support in previous research (e.g., Casey et al., 2008, Ramani et
al., 2014; Verdine, Golinkoff et al., 2014; Verdine, Irwin et al., 2014). A goal of future studies
should be to find if this association can be replicated.
First, the significant and positive association between the engineering play confirmatory
factor and the Spatial Horizontal Rotation transformation, in the absence of significant
associations of engineering play with the other spatial transformation skills, is intriguing. Spatial
skill development has typically been understood using two theoretical perspectives: (1) Adaptive
Combination Theory, that spatial memory and judgments about space are based on
environmental cues about geometric properties and features of objects that children interpret
relative to their perceived importance, in order to understand the spatial properties of those
objects (Cheng et al., 2013; Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2006); and (2) intrinsic vs. extrinsic
information and static vs. dynamic tasks, that children understand objects in space based on their
parts-and-wholes, how those parts-and-wholes are arranged, move, or remain stable, and how
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different objects change, move, or have parts that change or move, relative to other objects
(Kozhevnikov et al., 2005; Uttal et al., 2013; Verdine et al., 2016).
With respect to these theories, the data in this study show that children’s engagement in
engineering play, and how children manipulate and understand spatial properties during
engagement in the engineering design process, may be related to children’s ability in rotational
transformation of objects in space on the horizontal axis. This is interesting, given previous
research demonstrating that 4- and- 5 year-old children have the ability to make verbal references
about both horizontal and vertical directionality in space (e.g., up and down; Bowerman, 1996)
and proximity in space (e.g., beside, between, left, right; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1986).
Preschoolers as young has 3.5 years have demonstrated similar abilities to integrate spatial
concepts of directionality, proximity, and location in constructive play contexts (Blaut & Stea,
1974). Research has also shown that preschool-aged children are able to integrate their
knowledge of geometric shapes and perform spatial transformations involving superimposition
and matching of shape edges, specifically involving complexity of a given spatial transformation
(Beilin, 1984; Beilin et al., 1982; Levine et al., 1999). In other words, many of the 4- and 5year-old children in this study sample should be able to perform each of the four spatial
transformations measured (Levine et al., 1999). This is supported by the current finding that as
transformation task complexity increased, the means of the spatial ability sub-scores (0-8) were
3.58, 3.84, 3.56, and 2.91, respectively. In their validation study, Levine et al. (1999) reported
the average Spatial Total score for children within the age range measured in the current study as
14.86 (e.g., 4 years to 5 years 11 months). They also reported the average sub-scores as 4.66,
4.41, 4.09, and 4.01, respectively. However, these sub-score means were calculated using a
sample of children ages 4- to- 7 and were not reported based on age group. Therefore, in this
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study, the Spatial Total mean of 13.01 (close to the mean reported in the seminal study), with
slightly lower means for each of the transformation sub-scores (children included in seminal
study means were up to one year older) makes sense. Levine et al. (1999) also reported no
significant mean differences between performance levels on any of the spatial transformation
sub-scores. Therefore, although the mean of the Spatial Diagonal Rotation transformation was
slightly lower than Spatial Horizontal, Spatial Diagonal, and Spatial Horizontal Rotation, this
difference was small, suggesting that overall levels of spatial skill performance mattered less in
this study than some unique characteristic about Spatial Horizontal Rotation that specifically
pertains to engagement in engineering play as it is currently conceptualized. According to Levine
et al. (1999), the Spatial Horizontal Rotation transformation is the second most difficult
transformation skill behind the Diagonal Rotation transformation. Thus, there are two less
complex transformations and one more complex transformation that were unrelated to children’s
engineering play in this study.
From a theoretical perspective, engagement in engineering play during constructive play
may require children to use spatial knowledge about properties of block shapes, and how to
manipulate and combine those shapes in order achieve their construction goals (e.g., integration
of spatial knowledge during goal communication, explaining how blocks structures are built or
work, solving problems in design features, and planning and modifying their structures according
to their understanding of parts-and-wholes of individual blocks and how blocks fit together in a
block structure). It is possible that preschoolers’ engagement in the engineering play behaviors
during building with unit blocks depends importantly on children’s ability to rotate the various
block shapes and design features on the horizontal axis. The unit blocks lend themselves to
horizontal manipulation, being of uniform height, yet with varying lengths. However, no prior
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research exists demonstrating the unique association of this particular spatial transformation with
block-building, regardless of associations with engineering play. One possibility is that the two
less complex spatial transformations are not called upon while engaging in engineering behaviors
during block-building. Specifically, preschoolers’ observed engagement in the engineering
design process may require more sophisticated transformations than those involving combining
geometric shapes without rotation. For example, if a child decides to add a castle gate, selecting
a block resembling an upside-down “U,” the child’s first inclination may be to horizontally or
vertically transform the block in space by combining it with the existing block structure, sliding
the gate-block to the side of the structure, or placing the gate-block on top of the existing
structure. However, engagement in these simple transformations may not require explicit
engagement in engineering play behaviors. For one, a child might often complete these
transformations without talking, so no engagement in language-based engineering behaviors is
observed (e.g., goal communication, explaining how things are built or work, problem solving).
This could be one reason why these transformations were not related to the derived languagebased engineering play factor.
Associations between engineering play and spatial transformation skills might only be
apparent once children begin to explore spatial rotation as a method of reworking or modifying
their constructions to more effectively add desired features. For instance, if a child horizontally
slides the “U” block onto the side of the castle, it may already be rotated at the correct angle to
construct the gate. Similarly, placing the “U” block on top of the structure would not require
rotation if the block is placed onto a wide, flat surface. Only when children recognize the “U” is
angled incorrectly, might they begin using language-based engineering play, discussing rotating
the block, turning the gate to face the proper direction on the horizontal axis, relative to the
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direction of the constructed castle (e.g., “This isn’t working. We need to turn this gate;” “The
gate is going to fall off the roof if you don’t turn it to stand on these thin blocks;” which could be
coded as engineering play using the current scheme, as communicates goals, explaining how
things are built or work, problem solving, and logical or mathematical words). This example
might also explain why the Diagonal Rotation transformation was not significantly related to
engineering play, despite requiring similar levels of complex spatial thinking used while children
rotate blocks on the horizontal axis. Children’s ability to build a unit block structure vertically
from the floor-up may not require engagement in much vertical rotation. Use of engineering play
behaviors, especially language behaviors, in decision-making about rotation may primarily occur
during conversation about placement and rotation of a block on a pre-existing horizontal plane,
whether that is the ground floor of the castle or the flat roof. Even while “building-up,”
discussions of block placement during engineering-related construction of vertical castle walls
may be more about horizontal placement and rotation of taller blocks next to each other.
Essentially, the Diagonal Rotation transformation might be a spatial skill not employed
frequency during engineering play with blocks.
In addition to the theoretical possibility that language-based engineering play behaviors
are called upon more during engagement in block-building requiring rotation on the horizontal
axis, follow-up analyses support this finding. Bivariate correlations between the individual
engineering play behaviors and child skills indicated that explaining how things are built or work
was the only engineering behavior significantly correlated with overall spatial performance (r =
.26). Explaining how things are built or work was also significantly correlated with the Spatial
Horizontal non-rotation. Most importantly, the only other significant associations for all children
between individual engineering play behaviors and spatial skills were explaining how things are
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built or work (r = .28) and logical or mathematical words (r = .27) with the Spatial Horizontal
Rotation sub-score. This pattern of correlations supports the theoretical interpretation that
important language-based engineering play behaviors might be called upon during engagement
in this specific spatial transformation.
From a measurement perspective, this finding is interesting because the Spatial Skills and
Transformation Task (Levine et al., 1999) requires less use and understanding of language than
the other child measures used in this study (e.g., children need only point to the correct answer
when told, “point to the picture these pieces make”). This is supported by the finding that unlike
all of the other measured child skills, there were no significant differences between children
with-and-without disabilities on three out of four of the spatial transformation tasks. Unlike other
measures of early cognition in this study, where language deficits could negatively impact
children’s performance levels, it is possible that preschool children’s spatial skills may actually
be measured and understood more accurately by direct observation of children’s block play or
closely associated non-verbal block tasks. This may explain why associations were not found
between engineering play and most spatial transformation skills, especially considering findings
from existing research on children’s spatial skills in block play contexts.
For example, seminal studies on children’s spatial reasoning during block-building tend
to measure spatial skills using more direct observation of object manipulation, often including
language components. Additionally, the research findings about children’s spatial skills and
block play often feature spatial talk or how children’s language is observed and understood
relative to their spatial performance during block-building (Casey et al., 2008; Verdine,
Golinkoff et al., 2014; Verdine, Irwin et al., 2014; Ramani et al., 2014). Specifically, Casey et al.
(2008) found that children’s participation in a block play intervention, focused on building
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specific structural components of a castle (e.g., spatial features of width, height, and depth) and
combining components of multiple structures into one structure, improved children’s spatial
performance compared with children who only engaged in free play with blocks. These findings
were explained relative to observed language components as children completed the blockbuilding task. The authors concluded that providing a more structured prompt for children to
begin play, and then allowing children to freely explore how to achieve the goals of the play
prompt, encouraged more complex spatial thinking and subsequent use of spatial language as
children interacted and communicated during completion of the construction task (Casey et al.,
2008). Casey et al. (2008) also measured children’s spatial performance in the intervention using
a more direct observation of children’s spatial skills with blocks (e.g., children’s ability to
replicate spatial patterns seen in 2-D pictures with blocks).
Similarly, Ramani et al. (2014), found that levels of children’s spatial talk were related to
the complexity of features in their built block structures. They also found that coordinated
building behaviors, such as cooperation and communication (behaviors theoretically like
language-based engineering play), mediated associations between spatial language and
complexity of block-building. Spatial language led to increased coordination with peers, which
then increased block-building complexity. Like the Casey et al. (2008) intervention, this study
also used a prompt focused on promoting children’s shared play (e.g., to build a house with
various features, including four walls, two rooms, and a way to enter the house). However,
Ramani et al. (2014) also directly observed spatial ability as revealed by children’s language use.
Finally, Verdine, Golinkoff et al. (2014) and Verdine, Irwin at el. (2014) measured
children’s spatial ability by asking children to make inferences about space through verbal
comparison of different kinds of LEGO constructions with other pre-constructed block models.
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Using this language-focused measure of spatial knowledge, results were that spatial performance
was related to both EF and math performance. Therefore, it is possible that in future research,
more direct measurement of spatial ability during block play, including a focus on children’s
spatial language, may be a more meaningful method of understanding the way children use their
spatial skills during engineering play. This directly contrasts the mostly non-verbal cognitive
measure of spatial skills used in this study (e.g., Levine et al., 1999). This potential mismatch
between observations of language-based engineering play behaviors and assessment of children’s
spatial ability using a less language-based spatial measure, could be one reason why most of the
spatial transformation abilities were not significantly associated with children’s engineering play.
Perhaps using measures of children’s spatial skills featuring language components that more
closely parallel how spatial skills are employed during block-building, could reveal additional
significant associations between engineering play and preschoolers’ spatial transformation
abilities.
These measurement issues may account for the null associations found in this study,
while other scholars found important associations between spatial skills, other cognitive
domains, and children’s building behaviors. A final limitation of the current study is that
although the Spatial Total score Chronbach’s alpha demonstrated strong internal consistency (α
= .701), the internal consistency of each separate spatial transformation sub-score was low (α =
.318 to .460), including an alpha of .397 for Spatial Horizontal Rotation. Although alpha levels
can depend on the number of included items (e.g., only 8 items are included in each
transformation, while 32 items comprise the entire measure), low alpha levels for the spatial subscores may also indicate that they do not reliability measure the spatial transformation abilities.
This provides additional support for future examination of associations between engineering play
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and spatial skills using more direct and language-based observation of spatial skills as employed
during block-building.
In conclusion, although the significant association between engineering play and the
Spatial Horizontal Rotation transformation could be important, especially considering that the
correlation remained significant after correcting for nesting and controlling for all measured
demographic variables, there is also some possibility that children’s employment of spatial skills
during engineering play was not precisely captured through measurement of spatial ability with
this particular cognitive-focused assessment (Levine et al., 1999). This should be considered in
light of empirical research on spatial skills focused on children’s spatial language, the largely
language-based constellation of behaviors included in the current engineering play measure, and
low internal consistency of each of the measured spatial transformations. Most important,
replication of findings and additional measurement strategies for both engineering play and
spatial ability are needed.
Engineering and Executive Function (Hypothesis 2). Contrary to Hypothesis 2, there
was no significant association between engineering play and the HTKS global measure of
children’s executive functioning (McClelland & Cameron, 2012) after correcting for nesting and
inclusion of demographic variables as controls in the marginal regression models. The bivariate
correlation was also not significant. However, the association of engineering play and executive
function was moderated by IEP status, with a significant positive association only for children
with identified disabilities. Although unexpected, these results parallel the basic findings about
associations between engineering play and planning, excluding the absence of a significant
bivariate correlation of engineering play with EF. This is interesting because, in theory, planning
is a component of both the engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014) and the Problem-
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Solving Framework (Zelazo & Frye, 1998), frameworks hypothesized to explain potential
connections between engineering play and EF skills. Therefore, interpretation of the null
association between engineering and EF may benefit from exploring planning as a common
component, including in theoretical interpretation, previous research, and potential issues in
measurement.
Similar to planning ability, theoretical arguments for potential associations between
children’s engineering play and executive function are rooted in how children’s engagement in
block play and engineering behaviors that tap in EF components (e.g., working memory,
inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility) may be part of a functional Problem-Solving Framework
(e.g., Zelazo & Frye, 1998; including a planning phase) paralleling the engineering design
process (Moore & Tank, 2014). Specifically, the Problem-Solving Framework incorporates
children’s EF behaviors into a functional process of Problem Representation, Planning,
Execution of the plan, and Evaluation of the plan (Zelazo & Müller, 2002). In order to
successfully engage in each phase of the Problem-Solving Framework during constructive play,
children might use working memory (e.g., remembering their building goals and rules),
inhibitory control (e.g., maintaining focus on appropriate rules or guidelines, resisting
distractions), and cognitive flexibility (e.g., executing their behaviors according to multiple rule
systems; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). Likewise, employing EF behaviors in this kind of functional
planning process theoretically leads to engagement in engineering play as depicted in the
engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014). As children engage in the engineering play
behaviors, they must remember their construction goals and the rules of building, shift their
attention to multiple construction problems, building components, and modifications, and
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persevere through building challenges. Therefore, the null association between engineering play
and EF directly contradicts theoretical hypotheses.
Limited research on engineering play also supports the theoretical rationale that
engineering play and EF should be related. Children’s communication and interaction during the
design process includes EF-related behaviors such as intentionality, adaptive attention-shifting
from one building component to another, and perseverance during stabilizing and rebuilding
block structures after collapse (Bagiati & Evangelou, 2016). Children have also been observed
engaging in engineering design processes resembling the way EF components are employed in
the Problem-Solving Framework (e.g., remembering goals (working memory), intentional and
focused sequences of problem solving (inhibitory control), shifting and modifying goals
(cognitive flexibility; Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007). In this regard, in
addition to disagreement between theory and results, the lack of significant association between
engineering play and EF also contrasts with findings in the existing engineering play literature.
Moreover, these findings were not play behavior-specific, as follow-up analyses found no
significant associations between EF and any individual engineering play behavior. Therefore, the
absence of a significant association between engineering play and EF could be explained by
alternative theoretical interpretations, a potential mismatch between the theoretical connection of
engineering play and EF, or how each domain was measured in this study.
One possibility is that, contrary to the study hypotheses, conceptualization of how EF
behaviors are employed in the Problem-Solving Framework (Zelazo & Frye, 1998) does not
align with how engineering play behaviors are employed during the engineering design process
(Moore & Tank, 2014). Although this study theorized close parallels between the ProblemSolving Framework (Zelazo & Frye, 1998) and the engineering design process (Moore & Tank,
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2014), engineering play behaviors observed during unit block play may be qualitatively different
or independent from the way EF skills are employed during other forms of problem solving. For
example, some of the engineering play behaviors included in the confirmatory factor may not
require EF skills, such as producing mathematical words or technical vocabulary. In this sense,
engineering behaviors might not employ EF component skills as currently measured using the
engineering play instrument. Although both functional processes have similar goals, including a
strong focus on planning, children simply may not use EF skills while they engage in
constructive play with unit blocks.
However, this also points to issues in measurement potentially affecting associations
between engineering play and EF, some of which may have also affected associations with
planning ability. First, as with planning ability, it is possible that a lack of comprehensive
coverage of relevant behaviors in the current engineering play instrument affected null
associations between engineering play and EF. As previously described, one possibility is that
the current coding instrument only captures individual occurrences of engineering behaviors and
does not measure how the more complex engineering processes might transpire over the course
of children’s constructive play sessions (Gold et al., 2017). For instance, referring to the example
illustrated with the planning assessment (e.g., construction of a castle gate), engineering play
behaviors are coded in short intervals using a method that may not fully document the
engineering design process, just as it may not document evidence of a Problem-Solving
Framework sequence (Zelazo & Frye, 1998). Therefore, if EF skills are employed during
engagement in engineering play, an association may not be obvious without an engineering play
coding system that more accurately documents behaviors as part of a process more closely
resembling the engineering play and Problem-Solving Frameworks. It may be difficult to capture
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how EF components are employed during behavioral sequences in engineering design and
problem solving using a measurement method focused on frequencies of behaviors as they occur
in brief individual coding intervals. This could be one reason why the Problem-Solving
Framework (Zelazo & Frye, 1998) and the engineering design process (Moore & Tank, 2014)
appear similar, especially in the way EF and engineering behaviors are theoretically employed in
construction, yet a potential mismatch exists between measurement of EF and the current
measurement of engineering play, and how these behaviors are incorporated into functional
processes. In this sense, engineering play and EF could be related, but measurement of these
skills in this research does not reveal evidence of an association.
Likewise, a mismatch in measurement may also include the possibility that the HTKS
assessment does not capture EF skills at the level they are employed during children’s
engineering play in construction contexts. For example, it is possible that while reworking and
evaluating an engineering design, a child only needs to use cognitive flexibility skills in order
consider various modification options. Similarly, when children realize they are building
something other than originally intended, they may only need to call upon working memory
skills. However, the HTKS, a global measure that taps into working memory, inhibitory control,
and cognitive flexibility (McClelland & Cameron, 2012), does not document children’s
performance levels for each specific EF component. It is possible that particular engineering play
behaviors are related to one or more separate EF components, but not all of the components.
However, these associations cannot be parsed out using the current measurement methods.
Separate measurement of each EF component as potentially related to preschoolers’ engineering
play might be helpful. However, most research to date indicates EF behaviors during the
preschool-period are not wholly distinct and must often be integrated during a conscious
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response to one stimulus (Blair, 2003; Müller et al., 2012; Sokol et al., 2010). As some recent
evidence suggests, working memory and inhibitory control might be measured independently in
children 49- to- 60 months (e.g., about the same age-range included in this project; Lerner &
Lonigan, 2014; Lonigan et al., 2016). Therefore, contrary to the study hypotheses, children’s EF
skills during engagement in engineering play in this study might be better measured as distinct
EF components. Future research should consider examining associations between engineering
play and EF, focusing both on engineering play processes as they evolve during children’s
interaction across a play session, as well as examination of relations between engineering play
and specific EF components.
Finally, measurement of engineering play and EF skills were also potentially influenced
by the same language demands affecting associations between engineering play and planning.
Post-hoc follow-up analyses indicated significant differences in HTKS performance between
children with-and-without IEPs, with IEP children scoring significantly lower. This is one
potential reason for the significant IEP moderation effect only for children with disabilities.
Overall language ability could drive stronger associations between the heavily language-based
engineering play behaviors and the HTKS measure. This is especially important because the
HTKS requires children to understand and interpret multiple language-based opposites-rules
(McClelland & Cameron, 2012). Therefore, language delays could affect performance. This was
supported by post-hoc analyses demonstrating significant associations between the HTKS and
communicating goals (r = .39) and problem solving (r = .57) only for children with disabilities,
two of the verbal-only engineering play behaviors. In this sense, children’s language ability
could have influenced both their overall engagement in verbal engineering play behaviors
included in the confirmatory factor and levels of performance on the HTKS.
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In addition to the influence of language on HTKS performance, potentially related to IEP
status, children’s performance on the HTKS was also more strongly influenced by demographic
factors than any other child measure in this study. For example, parent education level uniquely
accounted for 14% of the total variance in HTKS scores. Strong associations between family
factors and measured child skills should be considered in future studies and analytical
approaches, especially because these demographics were more strongly related to the child
assessment measures in this study than to children’s engineering play. Nevertheless, there was
not a significant bivariate correlation between HTKS and the engineering play factor, or any of
the individual engineering play behaviors before controlling for demographic factors, suggesting
that null findings were likely more attributable to shortcomings in theory, measurement, or the
possibility that the engineering play and EF constructs are truly unrelated.
In conclusion, there was no evidence in this study that engineering play and executive
function are associated, despite strong theoretical rationale for positive associations (e.g., Zelazo
& Frye, 1998; Moore & Tank, 2014), and literature supporting that children’s engagement in the
engineering design process involves engineering behaviors that appear EF-related (e.g., Bagiati
& Evangelou, 2016; Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Brophy & Evangelou, 2007). Although null
findings could be influenced by measurement of engineering play and EF in ways that do not
fully capture their theoretical association, it is also possible that engagement in engineering play
does not require use of working memory, inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility. More
likely, engagement in engineering play may require use of one or more separate EF components,
not currently measured by the HTKS global assessment of preschoolers’ EF skills (McClelland
& Cameron, 2012). Future research and analytic approaches should consider both different
measurement strategies for engineering play and EF, including the probability that language
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ability could affect children’s engagement in engineering play and performance on the HTKS,
and that demographic factors in this study influenced children’s EF performance more than
performance on the other child measures or engagement in engineering play.
Engineering and Mathematics (Hypothesis 3). Contrary to Hypothesis 3, although
there was a positive significant bivariate correlation at the .05-level between engineering play
and both total informal mathematical ability (r = .22) and the numeracy ability sub-score (r =
.20), these associations were not significant after nesting correction and accounting for control
variables in the marginal regression models. There was also no significant association between
engineering play and geometry ability in the bivariate correlation and after nesting correction and
inclusion of demographic control variables in the marginal regression models. However, in
follow-up analyses the association of engineering play and geometry ability was moderated by
IEP, with a significant positive association only for children with disabilities.
Although engineering play was significantly correlated with overall mathematical ability,
and numeracy ability, these associations were not significant after correcting for nesting and
controlling for demographic factors in the marginal regression models. Equally unexpected was
the non-significant relation between engineering play and geometry, the informal mathematical
factor hypothesized to be most associated with engineering. This is surprising, given previous
findings showing positive associations between early mathematical ability and children’s blockbuilding (e.g., Hanline et al., 2010; Kamii, et al., 2004; Ramani et al., 2014; Wellhousen & Kieff,
2001; Williams & Kamii, 1986; Wolfgang et al., 2001). Specifically, research has demonstrated
that preschoolers often integrate and overlap their informal mathematical skills in numeracy and
geometry as they construct mathematical knowledge through interactions with objects in their
environment (Clements & Battista, 2000; Clements & Sarama, 2004). According to the
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principles of constructivism (Piaget, 1964), it has been theorized, with some empirical support,
that one way children construct knowledge about mathematical principles is through block play,
using opportunities to explore, manipulate, and quantify the properties of blocks, mathematizing
their play in contexts that are engaging and active (Clements & Sarama, 2007a; Ramani et al.,
2014; Wolfgang et al., 2003). Block play has also been associated with sorting, counting, shape
identification, understanding parts-and-wholes (Wellhousen & Kieff, 201; Williams & Kamii,
1986), measurement and symmetry (Kamii et al., 2004), and performance in mathematics upon
formal school entry (Wolfgang et al., 2001). Therefore, null associations between mathematics
and engineering play during block-building contrast with previous empirical findings showing
evidence of mathematical learning in block play contexts.
However, upon closer examination of the literature, potential explanations for the null
findings in this study emerge. These include limitations in the measurement of engineering play
and early mathematics, how mathematical skills may or may not be employed during
engagement in engineering during block play as currently conceptualized, and the possibility that
observed correlations and moderation effects between mathematics and early engineering were
driven by other important factors (e.g., the influence of demographic variables on children’s
math achievement and the effects of language on children’s engineering and performance on the
REMA-Short Form and sub-scores; Weiland et al., 2012).
First, although there were significant correlations in this study between engineering play
and both REMA Numeracy and REMA Total, one possible explanation for null associations in
the marginal regression models is that children’s numeracy and geometry skills were not used
during engagement in engineering play while block-building. This may be understood by
examining expected developmental trajectories of mathematical skills and at what level those
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skills are used during engineering play. For example, research on development of informal
mathematical abilities shows that 4- and-5 year-old children (e.g., children in this sample) should
be able to extend cardinal counting and subitizing to large sets of numbers, count to high
numbers, demonstrate relational and operational abilities to problem solve, and analyze parts and
pieces of shapes, properties of shapes, shape composition and orientation, and angles (NRC,
2009). However, there is high variability in the age at which children can complete both
numeracy and geometry-related tasks according to developmental trajectories (Clements &
Sarama, 2007a; NRC, 2009). Variability in children’s mathematical scores in this sample (M =
13.01, SD = 3.91) suggests that null associations between the engineering play factor and the
informal mathematical abilities may not be attributable to children’s performance levels on the
REMA-Short Form. Instead, perhaps only basic mathematical skills are needed to engage in
engineering play, skills that most children in this sample have already acquired.
For example, during engagement in communicating goals and logical or mathematical
words, a child may say, “I need another tall block.” At face value, this child engaged in
engineering play while using numeracy knowledge. However, in this block context children were
not likely to request more than a few blocks at once in order to complete their structure. In this
regard, most children in this sample were able to request a small number of blocks, while those
same children demonstrated variable levels of numeracy achievement on the REMA-Short Form.
However, it is interesting that follow-up analyses showed a significant positive bivariate
correlation between the REMA Numeracy sub-score and children’s logical and mathematical
words (r = .25). This indicates that despite null associations with the engineering play composite
variable, perhaps children with better numeracy skills are likely to use more mathematical words
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during their engineering play. This requires further examination in future research, including
measurement of children’s mathematical language ability levels.
Similarly, during engagement in explaining how things are built or work, logical or
mathematical words, and technical vocabulary, a child may say, “This ramp needs to go on the
big side so that it stays up.” Seemingly, this child engaged in engineering play while also
demonstrating geometry skills. However, the apparent observed co-occurrence of engineering
play and geometry knowledge in this example may not be revealed during assessment of
children’s geometry ability on the REMA-Short Form. The child has essentially revealed a basic
understanding of size (big), shape features (side), and directionality (up), but levels of geometry
performance on the REMA-Short Form often depend on demonstration of more complex
geometry ability (e.g., precise identification of shapes among numerous misleading shapes that
appear similar). Considering the apparent difference between the level of mathematical ability
necessary to engage in engineering play as currently conceptualized, and more complex levels of
mathematical ability assessed on the REMA-Short Form, null associations between frequency of
engagement in engineering play and levels of mathematical achievement make sense. It may be
possible for children with lower levels of overall mathematical achievement to nonetheless
engage in many of the observed engineering play behaviors in the current conceptualization of
the engineering play coding scheme.
The findings also suggest potential issues in measurement, where perhaps the engineering
play instrument and the REMA-Short Form are not assessing the specific mathematical skills
that may be used during engineering play in block-building, potentially explaining why the block
play literature shows associations between engineering-related block-building contexts and math,
while this study did not. Future iterations of the engineering play instrument should consider
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documentation of engineering play that captures potential variations in children’s functional
deployment of mathematical abilities. In particular, operationalizing the occurrence of actionbased engineering behaviors based on complexity or magnitude may bring out potential
differences in children’s mathematical skills, as associated with both complexity of geometryrelated features in engineered constructions (e.g., more complex shape composition; complexity
of observed patterns and prototyped constructions) and measurement of geometry ability in the
REMA-Short Form.
For example, the REMA-Short Form geometry item measuring patterning skills, asks
children to replicate a pre-modeled “ABAB” pattern using small 1-inch colored cubes. The
current conceptualization of engineering play, including following patterns and prototypes does
not capture complexity levels of children’s patterning skills that may be associated with their
ability to replicate the “ABAB” pattern in the REMA. Instead, following patterns and prototypes
focuses on a frequency count of any kind of observed pattern or prototype, regardless of
complexity. This measurement mismatch could also affect associations of engineering play with
other informal mathematical skills. For instance, in the current engineering play observation
instrument, the ability to non-verbally compare the sides of shapes in order arrange blocks in
lines may be simply coded as “construction” if a trained coder does not observe a clear pattern in
the child’s building. This engineering code would probably not be associated with children’s
ability to verbally identify the number of shape sides seen in a picture (e.g., the REMA-Short
Form side-identification item; Weiland et al., 2012), despite theoretically requiring similar
geometric skills. Potential associations between measurement of these abilities might also not be
found in the current data because the engineering play confirmatory factor is largely comprised
of language-based engineering behaviors, while the REMA-Short Form measures some
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mathematical skills without requiring verbal answers (e.g., children are asked to put the same
number of cubes in a row as the researcher has in her row). Therefore, discrepancies between
employment of the language-based engineering behaviors included in the engineering play
measure and children’s performance on the REMA-Short Form may have contributed to the null
findings.
In addition to the possibility that engagement in action-based engineering behaviors does
not align with verbal measurement of some mathematical skills on the REMA-Short Form (or
vice-versa), it is possible that some children’s overall language capacity and understanding
influenced both engagement in engineering play and performance on the REMA-Short Form.
Similar to children’s performance on the WJ III COG planning sub-test (Woodcock et al.,
2001a), and the HTKS assessment of global executive function ability (McClelland & Cameron,
2012), there was a significant difference in performance on the REMA-Short Form between
children with-and-without IEPs. One-way ANOVAs revealed significantly lower average
performance of children with disabilities (which were predominantly speech-language delays) on
the REMA Total, REMA Numeracy, and REMA Geometry. It is possible that performance on
the REMA-Short Form in general, but particularly the geometry items, depends on children’s
ability to comprehend and produce language required to answer specific mathematical questions
or solve specific mathematical problems (e.g., “place a chip on all of the shapes that are
triangles, and only the triangles;” “How many blocks am I hiding under this cloth?”). This could
explain stronger associations between the language-based engineering play factor and the REMA
Geometry, for the children in the IEP sub-group, most of whom had speech-language deficits. In
addition, this finding is supported by significant bivariate correlations between several
engineering play behaviors and informal mathematical abilities, found only for children with
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IEPs (e.g., solution-testing/evaluating design (r = .49) and logical or mathematical words (r =
.41) with REMA Numeracy; explaining how things are built or work with REMA Geometry (r =
.54); logical or mathematical words with REMA Total; r = .43). Therefore, it may important for
future studies to consider not only that math performance could be influenced by language
ability, but that mathematical language should be observed and measured as a potentially
important component of children’s engineering play. This is especially important considering my
previous discussion of spatial language as a better possible measure of levels of children’s spatial
ability as related to engineering-related block play than more non-verbal cognitively-focused
measures (e.g., Levine et al., 1999). This method might also more directly capture how children
are using math-related concepts during engagement in engineering play.
Research on children’s early mathematical and reading abilities as predicted by
complexity of block play also supports the notion that children’s block play is a stronger
predictor of language-related ability than mathematical ability (Hanline et al., 2010). Hanline et
al. (2010) examined children’s block-building four times per year between ages 5 and 8,
including 90-minute sessions with some teacher facilitation. The sample also included roughly
50% children with disabilities. Results showed that complexity of block play at age 5 positively
predicted children’s reading levels at age 8, but block play complexity at age 5 did not predict
math performance at age 8 (Hanline et al., 2010). These findings support the need for assessment
of children’s language abilities in future engineering play research, as well as the possibility that
engineering play during block-building could be related to children’s language more than
children’s mathematical achievement.
Finally, as with the HTKS, performance on the REMA-Short Form was significantly
influenced by key demographic variables, including parent education, which accounted for 22%
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of the variance in children’s REMA Total performance. This is one reason why significant
associations between engineering play and children’s REMA Total and REMA Numeracy are
reduced after inclusion of demographic control variables. Although associations among
engineering play and REMA Total and REMA Numeracy are largely accounted for by
demographic factors, further exploration of direct-and-indirect associations between engineering
play, demographic variables, and informal mathematical skills may be better understood by
proposing and testing mediation models. Additionally, future models should also consider
inclusion of engineering play behaviors that did not significantly load in the confirmatory onefactor analysis (e.g., solution testing/evaluating design was positively and significantly correlated
with REMA Numeracy; r = .25). A more comprehensive assessment of engineering play may
more clearly show how demographics and other important factors are influencing both children’s
engineering play and levels of informal mathematical performance.
In conclusion, although engineering play as currently operationalized is significantly
correlated with both REMA Total and REMA Numeracy, demographic factors such as parent
education level largely account for these associations. The lack of unique associations between
engineering play and these math skills may be influenced by low levels of mathematical ability
required to engage in engineering play, as well as by some mismatch between the way
engineering play is employed and measured during block-building and the way informal
mathematical abilities as measured in the REMA-Short Form are used during block-building.
However, it should be noted that although the REMA Numeracy items demonstrated adequate
internal consistency (α = .711), the REMA Geometry items did not (α = .431). Therefore, the
obtained moderation effect of IEP on the association between engineering play and the REMA
Geometry may be questioned, as can the null main association between engineering play and
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REMA Geometry. Results should also be interpreted in light of the seemingly significant
influence of children’s language ability on both engagement in verbal engineering play behaviors
and performance on the REMA-Short Form. Future research should consider both, that language
components potentially important in measurement of children’s spatial language are also
important in measurement of mathematical concepts used during block play, and that improved
measurement might more accurately demonstrate the way engineering play is related to early
informal mathematical ability.
Summary of Study Limitations
This dissertation added significant contributions to a previously unexplored field of
research. However, as discussed throughout interpretation of results, several limitations should
be considered. First, although inclusion of children with disabilities in this sample was accounted
for statistically using several methods, it is possible that children’s engagement in engineering
play and performance on the child assessment measures were affected by unmeasured language
components. Although a supplementary confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated an identical
factor structure between the single confirmatory factor including all 110 children and a
confirmatory factor including only the 83 children without disabilities (see Appendix for CFA
results excluding children with disabilities), 20 of 27 children with IEPs had speech and/or
language delays. This may limit engagement in verbal engineering play behaviors and children’s
ability to both understand language-based instructions on the child measures and answer
assessment questions. Significant IEP moderation effects and follow-up analyses suggested that
children’s language ability could have substantially influenced the strength of associations
between engineering play and measured child skills. Additionally, because 6 of 10 classrooms in
this study were in Head Start programs, most of this sample was at-risk for poorer academic
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performance based on demographic characteristics (Redden, Ramey, Ramey, Forness, &
Brezausek, 2003), in addition to increased likelihood of a future disability diagnosis compared to
non-Head Start children (Barton, Spiker, & Williamson, 2012). Therefore, children in this study
were more likely to be affected to by some of the language components that may be driving
significant or null associations between engineering play and the child assessment scores. More
research is needed on specific disability-related differences in engineering play and the potential
influence of language ability on children’s engineering play and performance on the child
assessment measures.
Second, a relatively small sample size limited statistical power to perform more advanced
analyses on these data, including use of the derived engineering play confirmatory factor as a
latent variable in structural equation models. Data were also drawn from a convenience sample
limited geographically (10 classrooms from five bordering counties), racially (77% of children
were Caucasian), and socio-economically (73% of parents did not have a college degree).
Generalization of findings could be limited to more at-risk children whose parents self-selected
participation in the study. Child age could also limit generalization because children in this
sample were between 4 years-old and almost 6 years-old. Therefore, findings should be
interpreted with respect to children in their last year of prekindergarten, excluding 3 year-olds
often discussed in empirical findings about preschool in the previous literature. Additionally, it is
possible that analysis of some block play dyads including children previously filmed in another
dyad, or mixed-sex dyads, influenced results. Repeat-children’s previous experience with the
play condition may have influenced their engineering play and their partners’ play. Similarly, it
is possible that opposite-sex conditions in some way influenced engagement in engineering play
behaviors.
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Third, this was an exploratory, concurrent design with only one measurement time for
each child. Implications about causality and directionality of associations cannot be made. It is
not currently known whether children must already be able to perform various planning, EF,
mathematical, or spatial skills in order to engage in engineering play. Likewise, it is not known
whether improvement in these skills might increase children’s frequency of engagement in
engineering play, or vice versa. Supplemental analyses in this dissertation examined associations
between engineering play and the child assessment measures, reversing the independent and
dependent variables, in a preliminary attempt to explore directionality (e.g., engineering play
(IV); child measure (DV)). Although inferences about directionality of associations cannot
reasonably be made without longitudinal assessment of children’s engineering play and child
skills, patterns of associations were replicated in the reverse direction. Each significant
association, null association, and moderation effect was identical when engineering play was
included as the independent variable in the marginal regression models (see Appendix; Tables
20–30). However, two additional limitations must be considered during interpretation of these
reverse models: (1) the effect size of the association of engineering play with each child measure
was considerably smaller in these reverse models, while the effect sizes for demographic control
variables were considerably larger. This is because age, parent education, and child IEP were
each more strongly and significantly associated with the child assessments when each was
included as the dependent variable than with the engineering play dependent variable; (2)
because analytical Steps 1 – 4 determined inclusion of demographic control variables in Step 3
of the marginal regression models based on their association with the dependent variable in Step
2 (e.g., engineering play in the original models; child assessment in the reverse models), several
of the reverse-direction models include different demographic covariates than included in the
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associated model with engineering as the dependent variable (e.g., Spatial Horizontal Rotation
was only significantly associated with parent education levels in the reverse models). There is
some possibility of bidirectionality between engineering play and some child assessment
measures that requires further attention.
Finally, refinement and employment of the engineering play observation instrument was
limited by issues in validity, reliability, and design. This should be considered not only with
respect to associations between engineering play and the child assessment measures, but also
internal consistencies of the REMA Geometry and spatial transformation sub-scores, limiting
potential implications of results. Additionally, establishment of the gold standard for reliability
was based on the principal investigator’s previous experience with engineering play research,
knowledge of the domain, and consultation with a senior research faculty member. This process
was largely a team-based approached to refining and clarifying definitions and observed
examples in the engineering play coding scheme based on limited previous research
(Bairaktarova et al., 2011; Gold et al., 2015). Although careful consideration was given to
operationalization of the engineering play behaviors, development of this kind of observational
coding scheme was based on an educationally informed subjective decision-making process.
Therefore, several iterations of construct revision and implementation in future research may be
necessary to achieve valid and reliable measurement of children’s engineering play. This same
limitation applies to achievement of interrater reliability. Although strong agreement was
reached (96% raw behavior agreement; Cohen’s K = .86), the principal investigator’s gold
standard code was used as the common code that each of the three video coders was required to
match. This assumes the gold standard code most accurately assesses the presence or absence of
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engineering play behaviors based on the definitions and examples included in the engineering
play observation instrument.
Future Directions
Based on the findings in this study, continued refinement the engineering play
observation measure is an essential first step before examination of directionality of associations
or causality in relation to children’s cognitive or language abilities. Several iterations of
construct revision and implementation in future research may be necessary to achieve a valid and
reliable measure of children’s engineering play. As discussed during interpretation of results, reconceptualizing the engineering play construct and examination of important modifications in
the current coding instrument may be helpful. This includes determining whether engineering
play is actually a largely verbal construct or whether important action-focused engineering
behaviors were not considered or included in the current coding instrument. Currently,
engineering play behaviors are coded based on precise determination of their presence of
absence within brief observation intervals. This requires detailed specification of criteria that
indicate the presence of each engineering play behavior, including when multiple behaviors
occur simultaneously. It is necessary to consider the composition of the current coding scheme as
it relates to results of the confirmatory factor analysis, and the engineering play factor’s
association with certain child measures, to inform continued refinement of the measurement tool.
This includes potential development of an engineering play coding scheme that more accurately
captures action-based engineering play and levels of complexity in the features of children’s unit
block constructions. Measurement of different child skills that may be related to engineering play
(e.g., general language abilities), or different aspects of the child skills measured in this study,
may be equally meaningful (e.g., spatial language, Verdine, Golinkoff et al., 2014; separate
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measurement of specific EF components; Lerner & Lonigan, 2014). This may also include more
assessment of the child skills employed in contexts more like block-building, as compared to
direct formal assessment of children’s pre-academic abilities.
Future studies should also consider additionally beneficial design and measurement
strategies. For example, cross sectional designs testing age-related and context-related
differences in engineering play are needed. To date, the engineering play framework has only
been used with preschool-aged (4- to- 5 years) children, but kindergarten and elementary-aged
children may exhibit engineering play behaviors at different rates, including language-based
behaviors. It is important to examine the factor structure of engineering play and associations
with cognitive domains, not only in older children, but in constructive play contexts offering
varying degrees of opportunity to engage in engineering play with varying degrees of adult
support. This would also help with data replication necessary to further evaluate validity and
reliability of the engineering play measure.
Finally, consideration should be given to different analytical approaches that may better
help explain these data and associations between engineering play and the child assessment
measures. Although this study intentionally sought a one-factor model to preserve statistical
power and reduce Type-I error, further examination of the engineering play factor structure is
needed, including the possibility of a multiple factor model. Additionally, in these data,
demographic variables (e.g., age, parent education level, child IEP) were strongly correlated with
children’s performance in EF, informal mathematics, and planning abilities, and to a lesser
extent, with frequency of engagement in engineering play. Despite controlling for these factors
in the marginal regression models, it is possible a different analytical approach may better
explain relations among demographics, engineering play, and the child measures. Mediation
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models that more closely examine these associations may better inform how children’s
engineering play and performance on the child assessments were affected by family demographic
factors, including whether associations were not mediated, partially mediated, or fully mediated.
Conclusions
This project was the first in a series of planned research studies examining the
engineering play construct as a potentially important framework for understanding and observing
young children’s play with blocks from a STEM perspective. The two main goals were to
evaluate validity and reliability of the current engineering play measure as an observation tool
(e.g., confirmatory factor analysis, Hoyle, 2000; WJ III COG planning ability; Woodcock et al.,
2001a) and examine associations between children’s engineering play and known measures of
school readiness, cognition, and learning (e.g., global executive function, McClelland &
Cameron, 2012; informal mathematical ability, Weiland et al., 2012; spatial ability, Levine et al.,
1999). Patterns of results in this study, in both the confirmatory factor analysis and examination
of associations with cognitive abilities, contribute to a baseline knowledge of how the
engineering construct is currently understood and measured in preschool. Despite a majority of
null associations in the marginal regression models, findings revealed measurement issues that
may inform refinement of the engineering play measure and its potential application in early
education contexts. Additionally, although results indicated that after controlling for
demographic factors, relations between the child assessment measures and engineering play were
reduced, this does eliminate the finding that engineering play is correlated with specific child
skills. Therefore, future investigation is needed exploring relationships among measured family
factors, engineering play, and these child skills. In conclusion, this was the first study to gather
validity and reliability data on any measure of engineering play in young children. This was also
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the first study to directly test associations between preschool children’s engineering behaviors
during play and performance on known predictors of academic achievement. Although more
measurement research is needed, including refinement of the engineering play measure and
examination of other potentially important related factors, such as children’s language ability,
this study was an important first step in exploring potential use the engineering play framework
in early education constructive play contexts.
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APPENDIX

Table 18. Engineering play confirmatory factor analysis results excluding children with IEPs (N = 83)
Behavior
CG

β
.575

SE
.10

z
5.50

p<
.001

Constant

.945

.13

7.16

.001

.686

1.20

PS

.285

.13

2.27

.050

.039

.532

Constant

.711

.12

5.79

.001

.471

.952

EX

.574

.11

5.45

.001

.368

.781

Constant

.872

.13

6.76

.001

.619

1.12

PP

.257

.13

1.95

.050

.002

.515

Constant

1.21

.14

8.39

.001

.931

1.50

LM

.638

.10

6.28

.001

.439

.837

Constant

1.28

.15

8.63

.001

.987

1.57

TV

.594

.11

5.55

.001

.384

.804

Constant

.528

.12

4.51

.001

.298

.758

Confidence Interval
.370
.781

Note. CG = communicates goals; PS = problem solving; EX = explaining how things are built or work; PP =
following patterns or prototypes; LM = logical or mathematical words; TV = technical vocabulary. Likelihood
ratio test of model vs. saturated, χ2 = 16.02, p = .07; RMSEA = .097; CFI = .881; TLI = .801
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Table 19. Bivariate correlations of engineering play behaviors (N = 110)
CG

CN

PS

CI

SE

EX

PP

LM

CG
CN

.11

PS

.29

CI

.07

.03

SE

.04

-.22

EX

.38

PP

.15

LM

.43

TV

.25

**

***

.12
.06
*

.06

-.02

.38

-.02

.02

***

-.10

.23

**

-.02

.07

.25
***

*

**

.07

-.04

.16

-.09

.21

*

.03

.16

.31

***

.11

-.06

.27

**

.32

.20

*

***

.38

***

Note. CG = Communicates goals; CN = Construction; PS = Problem solving; CI = Creative/innovative action; SE =
Solution testing/evaluating design; EX = Explaining how things are built or work; PP = Following patterns or
prototypes; LM = Logical or mathematical words; TV = Technical Vocabulary. p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***

Table 20. Association of engineering play (IV) with planning (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.22 *

.16

.26

.07

.11

.05

Age

.31 ***

.31 ***

.02

.10

.27 ***

Parent Edu

.25 **

.25 **

.02

.06

.21 *

r
Engineering Play

Gender

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.20

-344.66 (99.99)

.08

.05

.22

-327.84 (.02)

.02

-

-

.29 ***

.02

-

-

.02

-

-

.23 *

.02

-

-

- .13

- .13

.08

.02

-

-

-

-

- .13

.08

-

-

Race

.04

.04

.07

.01

-

-

-

-

.10

.07

-

-

IEP

- .23 *

- .23 *

.08

.05

.05

-

-

- .15 **

.04

-

-

-

.12

.35

.07

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *ENG

-

.16 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 21. Association of engineering play (IV) with planning (DV) removing outliers (N = 97)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.26 **

.18

.03

.10

.20 *

.03

Age

.27 **

.27 **

.02

.07

.22 **

Parent Edu

.13

.13

.02

.02

- .17

.08

.07

Engineering Play

Gender

-

Race

.17 ~
.07

IEP

-

IEP *ENG

.19 ~
-

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.14

-414.59 (99.99)

.17 ~

.03

.18

-384.01 (.01)

.02

-

-

.24 ***

.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

.10

.03

-

-

.03

-

-

-

-

- .15

.08

-

-

.07

.01

-

-

-

-

.13

.05

-

-

- .19 *

.06

.04

.05

-

-

- .12 ~

.13

-

-

.11

.07

.10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.15 ~
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 22. Association of engineering play (IV) with HTKS (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1
r
Engineering Play

.17 ~

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

.04

.09

.13

-

-

.07

.08

ENG (No IEP)

-

-

-

-

-

ENG (IEP)

-

-

-

-

.37 ***

.07

R2
.30

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

-120.06 (99.99)

-

-

.32

-110.41 (0.79)

- .07

.08

.37 **

.10

Age

.30 **

.30 *

.11

.09

.27 **

.08

-

-

.25 **

.08

-

-

Parent Edu

.37 ***

.37 *

.13

.14

.34 *

.15

-

-

.33 ~

.15

-

-

Gender

.05

.05

.23

.01

-

-

-

-

.05

.20

-

-

-

-

-

-

- .12

.17

-

-

Race

-

.13

- .13

.29

.02

IEP

-

.30 **

- .29 **

.21

.08

-

.18 *

.15

-

-

- .19 **

.13

-

-

.14

.13

-

.38 ***

.08

-

-

- .38 **

.11

-

-

IEP *ENG

-

.19 *

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 23. Association of engineering play (IV) with REMA Total (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.22 *

.13

.08

.11

.06

.06

Age

.37 ***

.37 **

.12

.13

.34 **

Parent Edu

.47 ***

.47 **

.11

.22

.43 **

r
Engineering Play

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.38

-95.48 (99.99)

.04

.07

.40

-87.83 (99.99)

.10

-

-

.34 **

.09

-

-

.13

-

-

.45 **

.12

-

-

Gender

-

.07

- .07

.13

.01

-

-

-

-

- .10 ~

.10

-

-

Race

-

.01

- .01

.25

.01

-

-

-

-

.05

.15

-

-

IEP

-

.26 **

- .26 *

.24

.07

.13

-

-

- .16 *

.12

-

-

.11

.24

.11

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *ENG

-

-

.17 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 24. Association of engineering play (IV) with REMA Numeracy (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.20 *

.15

.05

.07

.06

.05

Age

.42 ***

.42 **

.11

.18

.41 **

Parent Edu

.41 ***

.41 **

.09

.17

.39 *

r
Engineering Play

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.35

-107.46 (99.99)

.01

.06

.39

-90.80 (.02)

.09

-

-

.41 **

.09

-

-

.13

-

-

.40 **

.12

-

-

Gender

-

.14

- .14

.18

.02

-

-

-

-

- .17 *

.15

-

-

Race

-

.03

- .03

.19

.01

-

-

-

-

.05

.14

-

-

IEP

-

.20 *

- .20

.30

.04

-

-

-

-

- .11

.19

-

-

.05

.30

.07

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *ENG

-

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 25. Association of engineering play (IV) with REMA Geometry (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1
r
Engineering Play

.17 ~

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

.06

.13

.10

-

-

.02

.13

.36 **

.11

ENG (No IEP)

-

-

-

-

ENG (IEP)

-

-

-

-

Age

.15

.15

.11

.02

Parent Edu

.39 ***

.39 **

.10

.15

Gender

.05

.05

.14

.01

Race

.03

.03

.34

.01

- .25 **

.16

.06

-

.15

.10

-

IEP

-

IEP *GEO

.25 **
-

.16 ~

-

-

R2
.21

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

-159.85 (99.99)

-

-

.23

-144.38 (.04)

- .03

.12

.34 **

.09

-

-

-

.13

.10

-

-

.08

-

-

.35 **

.09

-

-

-

-

-

-

.03

.13

-

-

-

-

-

-

.03

.26

-

-

.15 *

.13

-

-

- .14 ~

.16

-

-

.18 *

.16

-

-

- .32 *

.15

-

-

.36 **

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 26. Association of engineering play (IV) with Spatial Total (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.17 ~

.13

.13

.04

.03

.09

Age

.28 **

.28 *

.10

.08

.27 **

Parent Edu

.49 ***

.49 **

.14

.24

.48 *

r
Engineering Play

Gender

-

Race
IEP

-

IEP *ENG

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.32

-118.50 (99.99)

.01

.11

.37

-94.54 (.01)

.08

-

-

.29 **

.07

-

-

.17

-

-

.51 **

.15

-

-

.26

-

-

.13

- .13

.19

.02

-

-

-

-

.10

.10

.32

.01

-

-

-

-

.16 *

.16

-

-

.11

- .11

.27

.01

-

-

-

-

.01

.11

-

-

.06

.22

.04

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- .19

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 27. Association of engineering play (IV) with Spatial Horizontal (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

r

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.14

.08

.13

.06

.01

.10

.22

-155.39 (99.99)

Age

.30 **

.30 **

.09

.09

.28 **

.08

-

-

Parent Edu

.34 ***

.34 **

.10

.11

.31 *

.12

-

-

Engineering Play

Gender

-

Race
IEP

-

IEP *ENG

AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .03

.11

.26

-134.38 (.01)

.29 **

.07

-

-

.34 *

.12

-

-

.15

- .15

.23

.02

-

-

-

-

- .19

.22

-

-

.02

.02

.22

.01

-

-

-

-

.07

.15

-

-

- .21 *

.19

.04

.13

-

-

- .14 ~

.14

-

-

.05

.19

.06

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.21 *
-

-

.15 *
-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 28. Association of engineering play (IV) with Spatial Diagonal (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

.11

.06

.06

.03

Age

.24 **

.23 *

.10

Parent Edu

.42 ***

.42 **

Engineering Play

Gender

-

Race
IEP

-

IEP *ENG

Step 4

b

SE

R2

.01

.04

.23

-153.21 (99.99)

.06

.23 *

.08

-

-

.10

.18

.42 **

.12

-

-

-

AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .04

.05

.27

-131.38 (.01)

.24 **

.08

-

-

.44 **

.10

-

-

.13

- .13

.24

.02

-

-

-

-

- .18

.30

-

-

.01

.01

.20

.01

-

-

-

-

.07

.19

-

-

.11

- .11

.21

.01

-

-

-

-

- .02

.09

-

-

.08

.11

.03

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 29. Association of engineering play (IV) with Spatial Horizontal Rotation (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

b

SE

R2

b

SE

R2

.25 **

.24 ~

.12

.06

.19 *

.09

Age

.12

.12

.12

.01

-

Parent Edu

.35 ***

.35 *

.15

.12

r
Engineering Play

Gender

-

Race
IEP

-

IEP *ENG

.32 ~

Step 4
AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

.16

-198.32 (99.99)

.18 *

.07

.19

-171.44 (.01)

-

-

-

.11

.12

-

-

.15

-

-

.33 *

.15

-

-

.21

-

-

.01

- .01

.17

.01

-

-

-

-

.11

.11

.23

.01

-

-

-

-

.15 ~

.17

-

-

.05

- .05

.26

.01

-

-

-

-

.05

.13

-

-

.01

.23

.06

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- .03

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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Table 30. Association of engineering play (IV) with Spatial Diagonal Rotation (DV) (N = 110)
Step 1

Engineering Play

-

Step 2

Step 3

r

b

SE

R2

.02

- .02

.13

.01

-

Step 4

b

SE

R2

.11

.10

.12

-228.70 (99.99)

AIC (Fit %)

b

SE

R2

AIC (Fit %)

- .11

.10

.18

-177.03 (.01)

Age

.15

.15 ~

.08

.02

.16 ~

.08

-

-

.19 *

.07

-

-

Parent Edu

.29 **

.29 *

.11

.09

.31 *

.12

-

-

.35 **

.11

-

-

.22

-

-

Gender

.07

- .07

.16

.01

-

-

-

-

Race

.14

.14

.31

.02

-

-

-

-

.20 ~

.24

-

-

IEP

.06

.06

.22

.01

-

-

-

-

.13 ~

.15

-

-

-

.02

.23

.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IEP *ENG

-

- .14

-

Note. Step 1 = Bivariate correlations with engineering play; Step 2 = Marginal regression models with child assessment regressed on each control variable
individually; IEP interaction term refers only to the moderation test indicating if interaction effects should be interpreted in Steps 3 and 4; Step 3 = Marginal
regression model including only marginally significant control variables from Step 2; Step 4 = Marginal regression model including all control variables. p < .10 ~
p < .05 *

p < .01 ** p < .001 ***
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